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ABSTRACT
This collaborative qualitative research addresses challenges faced by Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) in higher education and environmental
programs as a result of academic imperialism (Chilisa, 2012) and epistemic injustice
(McKinnon, 2016), as well as other systemic challenges that marginalize, diminish and
invisibilize ways of knowing and narratives of Black, Indigenous, and People of Color.
Historic and ongoing erasure of Black, Indigenous, and People of Color from the Land
contributes to the perception and narrative that BIPOC are disinterested in environmental
issues.
Using a strengths-based perspective, I alongside a circle of nine leaders in the
environmental fields collectively understood and referred to as co-researchers throughout
the project explored multiple ways of knowing vis-à-vis photographs and stories of sense
of place and relationship to Land. Under the broader umbrella of narrative inquiry
methodology, this project utilized visual/participatory action research methods that were
inspired and informed by relationality and relational accountability principles (Wilson,
2008) as well as decolonizing practices of storytelling and reframing (Smith, 2013). The
conceptual lens for this study is borrowed from the work of Dr. Robin Kimmerer (2013)
who described the relationship between Western and Indigenous ways of knowing
through the metaphors of Fortress, River and Garden.
Our research used sense of place as a way of exploring BIPOC leadership
revealing multiple meanings of “sense of place” and ways of knowing. Sense of place as
Fortress describes the challenging conditions that BIPOC face; conditions that sustain
White Supremacy and the colonial project within the field of environmentalism. In
response, BIPOC reframe and reclaim sense of place as River and Garden revealed
through three epistemological streams: 1) Autopoietic or Self-making, 2) Relational and
3) Presence. These are discussed as strength-based ways of knowing: to make and remake oneself in the midst of changing and unwelcoming environments; to know oneself
and the world through relationship; and to demonstrate commitment to people, place, and
planet often at great personal cost.
The intention of this study is to uplift the stories and wisdom of BIPOC leaders in
the environmental fields and their many ways of surviving, knowing, and thriving in
challenging learning and working spaces. These findings may assist academia and
mainstream environmentalism to recognize that to be in right relationship with the natural
world requires honoring multiple ways of knowing.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1. An Invitation to a Multidimensional Sense of Place
Dear Reader: Let me offer this prayer at the beginning of our journey. We plant
our feet where they are and acknowledge the seen and unseen energies that bring us here
and accompany us at every step. Though these words are mine they echo a call that has
gone out through many voices over the past 100 ages and into the next 100 ages.
I call in the energies of the East, of the Dawn, of Rising Sun, of Wind and Breath.
I call in the energies of the South, of Heat and Fire, of the Seed
beneath the soil, of growth.
I call in the energies of the West, of the Setting Sun, of Waters,
currents and transformation.
I call in the energies of the North, of Stone, of Darkness and Creativity, of our Ancestors.
I call to Father Sky and all the Cosmos.
I call to Mother Earth who feeds us all.
I call to all the energies within and all around us.
Only when I have called in the directions do I feel my own deep sense of place.
Not necessarily mapped to some geographic point in space or linear time but rather, a
sense of place in the acknowledgement and remembrance of that which has always been
and will ever be.
I was told once that my orientation in the World was that of the Hanged Woman
in the Tarot cards whose feet are “grounded” in the Sky and whose hair “grew into” the
Earth. The lesson was that my view of the world is from that perspective, a tendency to
look at things differently. This resonates. I have always felt most comfortable standing at
the edges at the widest vantage point where I can quickly scan the landscape. Perhaps my
sense of place is nowhere and now here and anywhere all at once. Ironically, this is where
I feel most rooted, where I feel the strongest sense of belonging, in this admittedly
1

wordless and multiply-placed place that holds so much meaning and relationship for me
through the practice of calling in and calling up. I nuzzle into the crook of my cat’s neck
as he purrs. This is my sense of place too; place as experience and connection, imbued
with meaning as Yi Fu Tuan (1975) might describe. An abstract place nested in actual
geographic place.
May this journey be dynamic. While these words are static upon static pages, my
intention – or perhaps my experiment – is to conjure an experience invoking stories from
the past to inform a dynamic, multi-dimensional present. In other words, the past
becomes present; the present revisits the past through memory, story, and image; images
of places that hold meaning. Bear in mind that language has its limitations, so do
“traditional” ways of conveying knowledge. Struggling with these dynamics is itself
experiential and a way of knowing. We’ll do our best.
Summer 2010: Three women of color sit at a table overlooking Lake Champlain
and farther west to the Adirondack Mountains. We come together for the first time to
share experiences of connection to environment. We began our acquaintance over the
idea of “roots.” Moon’s roots run deep on the reservation and also on the Land1 of her
Black ancestors. Moon’s story conjures a very clear, almost tangible sense of place where
relatives and ancestors carry the family stories of people and relationship to the Land. For
my other new friend, Sun, roots are the deep connections to the home she shared with her
family who cared for a vast property in an affluent neighborhood. Though not owners of

1

In deference to the Land and to my cultural belief in Animism - the belief that all things are animated and
alive - I will capitalize “Land” throughout this document to underscore its aliveness and centrality in this
inquiry.
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this property, they knew the Land intimately. Roots grown not out of possession but from
daily relationship over decades. Then me: my family immigrated from the Philippines
when I was one year old. My family lived in several states for my mother’s profession.
Vermont is my ninth state of residence. It took several years in one place and raising a
child before I felt anything like roots. My life experience was more of a rolling stone than
a thing with roots and somehow, I still feel grounded. The stories of my new friends gave
me much to reflect upon for many years.
Putting down roots for each of us felt very different. We did not come to a
conclusion or consensus in that conversation but we did feel a swift sense of connection
to each other and to the place we found ourselves in that moment. We shared a love of
Land, stories, and community. We planted seeds of relationship in a 20-minute
conversation sitting where the native peoples of this Land, the Abenaki, live/d in view of
Lake Champlain – or Bitawbagok, “the waters between” (Day, 1981) and the Adirondack
mountains. Our unique stories and perspectives created a much richer shared experience.
For me, it was a demonstration that we each could have very different experiences that
inform and shape our individual understandings of “roots,” that our individual paths into
this concept represented different ways of knowing and being, that our connections to
Land were many and diverse. Their perspectives were a new lens through which I could
even more deeply investigate my own. I have often wondered how often this dynamic of
sharing multiple ways of knowing through dialogue and storytelling is replicated in our
learning environments and in our classrooms. Do I as an educator make space for
multiple ways of knowing and being? That depends on the people -- teachers and learners
together -- and the conditions that are set in our learning spaces that determine how

3

individual stories are shared, if and how certain stories are given space, or if stories find a
place in the classroom at all.
Welcome to University. “We have forgotten that we each have an ancient
connection to land,” said Mickey Fearn, the former Deputy Director of the U.S. National
Park Service (NPS) to a group of first-year college students embarking on their careers to
study various aspects of natural resources (lecture notes, October 2011). The idea that we
each have an ancient connection to the Land was new to me or perhaps I was just
beginning to remember. As Deputy Director, part of Director Fearn’s charge was to
diversify the National Park System, that is, to increase the numbers of Black, Indigenous,
and People of Color (BIPOC) that visit and work for the NPS. However, his deeper work
was to help each of us remember that we already and have always been connected to
Land and place regardless of our identities. For me, Director Fearn’s words profoundly
changed my sense of place as well as the trajectory of my work.
Sense of place means many things. It is hard to “define” sense of place in the
literature or to “capture” it through a study. It is a felt, fluid, and changeable thing.
Nevertheless, to find somewhere to stand on, we can think of sense of place as the
geographer Yi Fu Tuan (1975) described it: the incarnation of the experiences and
aspirations of a people, imbued with history and meaning. For the well-known
educational philosopher, John Dewey, this embodiment of experience happens “in place”:
learning comes out of the dynamic interaction of people and their world, from our
experiences in the world. There is a power to place, an “ability to connect people in
society, encourage development of personal and social identities and reinforce sociocultural meanings” (Stokowski, 2002. p. 375). Place itself has power to connect,

4

develop, and reinforce in ways that, for example, build respectful relationship or ways
that maintain structures of “domination, subordination, and inequality” (Delaney, 2002,
p. 11). Given this very brief discussion of sense of place, the most salient framing for this
study is: 1) sense of place as belonging and mediated by dynamics of power and
privilege; and 2) sense of place as relationship to Land and knowledge that grows from
reciprocal relationship.
“Relationship” -- to place, to Land, to humans and more-than-humans -- for this
study may be seen through differing lenses depending on one’s place, power, and
privilege. In a system deeply rooted in White supremacy culture, relationship to Land
may be motivated by a savior complex and a protectionism of natural resources for the
primary purposes of sustaining a cycle of consumption that exploits the Land for products
and playgrounds. This seems true for majority identity, White environmentalists. Often
overlooked are people from a range of experiences and backgrounds including BIPOC
whose connection to the environment may be motivated by injustice, inequity, and
limited access to green spaces. BIPOC relationship to Land in this study reflects great
complexity and a multitude of aspects such as mutual respect, care, and tension.
Relationship through this lens honors an interconnectedness and love amongst humans
and more-than-humans that also acknowledges the injustices done to the natural world.
This seems true for the BIPOC involved in this study. There are countless reasons why
people of all backgrounds are and should in the environment as a movement and as a
focus for academic study however both the movement and environmental education are
mostly White. Some environmental education programs and professional organizations
recognize how homogeneous the movement is and lament the absence of Black,

5

Indigenous, and People of Color. Those who take the pains to address this absence focus
primarily on questions of deficit, such as “Why aren’t they here? Why aren’t they
interested? Why aren’t they better prepared?” This deficit lens is a demonstration of a
dominant worldview of education whose epistemologies or ways of knowing are largely
Euro-Western, White supremacist, colonizing, and hegemonic that effectively
marginalize the knowledge, experience, and ways of knowing for people of historically
underrepresented identities that have always been present but ignored. Centuries of
displacement have led to this.
The genocide of Indigenous peoples, the enslavement of Black people, the
dispossession of BIPOC from the Land, and past/current Land theft that undergirds
notions of ownership and possession of the natural resources are as old as imperialism
and colonization in the United States and countries around the world. These injustices are
happening now due to systemic racism and discrimination and in the name of progress
and sustainable development. This history and ideologies underlie “sense of place” and
have had a profound effect on the relationship of BIPOC to Land. It is true that there are
fewer BIPOC than there are White people working in the great outdoors (Finney, 2014),
in university environmental programs (Sharik et al., 2015b), and in the leadership of
environmental organizations (Taylor, 2015). However, there are other narratives of
BIPOC relationship to Land. The environmental justice movement began when
communities of color organized against environmental threats to their health and lives in
Warren County, North Carolina in 1982 (Miller, 2016). And right now there are
environmentalists who are Black, Indigenous, and People of Color working passionately
in service to people and planet in communities across the world. This study brought a
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small and powerful group of BIPOC environmentalists together to share stories of place
and Land. It was an exploration of the multiple epistemologies and ways of knowing that
BIPOC practice and embody as they navigate educational and professional spaces.
Instead of asking deficit questions of “Why aren’t they…?” I reframed our inquiry
toward an anti-deficit, strengths-focused perspective that yields questions like, “Who is
already here? How do we thrive? Why/how do we stay?”(Harper, 2010) At the center of
these questions is a deep wondering about the ways of knowing and being that BIPOC
exercise in order to persist, to survive, and to thrive in the midst of often unwelcoming
and unsafe dynamics in educational and professional spaces.
The people with whom I explored these questions have each earned at least the
Bachelor of Science in an environmental major. Most are currently working in the field
of natural resources and the environment. They are profoundly motivated by place and
people. They survive, persist, and thrive working toward the betterment of their
communities by connecting people to the natural world. They consistently show up to
their experiences and relationships in a reciprocal dynamic of strengthening and
sustaining. Through practices of inquiry, memory, and story that they shared in dialogue
they demonstrated skills and strengths honed over many years in environments that see
them through a deficit lens. Their ways of knowing are instinctual, learned, and practiced
throughout their education and into their careers.
Pausing here to explain the terms “epistemology” and “ways of knowing.” Across
the literature, the terms ontology, epistemology, and axiology often appear together
because together they describe some of the underlying beliefs and assumptions about how
we make meaning of the world and upon which research is based. Phrased as a set of
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questions, ontology compels us to ask What do we believe about the nature of reality? Is
there a singular, verifiable reality and truth or are their socially constructed multiple
realities? Epistemology compels us to ask the questions Given what we believe about
reality or knowledge, how do we know what we know? How do we arrive at knowledge,
reality, truth? What are our ways of knowing? Finally, axiology compels us to ask What
is worth knowing? What is its value? (Patton, 2002). Written in this linear fashion these
“-ologies” appear to follow one after the other but this is not the case. Shawn Wilson
(2008) in his book about Indigenous research methods suggested that these entities
function together and move in relationship with each other. Interdependent movement
and interconnectedness in relationship are features of this dissertation; interdependence is
a way to describe my own ontology, epistemology, and axiology as a researcher and
interconnectedness as a way to resist the dominant research paradigm. There is more to
say about the shaping, shifting, and movement of my perspectives and positionality
further on.

1.2. Research Problem and the Problem with Research
In higher education, the practice of science and the pursuit of knowledge are
conducted and rewarded vis a vis a dominant knowledge system that centers European
and Western ontology and epistemology that characteristically reduce the whole to its
parts (reductionist), rely almost solely on verifiable facts (positivist), and axiologically
preference one truth over others (hierarchical). A history and ongoing dynamic of
colonization and empire are forces that define understanding as a definitive, rational act
that leads to an ideology of expertise, entitlement, and objectivity. This dominant
paradigm situates multiple and existing knowledge systems that are not Euro-Western as
8

“other” and by extension, “less than.” This dynamic is described as academic imperialism
(Chilisa, 2012) or epistemic injustice (McKinnon, 2016) and is sustained through systems
of eurocentrism and colonialism. Those in power control the systems that generate
knowledge and deem what knowledge and epistemologies are valid.
Programs of study in the environment and natural resources are taught
predominantly from this paradigm where, as a consequence, human relationship to Land
is one of dominance over and possession of natural resources or a dynamic of
“neocolonialism” (Root, 2010). This dynamic marginalizes other epistemologies such
that multiple perspectives and ways of knowing are largely absent from natural resources
curricula. In other words, the dominant Euro-Western epistemology that operates in
academia, in the natural sciences, and in environmental education marginalizes
alternative ways of knowing and creates an unwelcoming atmosphere for Black,
Indigenous People of Color (BIPOC). Learning environments that welcome rather than
marginalize multiple ways of knowing would demonstrate to all students that their unique
experiences and perspectives are important to the generation of knowledge. Indeed, the
environmental community as well as higher education are recognizing the need for
different perspectives, particularly Indigenous knowledge, in order to address inequity in
education and the climate crisis.
Environmentalists are recognizing the value of Indigenous epistemologies and
traditional ecological knowledge as technologies for living in harmonious and sustainable
relationship with the Land. Some authors assert that Indigenous epistemologies
acknowledge multiple ways of knowing and offer decolonizing perspectives on place and
environmental education research (Cajete, 1994; Kimmerer, 2013; Tuck, 2014).

9

Discussed further in the next chapter, a review of the literature reveals a
longstanding discussion about the importance of acknowledging multiple knowledge
systems particularly Indigenous knowledge systems within science and environmental
education contexts. There are a few case studies of formal and informal programs that
attempt this recognition typically targeted at the K-12 population of students. This work
is situated primarily within Indigenous communities and classrooms with some work
targeting the mainstream, White educator and classroom. There is generous and varied
literature on Indigenous ways of knowing that has profoundly influenced my own
explorations of place, Land, and decolonization.
There is a growing body of work about the potentially collaborative relationship
among multiple knowledge systems especially between Euro-Western and Indigenous
knowledge systems as a strategy to address environmental crises and also to address the
historical erasure of Indigenous knowledge. This strategy requires critical analysis
regarding its efficacy and equity. What is authentic collaboration between the oppressor
and the oppressed? Is this a form of subtle appropriation or explicit extraction? Although
beyond the scope of this paper, these are crucial questions for current and future
consideration.
Research on the links between ecological and social justice in education is
relatively new (Gruenewald, 2008; Kapyrka & Dockstator, 2012; Root, 2010). There are
studies and programs that draw on these different knowledge systems that can potentially
deepen BIPOC sense of and connection to place (Semken & Freeman, 2008). Potentially,
programs that decenter western knowledge and center different ways of knowing create
the conditions for welcoming and generative learning environments. A question for
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further study is if this pedagogy serves to attract and retain more BIPOC in
environmental programs. Creating a welcoming environment has been an historical and
social justice problem, not just for pre-K-12 systems of education, but for postsecondary
education as well.
The college journey for BIPOC is different from the journey of their White
classmates. BIPOC experience differential treatment from White students (Chang et al.,
2014; Eimers & Pike, 1997; Suarez-Balcazar et al., 2003) which includes accusations of
intellectual inferiority (Smedley, Myers, & Harrell, 1993), and the centering of Whiteness
across campus spaces, the curricula, and college activities (Harper & Hurtado, 2007). For
better or worse, BIPOC students must learn to survive in places that are not designed for
them.
Yet in my role as an academic student services professional at a predominantly
white institution of higher education whenI look out among the BIPOC alumni that I
knew as undergraduate environmental students, there are many who did succeed through
the curriculum and are now professionals in a variety of environmental jobs. They
experience/d challenges, to be sure, and they persist/ed. In conversations with current
students and alumni, I am always inspired by their unique connections to nature and the
many ways they fight for their “place” on our campus and in the world. Their sense of
place and relationship to Land are not static; they are a daily negotiated praxis. Over the
course of this project with a group of nine BIPOC alumni, we reflected on experiences of
place and Land. We acknowledge/d that relationship to Land is fluid. The practice of
daily negotiating sense of place is exhausting but deeply important and gratifying work.
We discovered that sharing our stories in community is hard but important and
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nourishing. We also learned that we assume multiple identities in our work, continually
adjusting to changing conditions and environments, a dynamic described as autopoeisis
that I will discuss in Chapter Three. Their stories have the potential to guide, inspire, and
sustain students and professionals of color who wish to pursue the same path. Their
stories also offer powerful insights into the co-creation of more radically inclusive and
equitable learning and working spaces. With this intention, we explored the following
research questions:
•

What are the academic and professional experiences of BIPOC in the
environmental fields?

•

What are BIPOC concepts of sense of place and relationship to Land?

•

What epistemologies or ways of knowing are revealed through BIPOC concepts
of sense of place and relationship to Land?

•

How do BIPOC practice autopoeisis, that is, make meaning, re-member
themselves, and sustain themselves amidst and in response to multiple
environments and dynamics?

The common experience of these BIPOC alumni is their undergraduate journey through
the Rubenstein School of Environment and Natural Resources, an academic unit of
approximately 800 undergraduate students situated in a majority White institution of
higher education in northeastern United States.
1.2.1. Educational Landscape in the Rubenstein School of Environment and Natural
Resources
The Rubenstein School is committed to enhancing the understanding of the natural world
in ourselves and our constituents through full inclusion of the unique and valuable
perspectives reflected by diverse peoples. (Rubenstein School Commitment to Diversity)
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Diversity initiatives in the Rubenstein School (RSENR) began in earnest in 1988
with a focus on student recruitment and scholarships. From that time to the present,
RSENR faculty and staff develop curriculum and co-instruct diversity courses within
RSENR, facilitate professional development programming, and serve on diversity
committees across the university. Over the years, RSENR has been awarded over two
million dollars in grants to recruit and retain BIPOC through scholarships and other
initiatives. Dedicated funding and support for BIPOC have had a positive impact on
retention and graduation. However, the enrollment of BIPOC in the School and across
natural resource programs remains low (Sharik et al., 2015b) .
Presumably those who choose to study and work in service to the environment
respect and care for the natural world. These values ought to be the bridge across
differences that allows for collaborative action with the understanding that all issues,
problems, and solutions related to the environment must address social justice and equity.
However, as with many things, this is easier said than done and in reality, the lived
experience for many BIPOC include feelings of frustration and disenfranchisement.
In August 2017, the School conducted an internal equity assessment. Findings
included testimony from RSENR students that the academic culture in RSENR did not
make space for different ways of knowing. BIPOC felt that their cultural knowledge,
lived experience, and connection to the Land were dismissed by faculty and students.
They also described their college experience as far more stressful and rife with more
obstacles compared to the experiences of their mainstream White peers (Shoreline
Consulting, 2018).
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Addressed further in Chapter Two, there is an extensive literature on the
experiences of BIPOC in higher education. Numerous studies have found that BIPOC
struggle to find a sense of belonging across college campuses (Harwood et al., 2018).
However, there is very little literature on the experiences of BIPOC in university
environmental programs and in the environmental professions. BIPOC do care as much
and sometimes more about environmental issues (Macias, 2016; Mohai & Bryant, 1998)
but their knowledge and experience have not found their place in our mainstream systems
of knowledge and ways of knowing.
1.2.2. Purpose and significance of this study
This study explored the experiences of sense of place and relationship to Land for
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) who have graduated with a Bachelor of
Science degree in the environmental and natural resources, revealing the tensions and
synergies among diverse ways of knowing. By honoring diverse ways of knowing,
educators can better facilitate inclusive learning environments where students develop a
critical awareness of multiple epistemologies as well as a deep respect for the many ways
we build relationship with Land, place, humans, and more-than-humans.
The wisdom and literature on Indigenous knowledge systems served as guides
and points of reference. To quote Dr. Robin Kimmerer (2012), “Mutually respectful
evaluation of the divergences and convergences of these epistemologies creates the
foundation for critical examination of how synergy might be created between them” (p.
01). The findings of this study can inform collaborations, curriculum, pedagogy, and
research in higher education particularly for schools of natural resources, environmental
fields, and organizations that recognize that to be in right relationship with the natural
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world requires the knowledge and work of people from diverse places, experiences, and
histories. Findings may also assist environmental organizations to articulate a more
expansive vision for their work, build relationship across differences, and effectively
diversify the workforce.
1.2.3. Relevant terms
Certain terms hold different ideas and meanings for us. There are a few terms in
this document that warrant clarification and consideration.
Land: all of the natural world: earth, water, air, animals, plants that live all around us
whether we are in remote wilderness, rural areas, and especially urban areas. Cities and
urban experiences figure largely in this study.
Indigenous: Through most of this document the term “Indigenous” capitalized honors
the Original People of the Land.
Epistemology and Ways of Knowing: It was challenging for us to fully apply the word
“epistemology” to our work, it seemed too theoretical and academic. In our reflections
and conversations, we tended to prefer the phrase “ways of knowing” which was more
descriptive and accessible. In the writing of this document, I use the terms
interchangeably.
Environmental education/Natural Resources/Place-based Learning: all these terms
are problematic because of their origins in Euro-Western epistemes and worldviews.
However, “environmental education” is internationally recognized and the broadest in its
focus and strategies. I use the terms “environmental education” and “natural resources” in
this dissertation.
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More-than-human: all beings beyond human beings. A means of decentering humans
and troubling any assumptions that humans are the most important part of an ecology or
ecosystem.

1.3. Conceptual Lens: Fortress | River | Garden
The conceptual lens for this study is borrowed from the work of Dr. Robin
Kimmerer (2013) who described the relationship between Western and Indigenous
epistemologies through the metaphors of Fortress, River and Garden, each of which are
briefly described below.

Figure 1. Fortress, River, Garden

Fortress: Knowledge is held inside of a Fortress that dominates the landscape and
is protected and accessed by a privileged few.
River: Western science and Indigenous science coexist as two separate vessels
autonomously navigating the landscape in equitable collaboration providing assistance to
one another in areas of common concern. Autonomy is the aspiration although history
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demonstrates that the autonomy of Indigenous peoples has repeatedly been disrupted to
advance the aims of Western science and industrialization.
Garden: Dr. Kimmerer used the specific image of a Three-Sisters Garden
composed of corn, beans, and squash. Each plant is autonomous and in synergistic
relationship with the others. This garden represents Indigenous science and their
worldview of relationship: “a balanced, equitable, and productive collaboration between
three distinctive species” that provides a nutritionally complete diet to support human
health while fortifying the soil instead of depleting it.
As an educator and researcher, I have been schooled and socialized in the Fortress
metaphor. My positionality within that metaphor varies. If the Fortress is higher
education, I have made my way and lived within the walls of higher education in tacit
support to protect and contain the knowledge generated within. I try to recognize and
include different perspectives and ways of knowing in this space but like the River
image, it can work well when I am attentive to it but more often than not, my socialized
Western ways of knowing still marginalize other ways of knowing.
One could say that environmental education is like the image of two vessels on
the River: operating with the best intentions and under a certain set of assumptions of
what inclusion may look like, such as inviting BIPOC as guest speakers, but still
preferencing Western knowledge and ways of knowing, such as hiring predominantly
White academics as permanent full-time faculty.
The Garden metaphor aligns best with my aspiration for environmental education
and for myself as an educator and researcher. Within this Garden there is room for
multiple realities, experiences, and ways of knowing to create an environment that invites
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trust and thriving. As an educator I also value equity, story, and the importance of making
meaning from lived experience.
My intention in this study is not to displace Western knowledge but to reveal how
the preferencing of Western ways of knowing in environmental education marginalizes
other ways of knowing. Decolonizing environmental education means widening our lens
on sense of place and relationship to Land in order to make room for more genuinely
inclusive, collaborative, life-affirming, and sustainable ways of learning and working
together.

1.4. My research ceremony and relationship to Land

Figure 2. Celebrating my half century at Yosemite National Park

“We have been made to feel small. We have been made to feel inferior because
supposedly we don’t have sacred texts but actually we have the biggest sacred text. We
have Nature. We know how to read the Wind. We know how to read the Mountain so
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why do we feel small? Why do we feel embarrassed about who we are as Indigenous
people?” (Strobel, 2017)
The year 2018 was a big one. My young adult graduated high school and started
college; I discovered Dr. Leny Strobel whose podcast featured the quote above; and on a
hike up Sentinel Dome in Yosemite National Park I gave thanks to the Earth for 50 years
of this life. The winds were powerful upon that rock. It was Wind and this simple
ceremony of gratitude and relationship that held me upright. It took 50 years to get to this
place.
Growing up I heard the terms “indio”2 and “little brown” to describe Filipinx
people, not knowing the history but knowing quite well from experience that these were
condescending terms of backhanded endearment. We are not just little brown people;
surely there is a larger story, an alternate history, a proud lineage that includes me and my
family. Longing for connection to a distant place, I instead dove into deeper relationship
with this place, with Earth, with the beyond-human world. From this practice, a question
came up through the many layers of colonization, “Were there Indigenous, nature-based
cultures in the Philippines?” Yes, in fact, there are still Indigenous peoples living in the
Philippines. And yes, there is an ancient, nature-based culture centered around a
shamanic community of Babaylan3 who were thought to have been eradicated by the

“Indio” is a term sometimes used to describe the indigenous people of the Philippine islands
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filipinos).
3
“Babaylan is a Filipino word that refers specifically to an individual or a group of healers, mostly women, who
were acknowledged by friends and family as possessing extraordinary gifts… having a gift of vision; an ability
to see through schemes or situations and later advise on future plans… or the gift for healing; a specific touch
or intuited or passed-on knowledge to specific processes of ‘fixing’ and ‘putting’ people and things together.
The first priority of all Babaylan [is] her community.” Carlos Villa.
(https://www.centerforbabaylanstudies.org/faqs)
2
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colonial forces of the Spanish and Japanese. In order to survive, they disappeared, went
underground. They and their stories live still.
Deep gratitude to Teachers past, present, and future. A friend and colleague
reminds me that we are all travelers and no one travels alone. Now I am here with a
knowing that I and everything around me is constant and changing all the time. Right
here I claim my own ways of knowing: honoring relationship with the Land and
practicing connection and respect for all Beings as rigorously as I can. By all Beings, I
mean that my view of the world is animistic, that all of creation is sacred, has its own life
energy and can communicate with me through silence, sunsets, purring, colors, intuition,
dreams, scars, etc. Prayers and poems are forms of dialogue central to my own ways of
knowing and being. Everything is in dialogue and relationship with everything else. All
of this – the hurt and the healing parts – are my Wholeness, this and much more that
resists articulation.
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Figure 3. Stone People near Lake Champlain, Vermont

1.4.1. Critical Awareness as Colonized/Settler/Colonizer
I am a woman of color from the Philippines, a country that endured hundreds of
years of colonization. I am also a settler to the colonized place known as the United
States of America. I am a product of Euro-Western education. Over the course of this
study, I did my best to be attentive to the colonizing and hegemonic dynamics that are
ingrained in me whose traces populate my work. There were a number of times over the
course of this dissertation journey when my mainstream, socialized, Western education
became apparent. Thank you to those who hold me accountable to my complicity so that I
might interrupt it.
Which history do Western historians desire to know? Is it to be a tale of writings
by their own countrymen, individuals convinced of their own ‘unique’ capacity
for analysis, looking at us with Western eyes, thinking about us within Western
philosophical contexts, categorizing us by Western indices, judging us by Judeo21

Christian morals, exhorting us to capitalist achievements, and finally, leaving us
an authoritative-because-Western record of their complete misunderstanding?
(Trask as cited in Martin, 1987 p. 178)
My critical awareness of my settler/colonized identity (Strobel, 2017; Tuck et al.,
2014) is ongoing and challenging and inexpressible. If I had to describe the progression,
it might begin with growing up in a Filipinx Catholic family whose cultural origins come
out of both a colonized and Indigenous history. I was raised in the United States where
the prime directive is assimilation to the colonizer’s culture with little awareness that I
should question what and how I was learning about myself and the world. Yet the
knowledge, history, and values that were storied in me by my extended Filipinx family
ran counter to the narratives that were reflected to me from everywhere else. A deeper
knowing recognized itself in other people that were doing the work of decolonization,
who then pointed me to more experiences and so goes a lifetime back to my decolonized,
sovereign self.
This work is not meant to minimize the efforts and good intentions of educators
but I would assert that we have been conditioned to respond to injustice with superficial
solutions that have not yielded meaningful change. Colonialism, competition, White
supremacy, and epistemic hegemony4 are embedded in most systems of education, in the
stories we learn about the natural world, and in the ways we have been schooled as well
as socialized to make sense of our experience. These are deep roots not easily eradicated.
How do we make space and bear witness to the multitudes of stories about connection to

Hegemony, the dominance of one group over another, often supported by legitimating norms and ideas.
Often used as shorthand to describe the relatively dominant position of a particular set of ideas and their
associated tendency to become commonsensical and intuitive, thereby inhibiting the dissemination or even the
articulation of alternative ideas. (https://www.britannica.com/topic/hegemony)
4
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Land? As a settler to this Land who is implicated in the silencing of certain stories, how
do I begin to investigate and decolonize my own ways of knowing?
There are signs of settler/colonizer ways in this document, for example, the linear
and logical progression of chapters and sections that is conventional academic writing,
having to write inside the lines that I am trying to disrupt, erase. If not for my colleagues
who kindly challenge me, I might not see these dynamics at all. Seeing and
acknowledging the tensions of my positionality as colonized/settler/colonizer within a
colonizing system deeply rooted in an ideology of White supremacy are a constant
practice.
Language and names are sites of tension. For example, I struggle with the terms
“environmental education,” “natural resources,” and “place-based learning.” Indigenous
peoples have been practicing environmental education for millennia before the term was
coined. “Natural resources” underscores an extractive, transactional relationship with the
Land where Land becomes primarily the source of goods and services for human-centric
desires. “Place-based learning” is a straightforward description, to utilize place as the site
for learning but one must critically examine the mainstream stories we tell about a
particular place. Whose stories and histories are centered and whose are absent?
Language is problematic and there are no clear alternatives so I use the terms
“environmental education” and “natural resources” in this document.
There are other terms that have multiple layers of meaning such as
decolonization. In the article “Decolonization Is Not a Metaphor” Tuck and Yang (2012)
asserted that Euro-Western and Indigenous knowledge systems cannot be integrated and
that decolonization means repatriation of Indigenous peoples and Land. As a
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colonized/settler/colonizer I intellectually understand this message while it troubles my
sense of place. There are other Indigenous authors that see synergies and common ground
between Western and Indigenous knowledges (Kawagley & Barnhardt, 1998; Kimmerer,
1998). The varying and perhaps contradicting views and practices of decolonization
further troubles my sense of place and belonging. For some Filipinx people in the
diaspora, decolonization is a practice of learning the history of colonization and of
examining one’s place physically, psychologically, emotionally, and spiritually within
Western and colonizer epistemes while doing the rigorous work of identifying/resisting
imperialist narratives (Strobel, 2010).
Consciously and unconsciously as learner and teacher, I have acted in ways that
maintain EuroWestern-centered science and epistemologies. It is difficult to identify all
the ways I am complicit. I take heart that there might be ways to interrogate and disrupt
these forces, for “Within the colonizing university also exists a decolonizing education”
(la paperson, n.d.). Education as a colonizing force is so deeply ingrained around and
within me, but this quote suggests that decolonization can begin from the inside. For our
own safety and well-being, BIPOC have had to consciously and unconsciously assimilate
to Euro-Western colonizing forces and I stand on the shoulders of those who have
actively resisted them. Navigating these multiple challenges requires that I exercise
different muscles, listen to my intuition, and sharpen my critical vision.
As a woman of color and an immigrant from the Philippines, I continue to explore
my own ancient connection to Land and sense of place, even as a settler to the ancestral
territories of the Abenaki people otherwise known as Vermont. I am profoundly grateful
to this Land that feeds, heals, and sustains me. There are many gifts that come from a
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deep connection to place: a respectful relationship with all beings, a stronger heartwood,
an inner locus of control, resiliency, and a critical lens to see the dynamics in myself as
well as within educational systems that lift up voices or silences them. This is resistance.
If we can genuinely value our individual and diverse connections to Land and sense of
place – honor each other’s roots, so to speak – perhaps we can more easily build diverse
and culturally competent communities. Better yet, when we bring a diversity of
experiences to bear, perhaps we can create innovative responses to our academic, social,
and environmental challenges. Can we make healing our relationship to the Earth and
with each other a compelling learning objective and a means for creating thriving
learning environments?
1.4.2. Incommensurate Ecotones
Incommensurate5: (in ethics) do not share a common standard of measurement or cannot
be compared to each other in a certain way.
Ecotone6: a transition area between two biomes where two communities meet and
integrate. May appear as a gradual blending of the two communities across a broad area
or it may manifest as a sharp boundary line.
There are tensions in this work and in this writing. In the spirit of experiential
learning, it is important that we feel these tensions and stay with them. Can you imagine
navigating a world where the language sounds familiar but you must work harder than
others to decipher the meaning? A place where your perspectives do not quite “fit” while
your senses of competence and belonging are repeatedly called into question. Imagine

5
6

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commensurability_(ethics)
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-1-d&q=Ecotones
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feeling this tension in your body regularly. There are some aspects of this journey and
writing that may feel incommensurate with one’s understanding of research and
dissertation writing. For instance, rather than using the terms “subjects and participants”
we use “Co-Researchers” to squash the hierarchy of researcher and researched. Rather
than individual interviews, we used something akin to focus group but more like intimate
conversation where the dialogue had its own energy and aliveness. Topics circle back
across multiple conversations to be re-interpreted in a present moment, a different time
and place than the moment before. The research journey felt like a circular one that
reached farther outward and inward each time the Co-Researchers came together. The
writing in this linear document may feel circular, that is, ideas and terms will return and
return again to be re-considered and re-framed.
There are photographs plus stories included as “postcards” between sections of
content that serve as bridges between ideas but also, I hope, give a sense of the movement
of this project. The Co-Researchers literally move/d place to place in the course of our
work together. We are, in fact, always moving and caught up in movement [of time, of
place]. There are photographs within the text to convey meaning beyond words. Large
blocks of quotes are meant to keep the integrity of our thoughts. Poetic transcription
(more on this in a moment) is presented as a means of analysis but also for the beauty of
it. Images and poetry are ways of knowing – my ways of knowing – that honor the
aliveness and message of what is being shared.
This thing called a “dissertation” means simply a "very long essay" required for a
doctoral degree that demonstrates that one has performed a systematic investigation of
certain questions to produce new knowledge. The adage, “If you can’t measure it, it
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doesn’t exist” sums up the mechanics of conventional research, which is to say, the drive
to make knowledge visible and tangible in order to quantify it. Measurement, indices,
progress, and production are all Euro-Western ideals, the conventional ways of
performing science and research.
Research for me begins with a realization that the dominant narratives serve
primarily the ongoing colonial project. Consider that the etymology of the word
“science” means “knowledge acquired by study.” The word “research” comes from the
old French “to seek out, search closely” and from old Latin “to wander hither and
thither.” In this light, science and research is an action we do up close in relationship over
a period of time that does not necessarily follow a straight line. Research to me is more
“about knowing ‘emerging into being’…’knowledge is not a thing’ but constantly
becoming” (Jacobs, 2008. p. 18). For this study the most valuable intentions and the
most valuable outcomes are to hold space within a beloved community, to co-create our
knowledge of the world, and to be nourished by our vulnerability, wisdom, and aliveness.
This dissertation demonstrates unconventional research methods and writing
formats, as already mentioned. My purpose is to disrupt academia-as-usual by practicing
my own ways of knowing and being. In other words, to make explicit my intention to
decolonize my colonized ways of knowing; to question and push against the current
systems of power and oppression; to do the alternative; to invite vulnerability,
authenticity, imagination, creativity, possibility, joy, and love; to celebrate the Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color moving within systems that do not see BIPOC fully. I
also wish to honor the wisdom of diverse Indigenous communities that have had a
profound influence on my journey.
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There are many Indigenous peoples in North America and around the globe.
Likewise, there have been and are many Indigenous environmental educators. Indigenous
knowledge and ways of knowing are diverse, therefore, the references to Indigenous
knowledge in this document must not be essentialized to all Indigenous peoples.
Moreover, Indigenous peoples have been generous in sharing their wisdom and have
historically been exploited by researchers and seekers, like me. It is a fine line between
acknowledging their wisdom and appropriating their practices, a line I may not always
see clearly. I write this during a time of unrest and protest over racial violence that has
finally jarred many previously silent people into awareness and activism. It is a period of
painful but necessary learning. I bring this up because the way to honor ancient wisdom
and guidance that feels genuine and least harmful is to interrogate my own learning and
ways of knowing, to show up with humility to my elders and teachers, and reciprocate
their generosity in meaningful ways. My intention is to reverently acknowledge that there
are and always have been ancient ways of knowing. Hence, the prayer that opens this
dissertation. Spirituality – connection to the Sacred, to the Unseen, to the Immeasurable –
figures largely in non-Western epistemologies and is often marginalized in the academy
(Shahjahan, 2005). The Sacred is present here.
One of our Co-Researchers used the metaphor of ecotones as the place where
different people and ideas meet. May our multiple ways of knowing and being meet in
this ecotone place, not to be assimilated or integrated but each to be honored for their
unique and intrinsic value.
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1.4.3. Telling and Retelling: Structure of my dissertation and writing style
We lead “storied lives” as Clandinin and Connelly (2000) remind us and so it is
that I make sense and meaning of my experience through stories as well as images,
metaphor, and poetry (which you will soon see). There are storage bins full of journals in
my house, the repositories of so many stories told and retold to me by me. There are
stories that, like old friends, stay with me for decades; across time, place, and experience,
I and each story move, bearing lessons and insights anew each time we meet.
Stories go in circles. They don’t go in straight lines. It helps if you listen in circles
because there are stories inside and between stories, and finding your way through
them is as easy and as hard as finding your way home. Part of finding is getting
lost, and when you are lost you start to open up and listen. (Tafoya, 1995 as cited
in Wilson, 2008. p. 6)
I track the Moon over a month of days and nights and notice the colors and my
own perspective wax and wane. Likewise, our vision literally changes and with luck we
receive new insights. I and all the world are ever changing and being changed and as this
is my way of moving in the world, so it is my way of writing: iterative and reiterative,
often repetitive and sometimes non-linear. I may drop a thought or story in one place,
revisit it another place, add to it in yet another, “the way of the imagination is the way of
continuity, circularity, completeness. The way of the intellect is the way of segmentation,
discontinuity, linearity” (Gunn Allen, 1987. P. 563).
As the Co-Researchers add their own stories, we weave a collective narrative
within these pages, build upon each other’s gifts of memory and insight; we frame and
reframe themes. I experienced our engagement in our written and verbal reflections as a
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flow with a life of its own. Taking a cue from Shawn Wilson (2008) in “Research is
Ceremony,” the contributions from the Co-Researchers are written as a dialogue to
convey relationship and connection. I invite you, the reader, to experience this as if
listening to friends around the light of a campfire.
Prose and Poetic transcription. Our Co-Researchers met in video conferences
several times, each session was recorded and transcribed. Throughout this dissertation I
feature many quotes as prose and also as poetic transcription. Poetic transcription is a
method of data analysis that began with listening and reading the transcripts several
times, living close to the data, then pruning the transcribed reflections of each CoResearcher to reveal the most significant and impactful words and ideas. Poetry is a way
of knowing and honoring the dialogue by revealing its shape and flow as seen through
my eyes, admittedly. This sort of writing “experiments with form in re-presenting
research. Experimental writing reflects, in part, postmodern times where scholars and
researchers question the traditional, scientific, and authoritarian stance of research
presentation.” (Glesne, 1997, p. 214). There is also something about the flow and essence
of poetry that is a different sort of feeling and enlivening. As Audre Lorde writes
…I speak here of poetry as the revelation or distillation of experience, not the
sterile word play that, too often, the white fathers distorted the word poetry to
mean – in order to cover their desperate wish for imagination without insight.
For women, then, poetry is not a luxury. It is a vital necessity of our existence. It
forms the quality of the light within which we predicate our hopes and dreams
toward survival and change, first made into language, then into an idea, then into
more tangible action (Lorde, 1977).
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Postcards: In addition to representing research through poetic transcription, CoResearchers submitted photographs to our research blogsite. Each Co-Research was/is
moving and in movement during the course of our project. Co-Researchers’ contributions
are what make this research possible. Centering their images and insights in visual space
is my attempt to honor their generosity. I fashioned these images and reflections into
“postcards” that make their first appearance at the end of Chapter Three. These postcards
are intended to give a sense of movement – of people and perspective – through/across
time and space, a sense of the temporality and spatiality of our experience and of
narrative. Postcards also act as a creative bridge from section to section. But before we
get to the poetry and postcards, I must demonstrate the depth and breadth of work that
informs this research. The chapter that follows is a review of the literature that serves as
the foundation.

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, I have the following objectives. First, I will initiate an exploration
of sense of place. The concept has many meanings, and I will situate sense of place in the
context of this study, which is to say, sense of place as experience and as a center for
meaning-making but also a sense of place that sustains dynamics of oppression, power,
and privilege. Then, in order to situate Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC)
within the university setting and in the field of natural resources, I will discuss studies
pertaining to the experiences of BIPOC at university, then go into specifics about
enrollment and careers for BIPOC in the natural resource fields. Next, I will address why
recruitment and retention of BIPOC in natural resource programs is lagging behind that
in other disciplines. Possible reasons include observations that the environmental
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movement is a predominantly White movement, a history of racial discrimination with
regard to natural resources, and a dynamic of privilege exercised by mainstream
environmentalists.
Following the above topics, I will discuss characteristics of Western Ways of
Knowing and of Indigenous Ways of Knowing moving toward a vision for environmental
education to rigorously address injustice and galvanize further action towards inclusion
of multiple perspectives, voices and ways of knowing connected to Land and education.
In essence, proposing ways to decolonize environmental education.
2.1. Sense of Place: Experience, Space, and Race
The concept of sense of place was first proposed by geographers beginning in
1960 and since then has undergone many changes and interpretations across many
disciplines. The work of geographer Yi Fu Tuan has had significant influence on the
concept and has the most resonance with this study because of the connection Tuan
(1975) made between sense of place and experience.
Place is a center of meaning constructed by experience. Place is known not only
through the eyes and mind but also through the more passive and direct modes of
experience, which resist objectification. To know a place fully means both to
understand it in an abstract way and to know it as one person knows another.
(p. 152)
Tuan further described place as constructed at different scales or “centers of
meaning” which I interpret as experience of place within different, nested systems, for
instance, sense of place within a geography such as city > state > country. Framed a bit
differently, sense of place can be experienced within an educational context such as
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classroom > academic discipline > university. Tuan also addressed that one’s sense of
place develops over time and in relationship, experienced through the senses including
but not limited to sight, smell, and touch. Sense of place is an embodied experience.
Tuan’s sense of place as experience and relationship aligns with and expands my own
perspective.
To live in a place is to experience it, to be aware of it in the bones as well as with
the head. Place, at all scales from the armchair to the nation, is a construct of
experience; it is sustained not only by timber, concrete, and highways, but also by
the quality of human awareness. (p. 165)
Because this study explored sense of place within environmental education, I also
turned to authors in that field. Kudryavtsev et al (2012) provided a review of sense of
place concepts in environmental education. One example drawn from the field of
environmental psychology suggests that sense of place is a combination of two concepts.
The first concept is place attachment which is the bond between people and places or the
value people give to a place. Place attachment is often framed as positive although
scholars have called for research that might explore a broader understanding to include
negative or ambivalent feelings toward places (Manzo as cited in Kudryavtsev, 2012).
The second concept is place meaning which is informed by a multitude of interactions
with one’s environment including culture, politics, economics, and history. There are
multiple influences on place meaning and there are also multiple meanings to the same
place (Stedman as cited in Kudryavtsev, 2012). Place meaning and place attachment as a
framework in the teaching and research of place-based science education encourages
students to form intellectual and emotional connections to place that can enhance learning
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of the environment (Semken & Freeman, 2008). Another example from Ardoin (2006)
proposes a multidisciplinary framework that includes four place elements: biophysical,
sociocultural, political, and psychological. Together these frameworks describe sense of
place as dimensions of connection to a particular place. Place and environment may be
the organizing principles for environmental education but, as stated above, what is
missing is a broader understanding of place that includes negative feelings of place or
that addresses intersectionality7 of identity vis a vis race, gender, socioeconomics, and
sexuality, for example.
Place, Space and Race. Gruenewald (2008) proposed a critical pedagogy of place
which is a synthesis of critical and place-based (utilizing place as the primary site of
learning) educational approaches that troubles dominant cultural and teaching paradigms
as a way to fulfill dual objectives of decolonization and reinhabitation: “living-in-place in
an area that has been disrupted and injured through past exploitation” (Berg & Dasmann,
1990 as cited in Gruenewald 2008 p. 318)
Reinhabitation and decolonization depend on each other. A critical pedagogy of
place aims to (a) identify, recover, and create material spaces and places that
teach us how to live well in our total environmental (reinhabitation); and (b)
identify and change ways of thinking that injure and exploit other people and
places (decolonization) (Gruenewald, 2008 p. 319).

“Intersectionality is a lens through which you can see where power comes and collides, where it interlocks
and intersects. It’s not simply that there’s a race problem here, a gender problem here, and a class or
LBGTQ problem there.” Interview with Dr. Kimberlé Crenshaw (Kimberlé Crenshaw on Intersectionality,
More than Two Decades Later, n.d.)
7
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Creating spaces and places that teach us how to live well does not address the
dynamic of discrimination and harm towards BIPOC in certain places, like a university.
Place as sites for exclusion rather than inclusion is a dynamic we observed as a CoResearcher team. I turned to the field of geography to explore this further. In the 1960s
there was a call for geography scholars to attend to issues of positionality and power.
Geographer David Delaney (2002) was among the first to pose critical questions about
race and space in the early 1990s, suggesting that place is racialized. Delaney offered
examples of urban environments and National Parks as racialized geographies, that space
plays a role in the maintenance of structures of domination, subordination, and inequality;
and how these are experienced in body and being (p. 11).
Space and place sustain oppressive structures. Delaney further highlighted the
“difference that space makes,” listing the several racial groups who have been historically
displaced, a history I will discuss further in upcoming sections. The displacement of
multiple racial groups served to collapse multiple races into one “Black” race and
facilitated the polarization of “Black” vs. “White” that consequently becomes a dynamic
of “them” vs. “us.”
Continuing on the theme of troubling place and space, Neely and Samura (2011)
shared a Theory of Space as contested, as fluid and historical, as relationship and
interactional, and as difference and inequality. These concepts appear in our findings
from this study. Race and space have “longstanding historical roots in the process of
imperialism – racializing bodies and groups has always been linked to the theft of land
and the control of space” (Winant as cited in Neely & Samura, 2011 p. 1934).
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Finally, these troubled spaces exist in learning environments and university
spaces. A very recent article published by Harwood et al. in the Annals of the American
Association of Geographers (2018) describes a study conducted in 2008-2012 using focus
group and survey methodology. The authors expand the definition of racism to include
representational spaces that reflect the lived experiences of BIPOC. These
representational spaces are described as fortified: a space of White dominance where
people of color often experience explicit racism; contradictory: a space of covert racial
dominance where people of color regularly experience being treated as second-class
citizens; and counter: a space created as an act of resistance or survival for people of
color but one that also faces opposition (p. 1). Harwood concluded that liberal notions of
multiculturalism for achieving inclusion have done little to undo spatial inequalities and
in doing so, perpetuate racial segregation and exclusion (p. 12). These findings on the
representations and meanings of space are particularly relevant to my questions of
BIPOC experiences and sense of place especially in the university environment.
2.2. Experiences of Black, Indigenous, and People of Color at University
Some environmental educators understand the challenge to enroll and retain
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color in college environmental programs. Academics
and professionals in the environmental fields have sounded alarm bells over the small
populations of BIPOC and many recommend best practices to attract diverse students but
these initiatives fall short as they rarely take into account the lived experiences,
perspectives and ways of knowing of BIPOC with regard to the environment and natural
world. We do know that changing demographics of the population of college-aged
students, racial composition of this population of students, and their actual college
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experience are some factors that influence the enrollment and retention of BIPOC
students. There is a sizable body of research on the experiences of BIPOC at college.
There are many articles that propose changes to environmental curricula in response to
changing demographics. However, there is very little literature about the experiences of
BIPOC within natural resource programs and careers and not surprisingly, little
discussion about the multiple perspectives that their lived experience might bring to the
study and care of the natural world.
Ironically, in order to bring into relief how BIPOC embody multiple ways of
knowing we must increase our field of vision to see the barriers. In other words, BIPOC
are compelled to persevere in the midst of complex and ongoing challenges. The next
sections will address these.
Although it is true that each student experiences college differently, studies
indicate that BIPOC students on the whole have unique concerns and needs. BIPOC
students experience university quite differently from White students and they are treated
differently than their White peers (Chang et al., 2014; Eimers & Pike, 1997; SuarezBalcazar et al., 2003). Regarding campus racial climate, the most widely cited study on
the topic was conducted by Sylvia Hurtado (1992). This study was derived from the
Cooperative Institutional Research program fourth year follow-up survey, a nationally
representative longitudinal study of college students in the late 1980s. Among the
findings, one in four survey respondents perceived considerable racial conflict on their
campus and the proportion was even higher at large, public, or selective four-year
institutions. Further, students perceived that it was not an institutional priority to foster
racially diverse learning environments in order to minimize racial conflict.
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As a follow up to the above mentioned study, Harper and Hurtado (2007)
conducted a review of journal articles dating back to 1992 that focused on the racialized
experiences of college students and campus climate. This analysis identified three
clusters of research: differential perceptions of campus climate by race; prejudicial
treatment of racial/ethnic minority students and racist campus environments; and the
benefits associated with campus climates that facilitate cross-racial engagement. Of
particular interest with regard to this literature review is the second cluster of findings:
prejudicial treatment and racist campus environments.
Half of the studies in this second cluster regarding prejudicial treatment and racist
campus environment were qualitative studies, underscoring the significance of qualitative
methods in researching student experience. Harper and Hurtado referenced a study by
Smedley, Myers, and Harrell (1993) that BIPOC, especially Black students, experienced
accusations of intellectual inferiority due to race from White peers and faculty which
engendered a different set of stressors beyond the stressors of attending a highly selective
university. White peers and faculty attacks, direct and indirect, on the intelligence of
BIPOC students that cause stress and dissatisfaction is not surprising; that this happens at
all and that BIPOC must endure this are unacceptable.
Harper and Hurtado’s (2007) work also included a multi-campus qualitative study
of racial climates. Focus groups were facilitated with 278 Asian American, Black, Latino,
Native American, and White students across five campuses. There was also a focus group
of university staff. The composition of each focus group was racially homogenous.
Harper and Hurtado summarized the data into nine common racial realities across the
institutions. Three of the summaries pertinent to this study are:
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1) Frustration across races that there was a disconnect between the espoused
values of the institution and what actually is enacted across campus. Some
students desired and needed assistance, structure, and opportunities to interact
cross-racially but found little guidance from educators and administrators. (p.
16)
2) Whiteness pervades all. Whiteness was centered in spaces, in curricula, and in
activities. White interests were thought to be privileged over others interests
while course content reflected predominantly White authors and viewpoints.
(p. 18)
3) Student participants indicated that this study was the first time the institution
inquired about the “qualitative realities of their racialized experiences.”
Reportedly, the institutional research offices at these institutions had not
previously conducted climate surveys nor had faculty or administrators asked
these qualitative questions even informally (p. 19).
The above analysis presents a compelling context for this study. With regard to
the experience of BIPOC generally speaking, BIPOC feel invalidated in the classroom
(Douglas, 1998; Pyne & Means, 2013), struggle against negative stereotypes concerning
their intelligence (Joshi, Mccutcheon, & Sweet, 2015) and are harder to recruit and retain
(Rodgers & Summers, 2008). The President’s Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology 2012 report to President Obama alluded that members of underrepresented
groups in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) experienced “an
unwelcoming atmosphere from faculty in STEM courses” which precipitated in many
cases their departure from the major (Olson & Riordan, 2012, p. ii). It appears that rarely
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have BIPOC students been invited to share their experiences of college nor of college
programs in the environment, programs that typically center White environmental
ideologies and narratives.
These are the reasons this research and BIPOC stories of lived experience, sense
of place, and ways of knowing are needed: to bring to light the ways and means Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color who choose college and careers in the environment
sustain themselves and each other. This exploration fills a gap in other ways as well.
There are as yet unexplored aspects of the qualitative realities of race for BIPOC in
higher education (Harper & Hurtado, 2007), and for BIPOC pursuing environmental
programs. Qualitative research methods may reveal BIPOC experience but researchers
must expand the prevailing understanding of what counts for research in environmental
education as well as take into account methodological considerations because of
predominant and hegemonic scientific worldviews that have marginalized alternative
worldviews (Chilisa, 2011; Hart, 2000; Stevenson et al., 2013; Tuck et al., 2014; Wilson,
2008).
Now, I will discuss in more detail the experiences of BIPOC in environmental
education from statistical, historical, and present-day perspectives.
2.3. Experiences of Black, Indigenous, and People of Color in
Environmental Programs and Careers

BIPOC enrollment in college environmental programs are small and
subsequently, so are the numbers of BIPOC in the environmental workforce. Although
there are many factors that affect enrollment, the historical and ongoing displacement of
BIPOC from Land and place is strongly implicated. However, despite oppressive and
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unwelcoming learning and working climates, there are environmental professionals of
color.
2.3.1. Enrollment and Career trends
The enrollment numbers of BIPOC in college environmental programs is typically
smaller than the general population of BIPOC across a university (Sharik et al., 2015b).
Consequently, the relatively lower enrollments of BIPOC in natural resource programs
poses a few problems: an absence of diverse experiences and perspectives within the
classroom as well as a workforce that does not represent the demographics of the United
States nor globally. From fall 1976 to fall 2015 the percentage of American college
students who were Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, and Black increased. Specifically,
the population of Hispanic students as a percentage of all college-going students saw the
highest rate of increase (4% to 17%), followed by Asian/Pacific Islander students (2% to
7%), then Black students (10% to 14%). The smallest increase was Native American
students (.7% to .8%). White students as a percentage of all American college students
fell from 84% to 58%. (The NCES Fast Facts Tool, National Center for Education
Statistics, n.d.) Over the last 30 years, more BIPOC have pursued higher education but
they are not enrolling in environmental majors proportional to this increase.
Specific to undergraduate natural resources programs, an analysis of enrollment
trends for the period of 2005-2015 conducted by Dr. Terry Sharik (Sharik et al., 2015b)
includes this summary of diversity data:


Minority undergraduate enrollment has been increasing more rapidly than NonHispanic Caucasian enrollment since 2005 and now constitutes about 12% of all
NR enrollment.
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Most minority groups have a higher percent undergraduate female enrollment
than non-Hispanic Caucasians.



While these gains are notable, the percent undergraduate minority enrollment in
NR remains among the lowest of all areas of study in higher education.
At the same time, the general population of the U.S. is experiencing a shift from

majority White to majority Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (Vespa, Armstrong, &
Medina, 2020); Frey, 2018). There are and will be more BIPOC attending college but
they do not appear to be enrolling in natural resources programs proportional to the
increase in population. These statistics have gotten the attention of people in the
environmental and natural resource fields because as current professionals age out of
their careers there will not be a diverse workforce that reflects the general population, in
other words graduates of color, to replace them. If the environmental workforce does not
reflect the demographic population of the United States then how will environmental
issues remain relevant to a changing population? Professional groups have responded by
stating that diversity is a top priority for their respective environmental fields. Biologists,
ecologists, wildlife and fisheries managers, foresters and geographers have launched
initiatives to recruit BIPOC in order to diversify their professions and associations
(Baker, 2000; Davis et al., 2002; Hudson, 2001; Jenkins, 2003; Oyana et al., 2015). These
efforts are not working (Sharik et al., 2015a). Surveys with current environmental
education researchers found a pressing need for research with urban and diverse
populations (Ardoin et al., 2012). Although there is some research on intervention
programs to improve recruitment and retention of BIPOC in STEM fields, there are few
studies that examine the academic experiences of students from underrepresented
populations who face different challenges than their White male peers (Oyana et al.,
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2015). Indeed, we may know more about students’ environmental knowledge and
learning outcomes but we do not know about their actual experiences or learning
processes (Rickinson, 2001). The problem goes way beyond strategies for recruitment
and retention. We must consider the historical events and narratives of BIPOC
relationship to Land, specifically the legacy of dislocation of Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color from the Land. Historic and ongoing erasure of BIPOC from the Land
contributes to the perception that BIPOC are disconnected or disinterested in
environmental issues. We must disrupt this perception of disinterest against the larger
context of colonization supported and enacted by governmental, religious, and
educational institutions.
2.3.2. Historical Displacement and Current Discrimination
There are many examples of historical discrimination of Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color with regard to Land and natural resources. The genocide of Indigenous
peoples, the enslavement of Black people, the dispossession of BIPOC from the Land,
and Land theft that undergird notions of ownership and possession are as old as
imperialism and colonization in the United States and countries around the world. Below
are only a few brief examples of historical displacement and discrimination of Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color.
Disconnection from the Land. In 1885, the Apache were taken as prisoners of war
with the understanding that they would be held two years then allowed to return to their
homelands in Arizona. They were imprisoned for 27 years. Pictured below are Apache
women and children taken as prisoners of war by the U.S. Army in 1881 (Forced
Removal of Native Americans, 2016).
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Figure 4. Apache taken as prisoners of war 1885

The removal of Native People from their homelands often in the name of
conservation and development began with European colonization. Many of these native
homelands are now our National Parks (Schelhas, 2002). Displacement and desecration
of sacred native lands occurs in the present day.

Mexicans that lived on Mexican land lost their land and their Mexican citizenship
following the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. Under the treaty, the United States
agreed to restore the property rights of former Mexican citizens. However, due to
restrictive processes for land claims imposed by the U.S. government, problems with
vague boundaries and lost titles, as well as systemic discrimination in the courts where
translators were not provided, these former Mexican landowners lost 80% of their land
holdings and a chief source of their wealth. These lands are now known as California,
New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas including a number of National Parks (Schelhas, 2002).
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Figure 5. Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe, Mexico

Pictured above is the Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe where the treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo was signed (Quint, 2018). It is interesting that the site of the treaty signing is
place of Christian worship. Religious hierarchy figures largely in the oppression and
displacement of native peoples.

African Americans have historically held less land than Whites due to slavery and
discrimination. Landowners would not sell land to African Americans or when they did,
they charged much higher prices and the land came with questionable titles or no title at
all. As a result, African Americans had very little opportunity to acquire or build assets.
In addition, they had limited access to formal education and other training that would
have provided some economic advantage. These historical patterns of discrimination led
to chronic inability to build wealth (Schelhas, 2002).
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Figure 6. Queen Quet, Chieftess of the Gullah/Geechee Nation

Pictured above is Queen Quet, Chieftess of the Gullah/Geechee Nation. The traditional
lands of the Gullah nation are what is now known as Hilton Head, South Carolina and the
coastal islands of the southeastern United States (Douglas, 2017).

“Alien Land Laws” in Western coastal states in 1913 and 1920 prohibited noncitizens, specifically Japanese immigrants, from owning land. Japanese people who were
also U.S. citizens were eventually able to buy land.

Figure 7. Manzanar Internment Camp, Owens Valley, California 1942 (History.com Editors)

However, the Japanese internment following the attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941 forced
many Japanese families to sell what property they had at a great loss (Schelhas, 2002).
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Current discrimination. The legacy of historical discrimination means that
BIPOC have systematically experienced less ownership and access to natural resources
than White people, while BIPOC perspectives and needs have gone ignored or
misrepresented in decisions about natural resources. There is a generations-old legacy of
powerful White people discriminating against BIPOC resulting in loss of land and natural
resources that is still happening: from the upheaval caused by the Dakota Access pipeline
and the movement to preserve Sacred Rock8 to the ongoing and systemic displacement of
peoples in urban areas due to gentrification9. This differential experience and legacy
based on race exists in other areas of environmental experience, such as the inequitable
distribution of environmental goods and bads also known as environmental injustice
(Bullard, 2000). Consider the water crisis at Flint, Michigan or the displacement of
thousands of African American residents following Hurricane Katrina. Internationally,
the Philippines and Brazil are the deadliest countries for environmental activists (Watts,
2019). Not only has BIPOC relationship to Land been compromised by this legacy,
BIPOC participation in and leadership of environmental organizations has been limited
and is comprised of, instead, a majority White population (Taylor, 2007, 2015). As a
consequence, underrepresented groups have limited power, if any, to change policy and
make decisions toward justice and equity.

In 2016, construction was approved for the Dakota Access Pipeline in the northern United States that would
cross near the Standing Rock Indian Reservation threatening ancient burial grounds and the region’s clean
water (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dakota_Access_Pipeline_protests).
9
“The process of repairing and rebuilding homes and businesses in a deteriorating area (such as an urban
neighborhood) accompanied by an influx of middle-class or affluent people and that often results in the
displacement of earlier, usually poorer residents” (https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/gentrification).
8
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As proposed above, this disparity plays into the narrative that BIPOC are not
connected to or are uninterested in environmental issues. Because White folks and
Whiteness are centered in the history and visual images of the environmental movement,
assumptions are made about BIPOC interest or capacity as environmentalists. However,
if one were to look past this blindness implicit and bias there is ample evidence of BIPOC
connection to Land through stories and images, in print and social media. Take, for
example, books like Black Faces, White Spaces (Finney, 2014) and Colors of Nature:
Culture, Identity, and the Natural World (Deming & Savoy, 2011), websites like
outdoorafro.com, and Instagram groups like @outdoorasian and @melaninbasecamp.
The bottom line is similar to college experience: BIPOC relationship and experiences of
the environment are very different from mainstream White people.
2.3.3. Taking Up Space: There are BIPOC in the environment fields
Perhaps given this history, BIPOC interest in academic fields related to the
environment such as environmental sciences, environmental studies, ecology, and
conservation, remains lackluster both as a function of a small pool of college students but
also as a result of different experiences, legacies, narratives, and relationships with the
environment. However, despite the fact that there are fewer BIPOC in environmental
majors proportional to White students and to the general population of BIPOC in the
United States, there are BIPOC studying the environment and working in environmental
careers. BIPOC students express a desire that potential employers demonstrate some
value for diversity and equity (Taylor, 2007). Taylor suggested that the steps needed to
attract and retain more BIPOC in college and careers must go beyond superficial attempts
at diversity, beyond fieldtrips to wilderness areas or inviting BIPOC speakers to campus.
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Meaningful change must include a fundamental shift “in the ideology, structure, and
operations of programs and organizations and require systematic and extensive
institutional change” (p. 40). This change is not easy when Black, Indigenous, and People
of Color are underrepresented in all ranks of the staff and leadership of these
organizations.
I posit that the difficulty in changing ideologies, structures, and systems lies in the
dynamic that Western education and science is a colonialist, hierarchical, and hegemonic
system, built and sustained by White, Euro-Western colonizers. Education and research
typically privilege a colonialist, Western epistemology or ways of knowing that
effectively silence or dismiss different epistemologies and ways of knowing. Much of the
research and literature on multiple ways of knowing focuses on Native American or
Indigenous knowledge systems and ways of knowing. In this next section, I discuss the
dynamics of Western and Indigenous ways of knowing. Although the Co-Researchers in
this study may or may not identify as Indigenous or Native American, the discussion that
follows regarding the tensions and synergies between Western epistemologies and
Indigenous epistemologies provides valuable guidance.
2.4. Western Epistemologies and Indigenous Epistemologies
I share the ideals of higher education, of inquiry and learning for learning’s sake.
At the same time the institution of higher education and the systems nested within it such
as methods for teaching and learning, curriculum, research practices, what counts as
knowledge, rewards and recognition, each sustain dynamics of colonialism, White
supremacy, hierarchy, oppression, and hegemony. Colonizers or those who believe they
“founded” the United States touted education as a means of civilizing the masses and
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growing an informed citizenry. In effect, education was the means to impose a “superior”
Western worldview with certain knowledge and ways of knowing that preference a
standardized, one-size-fits-all curriculum and creates a racial hierarchy that centers White
Euro-Western knowledge and marginalizes the experiences and cultures of non-dominant
groups. Educators may unknowingly sustain the hegemony, unconsciously creating a
colonizing, oppressive learning environment particularly for Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color (Kapyrka & Dockstator, 2012; Shahjahan, 2009; Villanueva, 2013). We
are so accustomed to Euro-Western ideology that it is hard to see these dynamics clearly.
In order to begin decentering Western epistemology and ways of knowing in
environmental education, we will explore some of its characteristics.
2.4.1. Western Ways of Knowing
Western Ways of Knowing (WWK) as the dominant worldview distances humans
from nature and positions humans as having control over nature. Environmental
education from a WWK perspective extends colonialism’s reach by using terms of
benevolent control such as “conservation” (conserve what and for whom?) and
“stewardship” (because the Land requires human intervention to thrive?). The literature
describes WWK as reductionist, mechanical, and positivist, subscribing to an empirical
process of approaching problems. For example, the scientific method for arriving at
knowledge is a highly linear, controlled, and bounded process of hypothesis, testing,
results, conclusions, and further testing (Lowan-Trudeau, 2012; Pember, 2008).
In a hegemonic system, those in power determine what knowledge systems best
arrive at the “truth.” This dynamic has been described as “cognitive imperialism” where
Indigenous Ways of Knowing (IWK) are excluded and marginalized (Anuik & Gillies,
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2012). Another term is “neocolonialism” where Eurocentric languages and cultural
meanings are considered the norm (Root, 2010). It is also known as “scientism” where
WWK is regarded as the only legitimate way for constructing knowledge about the
natural world (Kimmerer, 2013).
The marginalization and erasure of Indigenous Ways of Knowing (IWK) has had
multiple impacts. Genocide and historical oppression of the keepers and practitioners of
IWK have led to the destruction of unique environments and environmental resources
(Feinstein, 2004; Van Damme & Neluvhalani, 2004). For Indigenous peoples, the
imposition of and forced assimilation to WWK resulted in loss of Indigenous knowledge,
language, and culture (Anuik & Gillies, 2012; Kimmerer & Kimmerer, 2013; Shahjahan,
2009). The hegemony of WWK within the educational system is one of many causes of
underrepresentation of Indigenous students in science disciplines (Kimmerer, 2013a).
Although there have been attempts to increase access to science programs for Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color, these remedies include education to “change”, “train”
and “prepare” students to better navigate the dominant science paradigm thereby
upholding the dominant systems. These strategies perpetuate the “deficit” narrative for
BIPOC and do not address the possibility that environmental education can acknowledge
the lived experience of BIPOC or make room for alternate ways of knowing (Kimmerer,
2013a; Villanueva, 2013). Those who advocate for diversifying curriculum and pedagogy
to include IWK are met with criticism that it conflicts with the positivist – objective truth
via scientific method – heritage of Euro-Western science (Pember, 2008). Pember
continued to argue that Indigenous students internalize this conflict which manifests as a
disconnection from nature. Furthermore, WWK and colonialist systems have led to the
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extraction of natural resources in service to capitalism and development. When we
objectify the natural world, it is easier to exploit it which contributes to resource
depletion and the declining health of the planet. Members of various communities –
environmentalists, natural scientists, educators and citizens, for example – recognize the
need to dramatically change our relationship to the Earth and some have turned to
Indigenous knowledge systems for guidance.
2.4.2. Indigenous Ways of Knowing
The term “Indigenous” is derived from the Latin “indigena” or “sprung from the
land.” In this light, there are as many Indigenous ways of knowing as there are
Indigenous peoples connected to ancestral Lands. Related terms include Indigenous
education, Indigenous knowledge, native science, and traditional ecological knowledge.
For our purposes, Indigenous Ways of Knowing or IWK will refer to all these terms. I
humbly acknowledge the massive endeavor to begin describing Indigenous Ways of
Knowing so I rely on the literature to illuminate some common characteristics and
orientations.
Indigenous Ways of Knowing are rooted in relationship: human relationships as
well as relationship with the Land and with more-than-human beings. There is a holistic
interconnectedness and interrelatedness among all things and all people. Humans are not
distant observers of the environment because we are OF the environment – we build
relationship to know more about ourselves and our connection with everything around us.
Relationship is an interactive process of tending to and caring for all things over of time
such as tracking across seasons and observing how certain plants may offer themselves as
food or medicine. The well-being of people and more-than-humans depends on a dynamic
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of responsibility and reciprocity within this atmosphere of respect and care
(Cajete, 1994; Lowan-Trudeau, 2012; Thaman, 2002; Van Damme & Neluvhalani, 2004)
Further, Indigenous Ways of Knowing are an embodied knowing that is woven into the
lives of people and community. The meanings we make from life and from living change
as relationships and the natural environment changes. These are living knowledges
representing ancient relationships (Kapyrka & Dockstator, 2012; Van Damme &
Neluvhalani, 2004).
Indigenous Ways of Knowing are oriented toward wholeness as a process and
goal where learning resides in the learner. This is more than an intellectual knowledge of
the natural world. Knowledge lives within the Land and within its people (Bell, 2013;
Villanueva, 2013) and is inclusive of all the ways humans are capable of knowing and
understanding the world (Cajete, 1994).
An Indigenous worldview is an ancient perspective that views the Earth as a
system of living, interdependent relationships. Indigenous Ways of Knowing and
traditional ecological knowledge are deeply empirical and include a disciplined, longterm observation of the nature world which are threads shared with WWK (LowanTrudeau, 2012; Pember, 2007). Furthermore, Mack et al (2012) stated that Indigenous
knowledge of certain practices such as farming can integrate Western scientific methods
and culturally relevant, Indigenous traditions. In fact, relationship between IWK and
WWK has existed for centuries when one considers the many technologies borrowed
from Indigenous cultures like basketry and farming (Mack et al., 2012; Pember, 2007).
Indigenous worldviews can complement beliefs in WWK and rational objective thinking,
material productivity and personal autonomy (Thaman, 2002). Cajete (2000) suggested
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that Indigenous peoples of North America have traditionally practiced both rational mind,
a characteristic generally attributed to WWK, and metaphoric mind that encompasses
storytelling, spirituality and metaphysics, characteristics of IWK.
2.4.3. Toward Multiple Ways of Knowing
Honoring IWK in partnership with WWK is a means of decolonizing
environmental education that may open the door to more creative, sustainable solutions to
environmental problems. Some authors express an intention for WWK to be more
inclusive of Native or Indigenous students. “Indigenous education often disrupts both the
social and ecological injustices of colonialism while emphasizing the inherent value of all
beings, the importance of traditional and intergenerational knowledge renewal, and the
contextualization of knowledge in particular communities and geographic places (Root,
2010 p. 107). Educational theory that synthesizes ecological and social justice is still in
its early stages of development (Gruenewald, 2008) opening to possibilities for inviting
multiple ways of knowing into classrooms and curricula.
Multiple ways of knowing may be integrated more intentionally into mainstream
environmental education. Many programs are still taught from a Western perspective and
typically do not engage Indigenous knowledge. Emily Root (2010), a researcher in
Canada, conducted a qualitative study entitled “This Land Is Our Land? This Land Is
Your Land: The Decolonizing Journeys of White Outdoor Environmental Educators.”
Via interviews with outdoor educators who worked with Aboriginal students on
Aboriginal land, Root found that their decolonizing journeys were facilitated by
relationships with Aboriginal peoples and exposure to Aboriginal culture, relationships
with other non-Aboriginal people who acted as allies in decolonization, and time on the
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Land. Root suggested that a reverence for and connection with the natural world – values
shared by environmental educators and Aboriginal or Indigenous peoples -- could be
points of resonance.
Kapyrka and Dockstator (2012) proposed a “two worlds” or “two eyed seeing”
pedagogy where students and teachers explore the intersections of IWK and WWK with
an intention to keep both worlds distinct, at times working in alignment and at other times
working in tension but that the learning remains reciprocal and equitable. This can
provide a wider field of “view” and permit greater perspective and understanding while
we build capacity to weave these knowledges in a way that honors the uniqueness of
each.
The most distinctive aspect of Indigenous Ways of Knowing is deep connection to
Spirit, healing, and our intangible and unobservable relationship with the world.
Indigenous worldviews are inclusive of all the cosmos including the spirit world. It is
believed that all students have the capacity to develop a spiritual relationship with the
natural world. Such exploration would honor each student’s unique and intuitive
expression of spirit and connection to the Earth. IWK points to the importance of spirit
and spirituality in learning and teaching spaces towards a deeper knowledge of one’s
innate spirituality. The colonizers deemed the colonized as spiritually impoverished. This
is not true and in fact, “It is our belief that no anti-colonial work would be complete
without attending to the spirit, the broken spirit, the spirit that the colonizers managed to
convince the colonized subject was poor and in need of salvaging” (Shahjahan, 2009 p.
62). Attending to Spirit and healing – values largely absent from WWK -- is central to
IWK.
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A decolonizing practice for environmental education and pedagogy would
recognize non-dominant worldviews and reclaim spiritual relationship which is at the
heart of Indigenous Ways of Knowing. There is the potential to create a powerful nexus
where science, spirit, justice, and environment can become an education that is
transformative, truly inclusive, and deeply healing.
2.5. Decolonizing Environmental Education
Decolonizing environmental education to become inclusive of different
epistemologies and ways of knowing means creating a “transformative science” (Mack et
al., 2012) where WWK is not the only legitimate knowledge producer. Further to the
purpose of this study, “Different forms of research and knowledge production take issues
of locality, cultural values, and social justice seriously” (Kincheloe and Steinberg, 2008
as cited in Lowan, 2012 p. 73). Decolonizing environmental education will mean that
Indigenous Ways of Knowing are honored as valid forms of research, knowledge
production, and understanding. Programs that draw on the knowledge of both Indigenous
and Western ways of knowing can potentially go further to achieve environmental
sustainability.
Educators must acknowledge the historical influence of Indigenous-settler history
on educational practices and the institution’s role in sustaining dominant epistemologies
and ways of knowing to the exclusion of other ways of knowing. Doing so, the
institution is better prepared to value non-dominant ways of knowing and knowledge as
well as accept alternative methods of research. The academy can provide resources to
foster an institutional environment that can invite Indigenous knowledge and processes to
inform university research, curriculum, and pedagogy. At the same time, the academy
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must respect Indigenous peoples’ sovereignty and intellectual knowledge. This would
mean a dramatic paradigm shift. As Kimmerer (2013) wrote,
The goal for education is a balanced mutualism in which both knowledge systems
retain their unique identities and intellectual sovereignty as a distinct species of
knowledge. The goal is that they will grow and develop in balance with one
another and over developmental time, to create a larger understanding than either
one can do in isolation. (p. 71)
At the individual level, educators must examine their identities and their own
ways of thinking and knowing, interrogate their relationship with colonialist systems and
dominant paradigms, and confront the ways power and privilege work to limit the full
and authentic expressions of the human and the more-than-human world. We need to
make space for the voices who have been silenced and role-model ways to build
relationship (Gruenewald, 2008; Root, 2010; Thaman, 2002). Research on our individual
relationship to colonialism, both on this Land and in our ancestral homelands is necessary
(Soltys, 2011) and of equal importance are opportunities and practices for healing
(Shahjahan, 2009). Educators who have done this work are best equipped to engage
holistically and spiritually with the unique epistemologies of students, to accept and
validate the uniqueness of each learner and of each place on the Land. This self-work
prepares educators to work alongside students to reveal how current knowledge and
knowledge systems have been influenced, defined, and framed by dominant
epistemologies. Educators can remake classrooms, inside and outside, as places for
healing (Villanueva, 2013). Environmental educators are in a unique position to
challenge deep cultural assumptions that are the causes of social and environmental
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injustice by learning about and sharing with their students and colleagues ways of
knowing that remember and honor relationship, responsibility, respect, and reciprocity.
Perhaps then we might better envision the possibilities for a socially-just, diverse, and
sustainable world.
The challenge of dramatically shifting current paradigms of science and
environmental education, in other words, the practice of decolonizing our institutions, our
classrooms, and ourselves takes work on many levels and ever-expanding circles of care.
Indigenous science and ways of knowing are all-inclusive, in the most expansive
meaning of those words.
What is notable among these readings is, as aforementioned, the emphasis that a
decolonizing education is truly inclusive of all our relations and must honor our spiritual
relationships and ways of knowing. Additionally, emotional intelligence must be a part of
the curriculum and embodied in the learning. Emotions like care, compassion, empathy,
nurturing, even love and grief, are ways of knowing. We humans tend to care for those
we love and I hope that a love for our home, the Earth, translates into action that is in
service to all the beings and processes that share this home. Decolonizing environmental
education means practicing emotional intelligence that includes self-knowledge and
acknowledgment of our own emotions that extends to a care for all beings (Goleman et
al., 2012; Goralnik et al., 2012; Root, 2010; Shahjahan, 2009). Elder (1998) wrote, “Our
pressing need now is for pedagogy that exposes people to the range of their possible
relationships in the world, and that gives them the language and models to explore and
express such affiliation within a vivid community of values” (p 12). The ethic of care,
coupled with experiential education theory and techniques, as well as the kinds of metrics
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and insights provided by research in emotional engagement, serves this need (Goralnik et
al., 2012).
There is potential for environmental education to be the place where multiple
worldviews and ways of knowing can work in collaboration and in service to a just and
sustainable world (Temper & Del Bene, 2016). This requires a dramatic change within
institutions and within ourselves that must honor all forms of learning and knowledge. To
be truly inclusive, such a relationship must also honor the ways spirit, spirituality, and
healing can contribute to a sustainable world for all beings.
2.6. Summary
In the first section of this literature review, I addressed the concept of sense of
place, then I reviewed research on the experiences of Black, Indigenous, and People of
Color on college campuses. BIPOC experience university differently from their White
peers and students often attribute this to racial differences. BIPOC have expressed
feelings of marginalization and disenfranchisement based on racial stereotypes, implicit
and explicit accusations of intellectual inferiority, and observations that university life
centers Whiteness. Although there has been an increase in the numbers of BIPOC
enrolling at college, there have been minimal gains in enrollment and retention for
BIPOC in the natural resource fields. There is concern that the population of students
pursuing natural resource programs will not reflect the racial demographics of the United
States and globally. This will mean a serious decline in workforce to address
environmental problems that affect all beings.
There is literature that addresses initiatives to recruit and retain BIPOC, and
studies on the behavior and aspirations of BIPOC in STEM programs. These efforts are
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not enough. Researchers attribute this problem to a legacy of colonialism, the dominance
of Euro-Western epistemologies in academia, and systemic racial discrimination across
the environmental movement. In other words, education, and natural resources education
in particular, preference Western Ways of Knowing while effectively silencing different
ways of knowing embodied in people with different experiences and worldviews. The
literature on Indigenous and Native epistemologies and ways of knowing offers helpful
guidance to explore the experiences of sense of place and relationship to Land for
BIPOC. This is a relatively new line of inquiry as there is very little research about the
dynamics of epistemological imperialism in predominantly White learning spaces in
connection with the experience of BIPOC in natural resources programs and careers. The
hope is this study will open spaces for epistemological pluralism where multiple ways of
knowing, sense of place and relationship to Land may contribute to the health and wellbeing of our communities.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODS AND DESIGN: Exploration and Discovery
There is a place in Burlington called Rock Point. It is significant for its natural
and human history on the Land and is now the site of the Rock Point School and the Rock
Point Center of the Episcopal Diocese. I was standing on the Point overlooking Lake
Champlain beside a dear friend who is a naturalist and place-based educator. It was a
gloriously blue-sky day in early Spring with the sun playing on the water. It struck us
both as tremendously beautiful. My friend commented how glorious this must have
looked to Samuel Champlain, the man who “discovered” the lake and the Champlain
Valley. This remark made me pause immediately – surely there were people on this Point
and on this lake whose eyes on this land pre-date Samuel Champlain by thousands of
years. What were our perspectives or lens at that shared moment, he as a White, male,
scientist, and I as a female of color trained in education and an immigrant to the United
States? What narratives and personal experiences are reflected in these perspectives? We
both have come to acknowledge the effects of colonization, power, and privilege in our
respective educations and endeavor to be more aware and inclusive of multiple narratives
and ways of knowing particularly in environmental learning and working spaces. Our
questions and stories of place and of Land are influenced by our individual identities and
experiences but standing together on that point, being in relationship with each other,
opens the possibilities for multiple ways of seeing and knowing toward collaborative,
innovative discoveries. This particular interaction is the recurring narrative that animates
this research journey: a shared inquiry of “discovery” with a dear friend putting our
unique eyes on a multidimensional landscape.
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This research study was a participatory qualitative research project conducted
collaboratively with my participants, referred to from this point forward as the CoResearchers in order to disrupt the hierarchy of researcher/participant. We reflected upon
experiences of sense of place and relationship to Land of Black, Indigenous, and People
of Color who have earned university degrees and now work in the environmental fields.
“We” signals the importance of relationship in this process: my relationship with each of
the Co-Researchers, the network of relationships amongst all of the Co-Researchers, and
the relationships we have with place and Land. “We” also signals an effort to practice
Indigenous research methods of relationality, the countless and dynamic connections we
have with ALL things, beings, and ideas and Relational Accountability that focuses on
community, respect, reciprocity, and responsibility (Wilson, 2008). Adding to this
richness, we utilized decolonizing practices like storytelling, connection, and reframing
(Smith, 2013). By practicing and embodying these methods, our Co-Researcher team
honored our diverse stories of place and ways of knowing while intentionally co-creating
an inclusive and safe learning environment. We practiced a critical awareness of the
multiple dimensions of identity, place, time, and memory as well as a deep respect for the
multiple ways we build relationship to Land, place, and people. These principles can and
should guide the conduct of research, especially explorations that have decolonization as
a central consideration.
The concept of “autopoiesis” or self-making (Capra, 1996 as cited in Burke,
2011) is another lens or frame that informs this study. Fritjof Capra is an Austrian-born
physicist and prolific author whose work is to move our worldview from one that is
mechanistic to one that is holistic and ecological. Capra’s theory of systems has been
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helpful to me as a way of “seeing” and analyzing experience through the lens of
“patterns, structure, and process”(pp. 64-72) . To see “patterns” is to acknowledge that
there are living systems all around us that function autonomously yet interdependently
with the environment. Survival depends on the ability to form new patterns under
conditions of constant change and renewal. “Structure” refers to the system’s physical
components, its openness to input and output, and ability to arrive at a new equilibrium
after disruptive, even chaotic events. “Process” is the noun and verb that support patterns
and structure such as thinking, language, emotion, context. Capra used the term
“autopoiesis” for how these three elements work synergistically in a fashion that can be
non-linear, self-organizing, and in constant interaction with the environment. This
constant motion is where the learning happens.
In the context of the above principles, the research questions for our project were:
•

What are the academic and professional experiences of BIPOC in the
environmental fields?

•

What are BIPOC concepts of sense of place and relationship to Land?

•

What epistemologies and worldviews are revealed through BIPOC concepts of
sense of place and relationship to Land?

•

How do BIPOC demonstrate autopoeisis, that is, make meaning, re-member
themselves, and sustain themselves amidst and in response to multiple
environments and dynamics?
3.1. My Positionality and Relationality
I am grateful to be part of a community that values the natural world in the many

ways we define and experience the natural world. I am also grateful to be part of a
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community that asks questions related to inclusion, diversity, power, and privilege, and
also aspires to welcome many perspectives on the environment. However, there are
certain practices and systems within academia, within environmental education, and
across the environmental movement that implicitly and explicitly preference certain
images of environmentalism, certain ways of building relationship with the Land, and
certain ways of knowing the natural world.
My intent is not to displace Western Ways of Knowing in the classroom but to
reveal the dynamics that preference particular practices and ways of knowing in
education and work spaces; put bluntly, to reveal the imperialist and White supremacist
dynamics. One could ask: What might happen to our view of environmental education
and work when we invite and center multiple ways of knowing? What happens when we
set aside our dominant Western frameworks to “see” with and through multiple lens on
place and relationship to Land? What does the literal and figurative landscape look like
when viewed through Indigenous lens? Through a Western lens? Through multiple,
unique lens?
3.1.1. Seeing through my own lens
Growing up in my Filipinx household meant no boundaries: there were visitors in
our home all the time. Everyone was auntie, uncle, and cousin whether you were related
by blood or not. Because we believed Spirit lives in all things, we held a peripheral
awareness of deceased relatives nested in corner cobwebs or perched in flowerpots on the
windowsill. We often spent special occasions like birthdays and weekly events like
Catholic Mass with other families over lots of food and it wasn’t unusual to fall asleep on
the couch, on the floor, in the back of the van in a jumble among my family. My cousin
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chides me still when I get impatient with “Filipinx time” - she says, “Marivic (my
childhood name), no one goes until everyone goes.” Another Filipinx saying I learned
recently and makes so much sense to me is, “We start when we are ready and end when
we are done.” All of it feels like a deeply familiar flow, whom we call family and how we
move through the day.
As a young adult I moved away from these cultural dynamics and moved toward
“individualization” and even greater assimilation to the larger Western/American culture
of competition, consumption, accomplishment, and recognition. To be sure, my family
were enthusiastic enablers for assimilation but their huge, loud, intrusively familial, and
animistically loving ways are always with me. I can acknowledge now that in large part
my family environment was my first practices of different ways of knowing, of
relationality, and relational accountability. I shared in the Introduction an abbreviated
progression of how I arrived at reclaiming my own ways of knowing: from family history
and stories, to assimilation, to an awareness of oppressive social dynamics that
marginalize me and others like me, to re-membering our ancient ways of knowing and
that I have a place in this legacy. My episteme and epistemologies – the ways I know the
world I move in – are a mutual embrace of the methodology and methods we will
practice here.
All that said, I must acknowledge my own beliefs, convictions, emotions, and the
idea of multiple identities related to these research questions. First, I have shared many
personal stories of my intersectional identities of race, ethnicity, and gender. All of these
are lens through which I make meaning of my experience, my internal “I/eye”, if you
will. Second, my multidimensional external “I/eye” is embedded within academia and a
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school of natural resources both of which are the foci of my research and critique. As I
entered the research I wondered: what relationships, privileges and trust have I garnered
over these many years and how might these change as a result of doing this research?
Learning to recognize the effects of colonization in our research and lived experience and
then seeking ways of knowing that serve in a decolonizing project was a central intention
to this project. How will this show up in the research? Are the Co-Researchers – and my
dissertation committee – on board with this? Must they be on-board in order to
participate? Are there differing degrees? I had additional questions about the possibility
that a power dynamic may unconsciously bias their or my responses. Gratefully, the colearning and co-researching journey was very rich and multilayered, yielding interesting
reflections on the above questions that I will address in Chapter 7, Our Experience of the
Experience.
Over the course of this project I attended to my positionality as well as
relationality with the Co-Researchers who are alumni with whom I have stayed connected
over the last 13 years. We learned that deep relationship invites deep authenticity and
vice versa, even among Co-Researchers who met for the first time in this project.
3.1.2. Patterns, Structure, and Process
As mentioned in the Introductory Chapter, one lens I utilized for this study is
borrowed from the work of Dr. Robin Kimmerer (2013) that describes relationship
between Western and Indigenous Ways of Knowing as Fortress, River, and Garden. Key
tenets of an Indigenous environmental education served as guideposts for the process,
such as deep relationship, wholeness, and spirit (Cajete, 1994). Deep relationship exists
between humans and with the more-than-human world. Deep relationship happens when
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we honor our wholeness, that is, the totality of one’s personhood that includes lived
experience, internal and socially constructed identities, and the various systems we
inhabit. Wholeness recognizes difference not as a deficiency but as a strength. Finally, it
is common to experience a sense of connection to something much larger than oneself
when we are on the Land: we witness nature all around us in simple and awe-inspiring
ways that could be described as spiritual and sacred. Such feelings aren’t often or easily
expressed in mainstream science which is ironic as it is often a love of place that brings
people into the environmental movement. Honoring Spirit and the Sacred was central to
our research project.
Echoing one of our Co-Researchers (and you will meet all of them in the next
chapter), there are so many ways to see the world, so many ways to come into knowing
the world around me and knowing me in the world. Capra’s explanation of autopoiesis in
systems is how I make sense of the ways BIPOC survive and thrive in the world. BIPOC
must attend to the “patterns, structure, and process” of many systems as a means of
navigating and making sense of our place within ever-changing, disruptive, and
sometimes hostile environments.
When I work with students and observe their changing environments over time,
their survival seems to depend on their ability to successfully develop new patterns in
response to conditions that are dramatically different, for example, from high school to
college, from urban to rural, or from home state to Vermont. A student’s ability to
manage input and output may depend on their ability to create internal structures, like
self-care or boundaries, and external structures like a social support network or physical
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spaces. Their processes and means of autopoiesis or “self-making” are unique and were
revealed through this study.

3.2. Research Design
This section briefly introduces my thinking behind the methodology and methods
I utilized in this project. Further on, I discuss the ways these methods weave together in
our work as a Co-Researcher team and in my analysis of the data.
3.2.1. Visual Relational Narrative Inquiry Methodology
This study utilized an interpretivist theoretical framework, where reality is
socially constructed and can be described and represented through diverse perspectives
and epistemologies. This research utilized a relational narrative inquiry methodology
using visual/participatory action research (PAR) methods. This methodology and
method dovetailed very well with my intentions to integrate into this study Indigenous
research methods of relationality and relational accountability (Wilson, 2008) as well as
decolonizing practices of storytelling and reframing (Smith, 2013). Below I offer more
detail regarding the components of this methodology.
When envisioning this project, I thought of places and experiences on the Land
that have meaning and story for me, experiencing them again imaginatively, in my
mind’s eye. Describing place and relationship through conversation amongst CoResearchers felt compelling. Sharing reflections and making meaning through visual,
written, and verbal modes became a multilayered, dynamic experience. This intentional,
reflective, and active human process is also known as Visual Narrative Inquiry (Bach,
2007).
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Narrative inquirers study experience and are inspired by a view that humans,
individually and socially, lead storied lives (Clandinin, 2006). “To use narrative inquiry
as a methodology is to adopt a particular view of experience as a phenomenon under
study” (Clandinin, 2006, p. 479). This view of experience is grounded in John Dewey’s
criteria of interaction or people interacting with other people, and continuity, that
experiences lead to further experiences. Narrative study of experience developed further
to include situation or an individual’s experience in the world or, in my mind, an
individual’s sense of place.
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) went on to develop a framework of a threedimensional narrative inquiry space that includes: the personal and social (interaction);
past, present, and future (continuity); and place (situation). Narrative inquiry allows us to
understand how knowledge is “narratively composed, embodied in a person, and
expressed in practice” (Clandinin 2000, p. 184). Given my research questions that center
the intrinsic value of experience, one’s sense of place, and sharing stories of our
relationship to Land, narrative inquiry methodology is a good match.
Participatory Action Research (PAR) engages participants as active CoResearchers to identify and solve problems. PAR opens new communicative spaces for
dialogue, draws on multiple ways of knowing, values the flourishing of human and morethan-human communities, and is a living, emergent process that changes as our
understanding and capacity for co-inquiry deepens (Reason & Bradbury, 2006 as cited in
Clandinin & Connelly, 2000).
The visual component was borrowed from a PAR method called Photovoice, a
method of collecting data and sharing story through photographs and words that provide
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a platform for first-hand accounts of Co-Researcher experience. Its primary goals are to
enable marginalized community members to: record and reflect on personal and
community experiences; stimulate dialogue and generate information about personal and
community issues from group reflections; and reach policymakers in order to benefit
one’s community (Wang & Burris, 1997). Images, photographs specifically, can evoke
deeply felt reactions. For our project, Co-Researchers took photographs and uploaded
these and accompanying written reflections to a password-protected blogsite where we
could interact with each other’s posts.
Stories and storytelling are ancient. There are stories that reveal multiple, old, and
new truths – iterative and reiterative ways of knowing. Stories connect, reflect, reveal,
make meaning, inspire, and sustain. Stories can also support, subvert, and dismantle
dominant, oppressive narratives. Stories build relationships that become communities.
Stories help us locate our place in the world. The co-creation in our project was iterative
and cumulative, beginning with photos and stories taken individually, then the process of
relating one’s experience and stories to another’s experience and stories occurred through
dialogue. The stories were the connective tissue that revealed the larger narratives. The
individual stories-to-live-by revealed the pattern of much larger stories-WE-live-by.
This co-creative approach was an emergent, interdependent, non-linear process
that made space for multiple ways of knowing and expression. Throughout this project
other questions emerged and we wandered “off-trail” so to speak, often into different
territory. I also participated in the study as a way of making meaning from my own
experience but more importantly, my participation “displaced” me from the one whose
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primarily role was directing the research experience and “placed” me in a community of
experience with the Co-Researchers.
3.2.2. Co-Researcher Selection
Co-Researchers were selected through purposive sampling. All Co-Researchers
were alumni of the Rubenstein School of Environment and Natural Resources at the
University of Vermont, a predominantly White institution with an enrollment of 10,000
undergraduates of whom 11% identify as Black, Indigenous, and People of Color. At the
time of this writing, the Rubenstein School had 800 undergraduates of whom 6%
identified as BIPOC. I formulated a list of 17 alumni with whom I have stayed in contact
since 2005 that identified as BIPOC, graduated with the Bachelor of Science degree, and
were working in various environmental fields. I sent an email invitation to 11 alumni in
May 2019. All 11 responded and expressed interest in participation. I then sent to each
person details about the project and consent forms. I also conducted video informational
sessions to answer any questions about their potential participation in this study. In the
end, nine alumni confirmed their participation. As a reflective researcher, I also
participated in the study bringing our team of Co-Researchers to ten.
Each Co-Researcher received an informational packet with a comprehensive
description of the study and other contextual material including possible reflection
prompts, forms of data (e.g., photographs and written data), data collection methods, and
instructions on how to upload items to our blogsite. Subsets of Co-Researchers gathered
for online group reflections using Zoom video conferencing (see Appendix B for a
timeline). During our initial group reflections, the Co-Researcher team discussed
Community Agreements which we reviewed at the beginning of each group reflection.
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We also discussed the larger context of our project, techniques and ethics of taking good
photographs and writing reflections, and created a timeline for submitting photos as well
as for subsequent group reflections.
3.2.3. Data Collection and Analysis
Co-Researchers collected and created data from June to August 2019. Data
included photographs taken by the Co-Researchers, written descriptions and reflections,
recordings from each of the group reflection sessions, and my own field notes. The
methods for data collection articulated below take this processual epistemology seriously,
positioning me as the researcher in a place of discovery alongside Co-Researchers rather
than above them.
Co-Researchers created their data about and from within their respective places be
that home (which changed for some over the course of our project), work, and during
travel. They took photographs that evoked for them sense of place and relationship to
Land. They uploaded these photographs and written reflections to a password-protected
blogsite accessible to this group only. Co-Researchers responded to posts and engaged in
an on-line conversation. These photos and reflections became the jump-off points for
dialogue in our group reflections. The shared dialogue stimulated deeper individual and
collective reflection.
All group reflections were recorded and transcribed. All verbal and written data
were initially analyzed using NVivo. However, I realized through discussion with
colleagues that NVivo in some ways compromised the stories within the data and
compromised my relationship with the data. It is true, breaking up the text is literally
breaking up the stories. My advisor recommended I live as close to the data as I could,
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therefore I reviewed the audio and video of the group reflections sequentially, multiple
times and in their entirety. I also transcribed the group reflections into poem-like texts
known as poetic transcription, a qualitative method for data analysis. This sort of writing
“experiments with form in re-presenting research. Experimental writing reflects, in part,
postmodern times where scholars and researchers question the traditional, scientific, and
authoritarian stance of research presentation.” (Glesne, 1997, p.214).
In keeping with the relational and participatory elements of this research, the
blogsite, videos of the group reflections, transcriptions, and drafts of the dissertation were
made available to the Co-Researcher team. Co-Researchers were welcome to share their
thoughts and questions throughout the research and dissertation process.
Until now, it has been my voice primarily that has filled these pages. I could not
have embarked on this journey or conducted this research without the beloved
community of our Co-Researchers whom you shall meet in Chapter Four.
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Postcard from Marie: Plant Blindness

Figure 8. Metasequoia glyptostroboides or Dawn Redwood on the UVM green

Most of my blood family lives in California, home of the great Redwoods and the
Giant Sequoia. When in California, I always visit the Big Trees. There are three types of
redwoods. First, the Coast Redwoods are the tallest, growing to heights of 300+ feet, and
live in the coastal areas of northern California and southern Oregon. Second, the Giant
Sequoia who reside in Central California are the largest and longest-lived beings on the
planet, some to more than 3,000 years old.
The third species is the Dawn Redwood or Metasequoia pictured above. I am
delighted to know that there are redwood trees in Burlington like this one on the
University of Vermont green. A META sequoia! The petite cousin to the much larger,
exceedingly more well-known redwoods of the West coast. Meta, meaning selfreferential, seems synchronous with the spirit of this project to reflect on our sense of
place. If you are familiar with meditation, there is also metta that means loving-kindness
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or compassion meditation. Self-reflecting loving kindness is Metasequoia’s message.
Dawn Redwood, whose heritage dates back 36 million years, stands alone on the UVM
green but there are many in Burlington if you look. People walking across the UVM
Green may see Metasequoia as just another tree when it is actually an ancient and
powerful Being hidden in plain sight.
Plant blindness is a form of cognitive bias, which in its broadest meaning, is a human
tendency to ignore plant species. This includes such phenomena as not noticing plants in
the surrounding environment, not recognizing the importance of plant life to the whole
biosphere and to human affairs, a philosophical view of plants as an inferior form of life
to animals and/or the inability to appreciate the unique features or aesthetics of plants.
Nichole, one of our Co-Researchers, introduced the idea of plant blindness in the
context of her professional work. This connects nicely to the context of different and
multiple ways of knowing living beyond our notice, beyond our recognition, regarded as
inferior by those in the dominant group who are unable to see or appreciate the unique
features and gifts. This blindness effectively erases people and experiences deemed other
or different. Like the Dawn Redwood, they populate our everyday landscape but we fail
to “see” them in a meaningful way. As Wilson (2008) describes dominant system
academia and white privilege, “there is no requirement for them to be able to see other
ways of being and doing, or even to recognize that they exist.” (p. 44). This blindness
enacted by people, the curriculum, the institution, and the workplace has implications for
the experience of those who are not seen. Plant-blindness is a fitting metaphor for
epistemic blindness and injustice. This dissertation is an exploration of sense of place and
relationship to Land through the experiences of BIPOC. In Chapter Four, you will meet
each of the Co-Researchers and their unique “stories to live by” (Clandinin & Connelly,
2000). Chapter Four features Co-Researcher reflections that point to cross-cutting themes
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related to the challenges of embodying multiple roles and identities within a Fortress
worldview where the predominant narrative continuously validates a Euro-Western,
imperialist knowledge and sense of place accessible to a privileged few. Remember that
above all, this is a strengths-focused project and to reveal the strengths we must point out
the challenges. Co-Researchers navigate these challenges inside and outside the Fortress.
It is this navigation that forces BIPOC to strengthen and refine multiple ways of
surviving, knowing, and thriving.
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CHAPTER 4: “A BIG GREAT FUTURE”:
POSTCARDS FROM OUR CO-RESEARCHERS
I am pleased to introduce you to our Co-Researchers through their photos, stories,
and reflections shared on our Co-Researcher blogsite and in our group reflections. We
shared our “stories to live by” over the course of our project from June through August
2019. In narrative inquiry, we find ourselves moving through time and space in the telling
and re-telling of our stories. As such, our stories are not linear and, in a sense, live
beyond measured and chronological, residing in both the present and past. We conjure
experiences and people from our childhood, situate experiences in different geographies,
and we address the people who will come after us. We speak of and to the past, present,
and future. During the group reflections we conversed in real time thanks to the internet,
each of us comfortably placed in our own homes in different cities. There was a dynamic
of collective space-holding as our thoughts stimulated and influenced one another’s
thoughts.
Our Co-Researcher blogsite was a different space: a difference sense of place and
temporal experience. We made individual choices regarding the images we shared and
demonstrated unique styles for crafting the text to go with these images. We could
respond to blogposts in our own time or not respond at all, unlike the group reflections
which invited deeper engagement. From these blogposts, I pulled those that had the most
resonance across this project or those that seemed important to the Co-Researcher as
evidenced by how often these stories appeared, how emphatically the Co-Researcher
shared it, or if the Co-Researcher signaled in some way the significance of their story.
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There are multiple lenses and frameworks that inform these “stories to live by.”
One framework is the three-dimensional space in narrative inquiry, that is: people and in
many stories this included the more-than-human world; place, both literal and figurative;
and time, which can take on qualities of fluidity and movement. There is also the
framework as described in Shawn Wilson’s Research Is Ceremony (2008) of relationality
and relational accountability. Relationality describes how we are in relationship with
people, with the more-than-human world, and with ideas. We demonstrate accountability
by practicing respect and care for our relationship to people, the more-than-human world,
ideas, and memories. My positionality as both Co-Researcher and facilitator is an attempt
to flatten to some degree the power dynamic in the research relationship. We are
individually and collectively responsible to this relationship.
The Co-Researcher narratives that follow are actually composites drawn from the
content of each Co-Researcher’s blogposts and dialogue shared across our series of group
reflections. Each Co-Researcher section includes a list of the many geographic places that
were named in their stories including a Land acknowledgement, that is, a recognition of
the Indigenous peoples of each place. Next is their “postcard” with image and written
reflection followed by selected stories. The postcard and selected stories compose the
narrative of the Co-Researcher. For a few I include a brief memory of my own of the CoResearcher to demonstrate that our relationship pre-date this project. Narrative inquirers
may spend several weeks to years living side by side with participants in order to capture
the authentic story. In a way, I have already lived side by side for many years with these
Co-Researchers.
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I did my best to demonstrate intentionality and honoring of these stories in the
analysis, in the writing, and in the presentation of the data. In this chapter as well as
Chapters Five and Six, my analysis includes a mix of poetic transcription and direct
quotes. I took some freedom in choosing when to use poetic transcription and when to
use the quote in its entirety (edited for flow and readability). The blogposts remain
unedited as these were carefully crafted by the Co-Researcher.
These narratives comprised of “stories to live by” are living legacies/messages/
insights carried on the breath by statements like “I remember,” or “that reminds me,” or
“you’re making me remember.” In the course of exploring a question or a story, this coremembering inevitably awakens a similar experience that initiates a stream of memories
illustrating the relational and temporal elements of narrative inquiry. It all flows like a
river. You cannot step into the same river twice and neither can we step into the same
memory or experience and have it be or stay the same. Time, experience, and stories are
fluid and changing.
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4.1. FLORE
Places of significance: northwest Vermont; New York, New York; Port au Prince, Haiti
The ancestral lands of the Abenaki, Lenape, and Taino10

Figure 9. River

I never learned to cross rivers; I wonder if that’s why it took me so long to realize I am
dammed up.
Standing in the company of this river, I felt it push against my sphere and I found myself.
A stillness settles in me and I know. They see in me what I have yet to allow myself to
see.
Rivers often visit me in my dreams with my eyes opened and closed. When I want to leave
or fear I will be lifted by the waves; I find myself back on the rock with the river coursing
through and around me.
How do I repay the gift of presence? What is left other than to move with an immovable
tenacity to flow. Alone, naked, without armors. Maybe that’s how our dance begins.

10

This information was found at Native Land Digital https://native-land.ca/
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I remember Flore as a first-year college student during an event that featured
prominent African-American environmentalist and media commentator, Van Jones. After
Jones spoke on the topic of conservation to a predominantly White, older audience, Flore
stood up from the back of the audience to ask, “How can a college student make a
difference when we have little money and power?” Jones considered the question and
seemed to wind up for his response looking like a preacher at the podium. He spoke
directly to Flore and to all the other college students in the crowd. Jones’ voice took on a
different tone. He boomed that their generation is the largest and most powerful yet with
their power fitting nicely in the palm of their hands: their cell phone. That cell phone
embodied more technology than existed at the time of the first trip to the Moon. With this
technology plus the demonstrated power of generations of college students before them,
they can make more of an impact than monied power can. I will never forget Jones’
answer and it was Flore’s question that ushered that moment.
4.1.1. Rivers
Flore’s photo of a river in Vermont taken at this particular angle gives the river
height and movement, the water rushing as the mountain dispatches its melting snow in
the late spring. This is a multisensory experience of motion, sound, frothing, and
bubbling that resonates with Flore as it reminds them that it’s ok to “take up space,” to
change, to move, to go go go…
Transitioned to being the river
Woah! Movement is ok,
being like loud is ok.
Taking up space
carving out space for yourself in the structure
in the landscape that you're in
is like ok and to do it continuously
is also ok (group reflection)
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Flore’s experience of this river represents a shift in relationship to rivers. Past
experiences and memories of flooded rivers in their home country alongside stories of
rivers overwhelming people and property, rendered one stuck in place waiting for the
waters to subside. Rivers bring fear and concerns for safety.
There’s something about rivers for me. A theme in my life…I’m normally very afraid of
rivers. Growing up sometimes crossing rivers can be very dangerous. In Haitian
mythology things that live in rivers aren’t very kind to humans sometimes. (group
reflection)
These memories live as small vignettes of childhood stories and pieces of
religious and cultural influences that push the narrative that one must strive, must always
do better. The constant movement toward striving feels exhausting which stands in
contrast to the effect of the river in this photo that feels alive, vital, and healthy. This
river feels good to Flore. The fluidity of memory and meaning characterizes Flore’s sense
of place and sense of self in place.
Over the course of our research summer, Flore traveled from Vermont to New
York City and to their home country of Haiti. As their plane made the final approach into
Haiti and onto home soil, Flore felt gratitude for coming home:
when the plane dropped from the clouds,
and I start seeing the landscape
I just felt this immense sense of gratitude and joy.
I was coming home.
These feelings of gratitude and joy were echoed by other passengers, “everyone just
clapped when we landed.” These travelers, initially quiet and distant opened up like water
coming down from the mountains. Topics of home, lineage, embodiment, and spirit came
up spontaneously in conversations with passengers and family members during this
particular homecoming.
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Figure 10. I am not home. I am not lost.

4.1.2. Mountains
Haiti is a land of rivers and mountains. The Chaine de la Selle mountain range
runs east to west and Flore’s relationship to these mountains is embodied and dynamic.
For as long as I can remember, the most visceral thing I think about…
I always am aware of where they are.
that was, like, really fascinating
throughout the entire experience of being like
finding myself orienting towards the north.
Flore feels several emotions: grief at how much has been extracted from these mountains
for urban development and at the same time a feeling of home, an ability “to breathe
again” and an opportunity to release certain stressors that they hold in their body, an
awareness that marks transitions between certain places.
4.2.3. Embodiment
going to Haiti and being like,
oh, wow, there is this thing that has been stressing me a little bit that
I wasn't aware was stressing me all the time.
when I'm somewhere else.
And I'm just like, relax, and I'm not thinking about it.
And I can just be like, Oh my God, look at this beautiful tree, these beautiful people
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there's so much more availability
to just be in awe and be curious and wanting to connect
talking to strangers and feeling like energized by it,
being curious about how some of the stressors here [Vermont]
is impacting my ability to be in relation to land,
because my body is so stressed that it does not have capacity to
reach out and feel out what's happening around it.
that is very sad.
Embodiment is a fluid thing for Flore, from stress to awe and connection as they
journey between literal and emotional geographies. Home lives on the Land and in the
body while sensations felt in the body change as place changes. Traveling home to Haiti,
Flore feels the body release the stress but then upon returning to predominantly White
Vermont the body, needing to readjust, reshapes itself. The body under siege.
And then coming back to Vermont, and like noticing how my body reshapes itself, and the
tension that it added.
when I'm in predominately White spaces I haven't realized
how much work has been happening to my body on a non-conscious level,
how much less space there is for me when I'm doing that work.
how much more effort I noticed, it takes
to connect and be grounded to this land,
Fluidity of memory and meaning characterizes Flore’s sense of place and sense of wellbeing in place.
Flore recalled talking with their father and experiencing an “epiphany.” For a long
time, Flore felt an internal tension in their life, as if they were trying to fit pieces into a
very small puzzle. However, on this most recent trip home they realized there is
spaciousness.
And there was this thing that happened,
where I felt like all of the things I was trying to fit together,
I realized the puzzle board was so much larger, and
I was trying to force pieces into like, this tiny little like, four by four,
when it's actually the size of a room.
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there’s way more things that I have not yet seen
that is available for me in terms of understanding
a sense of place and feeling free in myself
it was like this moment where
all the tension I was experiencing all of a sudden it was like
[gestures as if something is dissipating]
and it just happened so slowly. And I just started laughing.
It makes it so spacious. And
I don't feel confused anymore.
it was a very powerful moment for me
I think that's what a lot of these questions have been affording me
giving myself permission
not only like knowing it cognitively,
but actually experiencing it in my whole body
what does it mean to have all of these different ways of knowing and
ways of like being
exist in me and not feeling them in a tension that feels like it's ripping me apart.
Identity shifts from place to place and this shifting has an impact on the body.
These are examples of autopoeisis or self-creativity, the making and remaking oneself in
the midst of changing ecology. We see this theme across the Co-Researcher narratives.
4.1.4. Thresholds
Rivers and mountains as reflections of an embodied self are Flore’s stories to live
by for right now. So are the self-making, shapeshifting sensations of movement from
place to place, from the tension of fitting into a small space to realizing the invitation to
take up a much larger space. Flore is building the capacity to explore many more
thresholds.
As I open the door, I am reminded of time spent on laps and in the company of
people waiting for the rain to slow down before they can keep on and head home. The
photo captures a collapsed time in my body as I indulged in and honored my two
realities. To remembering the power of seating down, the patience of waiting to cross a
threshold just long enough to allow the body to prepare for what’s to come…My body is
my land and I am a steward.
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The movement in Flore’s stories speak to the teachings of River and Mountain
who act as guardian and guides. Flore continues to explore relationship to place and to
Vermont specifically by collaborating with others to explore questions of belonging in
Vermont. Flore’s embodied sense of place holds multiple stories of rivers, mountains, the
vignettes from childhood, and the fluidity of identity across time and space. Flore
expresses a gratitude for presence and sharing simply that “in the end we are all blessed.”
4.2. REBECCA
Places of significance: northwest Vermont; New York, New York
The ancestral lands of the Abenaki and the Lenape

Figure 11. Just some trees

These are pictures of trees and the lawn right outside my apartment building. It took a
while for me to really appreciate these trees because growing up, I lived across the street
from Inwood Hill Park, where the whole park was basically my front yard. I feel as
though I never got to truly say good bye to the park that just as much felt like home as the
apartments I lived in…but I’ve come to really love these trees, at first because they
reminded me of Inwood, but also I love how tall they are, almost taller than the building,
and watching different birds and animals that live in them. When I have to get up early in
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the morning to go to work, they make my day start great, and make sure that my day ends
great and peacefully too when I come home.
After the first year of being in Vermont, I knew I wanted to come back to New York City,
at first just for the nature at Inwood Park but then also for the smaller trees like these
outside my building, and then for the even smaller trees that line the streets of New York.
Rebecca knows New York City trees really well through her experience in many
internships and summer jobs so it comes as no surprise that Rebecca would grow to love
these trees who house other birds and animals. She regards them with such care and they,
in the spirit of reciprocity, help her start and end her days well and peacefully. It was
often that the Co-Researchers spoke of the more-than-human world in familial ways.
4.2.1. Natural areas in NYC!
Rebecca remembers hearing the term “natural area” for the first time as a college
student and interpreting this to mean that natural areas exist only in places like Vermont.
She remembers an assumption that natural areas exist primarily outside of urban spaces.
In other words, a narrative that cities do not have nature and that city-dwellers must leave
the city to experience nature. Rebecca was the first among the Co-Researchers to
introduce questions about what is a natural area? Who gets to define natural area? What
nature is “good enough”?
As much as I liked the nature in Vermont, it felt as though other people kept trying
to tell me that it was better because there was so much more there, because I was from a
city where “there was no nature,” and what would I even being going back to? Nature is
more to me than the big national parks and mountains. They’re all beautiful, but I love
what even just the trees outside my building do for me. (blogpost)
Rebecca pushes back at the messages that the “best” nature is in Vermont by claiming
relationship with the trees directly outside her apartment complex in New York, N.Y.,
“this tree right here. This is also nature”. She celebrates the recognition that there are, in
fact, natural and wild areas in New York City.
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4.2.2. Land and Family
Rebecca’s happiest associations with Land and place involve getting lost with her
family.
the only time I remember really, like, doing something with nature with my family was
maybe I remember we went on a hike once, like a random hike in the woods. Like we
never went. You know there's the field area where people are picnicking and there's the
hiking trails and we never really went on the hiking trails and we kinda just walked
around and we didn't know where we were going. We got lost, it was a lot of fun, I
remember. We haven't done anything like that. But it would definitely be fun to do it
again, I definitely had a good time with them doing that. (group reflection)
This story came up a few times for Rebecca. Getting lost with family affords a deeper
sense of place and connection than coordinating trail closings and working with people
she did not know well.
4.2.3. Liminal space and Transition
Rebecca has been working in temporary positions in conservation since
graduation and is navigating the search for full-time work. Rebecca’s journey is
characterized by many questions connected to transition and liminality. She shares that
she does not really know what her sense of place and relationship to Land are, in part
because most of the time she spends on the Land is for work which doesn’t really allow
for personal connection or reflection. During summer 2019, she had to choose between
an AmeriCorps internship and a seasonal position, ultimately choosing the seasonal
position that she hoped would afford better opportunities later on and which she began
during our project together. While on this job she expressed tensions amongst her coworkers, within herself, and with regard to relationship to Land. She had hoped that she
could engage our research project more deeply this summer but work took up so much
time and brain space.
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this job wasn't what I was expecting.
the summer hasn't gone like I envisioned it.
I wanted to enjoy myself more,
I wanted to focus more on this project
explore the environment more than what I had before,
I've done it for work, rather than taking a walk in the park doing things like that,
but not as I intended. (group reflection)
Rebecca is in an in-between place personally and professionally as well as with
relationship to Land. Reflecting on sense of place and relationship to Land is “nervewracking,” it is an unfamiliar practice and it is hard to know what to say. In the midst of
these questions, Rebecca revisited the story of getting lost in the park with her family.
I noted that she spoke of this experience with such pleasure and nostalgia. She responded:
why that specific memory, going hiking,
my family was important to me.
a lot of times I've been outdoors and in the environment has been work
but like not all the times have been negative.
a lot of times that's had to do with either who I'm with and who I work with
I see my relationship when not just me being there
But me and who I'm enjoying it with I guess where, who I'm working in it with.
I guess it's kind of been a recent aha (group reflection)
4.3. ALEJANDRO
Places of significance: northwest Vermont; New York, New York
The ancestral lands of the Abenaki and the Lenape

Figure 12. Inwood Hill Park, New York, New York

When I was first asked to be part of this research and describe how I related to
my surroundings I was puzzled at first. I wondered where I would start. How do I want to
tell my story? This is a story that I constantly carry with me because it’s one that has
helped propel my career and forever altered my thinking on what it means to be an
ambassador of the environment. That chip I have on my shoulder is one that is always
with me, one that I try to get rid of by excelling in the work that I do. My time in college
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made me feel like I had no place being there. The places my professors were taking me
for lab classes were so foreign to me but seemed like home to my peers. Through a rough
but enlightening journey, I learned that I did belong and had a necessary voice that was
important to be heard. The places my university exposed me to made me feel like I was
experiencing nature for the first time and therefore could only relive that experience in
Vermont. Equating nature with my hometown of NYC was a connection I had not yet
made. When it came to the environment, I always felt that I would never be able to feel
what I was feeling in Vermont at home. However, I quickly learned that there is so much
nature in NYC and that those same feelings that I had in Vermont carried over when I
came back home. I started to see my city through different lenses and began to notice all
the nature I had once overlooked simply because no one had taught me to really look. In
my current professional career, I try not to make urban wilderness seem un-wild, I
instead just have my students view it as a different type of wild.
For a place that people always warn to be cautious of, it is where I feel safe.
Since I felt so disconnected from my peers and the environment during my time at school,
I made it a personal mission of mine to get kids from NYC interacting with nature in their
own neighborhoods.
I love this view. The bridges, the beach, and the trees remind me that nature and
the city can co-exist. It reminds me of me. I like to describe myself as someone who is half
city, half nature and this photo describes that for me.

I first met Alejandro on a visit to his high school when he was a senior. During a
presentation in one of Alejandro’s classes I had the honor of announcing that Alejandro
was named a U.S. Department of Agriculture Multicultural Scholar. The distinction is
well-deserved as Alejandro has been working in environmental education since
graduation. During his time at UVM there were many occasions when Alejandro would
visit my office to chat, to express his feelings of belonging and not-belonging in college.
4.3.1. “No place being here”
At first Alejandro was uncertain what sense of place meant for him or if he even
had a relationship to Land. Alejandro describes his experience at college and in the
environmental field as a love/hate relationship. He struggled with place and belonging at
college: the places for class field trips felt foreign while the clothing and gear that his
classmates wore demonstrated a knowledge he did not yet have. While his peers felt at
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home in these places and seemed to understand how to be in the outdoors, Alejandro did
not.
Throughout my college career at UVM I never had the “proper” hiking or outdoor gear
for my lab classes. I didn’t understand what proper outdoor gear meant. Students showed
up to NR1 in their hiking boots, hiking pants, and Patagonia fleeces… and there I was in
my Hollister puff vest, Hollister sweats, with my Nike Foamposite ready for the afternoon
labs. People brought their snowshoes, and I brought my UGG boots. Students had their
pants tucked into their socks, and I had my pants sagging.
Despite these dynamics he persisted and learned many things along the way. He
transferred his hard-won skills and appreciation for the natural environment of Vermont
to the wild landscapes of New York City. He began to see his city differently,
appreciating that NYC had as much wild nature as Vermont did. Alejandro also learned
the unwritten outdoor behaviors and language that many mainstream identity students
appear to have already acquired by the time they arrive at RSENR. There is a certain
dialect of hiking, camping, and outdoor gear.
During the 2nd half of my college career, people would still make comments about the
gear I had on, saying I needed to buy proper shoes, but the thing they didn’t understand
was that my Jordans were my hiking shoes! If I knew we were going on a long hike I
would throw on my favorite “hiking” Hollister sweats. I did have the gear; it just wasn’t
the gear they were used to.
4.3.2. REI is my Toys-R-Us
Prior to college, Alejandro had not spent any time in a specialized outdoor gear
store. This changed when Alejandro was preparing for a field-based study abroad trip to
Costa Rica in spring 2017 that necessitated a shopping trip to an outdoor gear store to
purchase required items for the field. He realized that the appropriate clothing and gear
made a significant difference in his enjoyment and safety in the outdoors. This was a
knowledge he had never learned nor did anyone teach him.
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Throughout my college career at UVM I never had the “proper” hiking or outdoor gear
for my lab classes. I didn’t understand what proper outdoor gear meant. …It wasn’t until
my trip to Costa Rica with UVM that I realized what proper hiking equipment meant. I
bought my first pair of hiking shoes and pants and thought WOW, my Hollister sweats
could never! Entering these types of stores was weird to me at first since no one really
looked like me or where I was from. The reoccurring feeling of not belonging kept
coming into play. It wasn’t until I started my career with Christodora [Nature, Learning,
and Leadership Program]that I loved being in these outdoor stores! (group reflection)
Alejandro’s knowledge and appreciation for outdoor gear and skills grew to the point that
he feels pride when his own students can confidently practice these skills, “Happy feeling
to see everybody dress for the outdoors and feeling cool and ok about it…rocking the
baseball socks!” Alejandro now feels a clear sense of belonging in the outdoor education
field and his love of REI is one manifestation.
4.3.3. Half City, Half Nature
Since graduating from college, Alejandro has worked for a prominent
environmental education organization in NYC that takes high school students on outdoor
leadership programs. Alejandro loves helping his students develop skills and grow a love
of the outdoors. He has found his place and belonging in a career that helps young people
see and appreciate the urban wilderness of NYC. He has embraced this career as “a
personal mission” to mentor NYC kids like himself to interact with the nature in their
own neighborhoods. He is proud to claim that multiple places and expressions live in him
at the same time, a dual identity city and nature.
As I was shopping at REI that day I felt like I was a young kid entering Toys R’ US again.
I knew exactly where everything was, and what type of shirts and pants I needed for my
trip. I felt informed. I felt like I belonged and should be shopping there. Now during my
outdoor adventures, you can find me wearing proper hiking boots and pants, along with
my Nike elite socks and snapback pointed to the back of my head because that’s who I
am. I am half city half nature. (blogpost)
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4.4. KUNAL
Places of significance: northwest Vermont; New Jersey; Arizona
The ancestral lands of the Abenaki, Lenape, O’odham and Tohono O’odham

Figure 13. Family and Ecotones

The opportunity to spend time at the boundary that is a beach makes me feel like the
universe can tap into me and I can tap into it. I feel this way in most ecotones, transition
areas between two or more distinct environments. It is where the two communities can
meet, integrate, and live. For me, this is a lesson in neighborliness, reciprocity,
community. An example of how to co-exist in a deep and intertwined love. The elements
are role-modeling family for us and with us. Pictured is my blood family … and chosen
family … coming together at an ecotone of the siblings: earth, sky, and water. This is
utterly significant.
Kunal has a talent for bringing people together over good food and good poetry.
Kunal’s first stories during this project are about the importance of spending time with
chosen and given family which is “crucial to my survival” and “a time to develop rich
and healing relations with each other and the universe.” Family for Kunal includes
everyone: human, more-than-human, “earth, sky, and water.”
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4.4.1. Ecotones
The spaces where this far-reaching extended family comes together hold great
meaning. They co-exist harmoniously at the “ecotones,” that is, transition areas between
distinct environments.
Ecotones or the place where different communities meet that can be a place of
tension and of creativity is a theme across Co-Researcher stories. Note that both Rebecca
and Alejandro found themselves in this in-between place of different ways of behaving
and knowing. They move amongst different cultural dynamics and at the margins of the
mainstream culture. They are forging a path at and through the ecotones.
Kunal’s relationship with Land began with gardening classes at the local
arboretum; this is when they first knew they wanted to be in the environmental field.
Kunal shared a memory of watching a group of 3- and 4-year-olds harvest a beet the size
of an adult’s head then proceed to eat the whole thing right there in the garden,
Mouths stained pink from raw beet juice, teeth Black from the soil, golden with glee.
(blogpost).
Integrated among these positive associations with the arboretum is a sense that a
larger history of this particular place is missing. Kunal is grateful for the connection and
learning but there is also an unease that the history of the arboretum excludes the stories
of people Indigenous to this place. The programs that are so important to Kunal have
their histories of exclusion too.
The arboretum programs taught me about land in a scientific, settler, latin, way and an
emotional, relational way simultaneously. In this formative place, I was never taught
about the Indigenous Lenape people and the 10,000 years of human relationship to the
land. I learned about the 10,000,000 year geologic history of glaciers and world-making.
I learned about the 100 year history of the land being a farm. I learned about the 50 year
history of the gardening program. So I am reflecting on how a space that was crucial to
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my development was incomplete and unjust…I am working on reforming a more realistic,
wholesome, equitable, and right relationship to the elements. (blogpost)

Figure 14. Underside of a marginal wood fern

…” we can learn so much from another’s perspective of the world and humans have been
learning this way forever. We learned which berries to eat by watching deer graze. We
saw birds and beavers create dynamic homes from the materials around them and did the
same. I am learning to pay attention to other beings’ world-views, human and otherwise.
How does the limestone cliff perceive the world, the wind, me?” (blogpost)
4.4.2. Perspective
The handlens changed Kunal’s perspective from seeing the small things typically
hidden from sight to a literal validation that there are indeed multiple ways of seeing and
knowing. All beings – eagle, mouse, and human – mechanically and relationally see each
other differently. It is not hard to imagine that all beings having different eyes on and
ways of knowing the world. It is a rigorous practice to see through my eyes while
simultaneously imagining what it is like to see through another’s eyes.
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4.4.3. Finding Roots in Movement

Figure 15. Train tracks in Knoxville, Tennessee

Kunal had always thought of themselves as “someone who really loves and needs
to be in one place,” but during our project Kunal drove cross country from the family
home on the east coast to a university in the southwest to begin a graduate program.
Kunal’s perspective and story changes on this road trip. This movement sparked
realizations about freedom, the right and privilege of mobility, the importance of
connection, and sense of place manifesting in very different yet familiar ways. East coast
Oak trees are cousins to Southwest oak trees in an ever-present relationship thread that
spans Land, cultures, and time.
“I’m not coming into a place not knowing anything and not knowing anyone or not
knowing. I know a lot more than I originally give myself credit for…No matter where I
am, I’m connected to Land” (group reflection)
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4.5. JOSHUA
Places of significance: northwest Vermont; New York, New York
The ancestral lands of the Abenaki and Lenape

Figure 16. Sense of place in a gentrifying city

This picture embodies several things that are important to me. First is the garden, Know
Waste Land11, which the picture hints at by the background. I grew up in Bushwick,
Brooklyn but rarely did I leave my block until I was 14 and began commuting to school in
Manhattan. Having a community garden in my old neighborhood that employs young
people of color means a lot given that these opportunities weren’t available when I was a
teen. Second, in a neighborhood where families are being displaced and meaningful
employment opportunities for young people of color are rare, Know Waste Land is a
place that generates community wealth. The garden employs young people of color to
process and deliver compost which leads to a localized economy and ecological
awareness. Finally, the t-shirt in my picture is from a time (2014) when I was first being
exposed to the politics of gentrification and its impact on various aspects of my life
including: race, gender, access to community spaces, capitalism, etc. Not only was
gentrification displacing people but a false dichotomy was being pushed (this happened
in the 1990’s too) by developers to destroy community gardens and replace them with
“affordable housing.” (blogpost)

Know Waste Land is a program of Living Lots NYC “a clearinghouse of information that New Yorkers
can use to find, unlock and protect our shared resources. 596 Acres started with vacant lots and remains
committed to helping fill these holes.” https://livinglotsnyc.org
11
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My connection with Joshua developed over many conversations and walks. He
navigated his journey through college and beyond college with a great deal of intention,
excitement, and relationship-building. He was motivated to pursue as many opportunities
for learning and connection as he could while also supporting his family in New York
City.
4.5.1. Gentrification and Displacement
Joshua left New York City between 2008 and 2014 to pursue undergraduate and
graduate degrees in the environment. During this same period New York City underwent
rapid gentrification that displaced many people, including his family.
Joshua’s story includes a profound awareness of the implications of gentrification
and displacement. There is sadness, compassion, and fierce determination in Joshua’s
words and voice. He feels a deep responsibility to his family and the larger community as
evidenced by his involvement with community activist spaces. Joshua shared three things
that are most important to him right now. First, community gardens, as mentioned above,
are activist and community spaces that provide opportunities to young people that were
not previously available. Second, organizations like Know Waste Land provide valuable
economic opportunities to individuals and the community. Third, 2014 marks the
beginning of Joshua’s awareness of the politics and impacts of gentrification as they
relate to race, gender, access to community spaces, and capitalism. Community-building
and activism are Joshua’s stories to live by:
In one of the world’s wealthiest cities where condos pop up left and right, there’s no
reason why we can’t have true affordable housing and community-managed land. This
realization helped me make the connection between the role of capital and how it
facilitates the destruction of our homes and community-land: two important sites of
consciousness raising and resistance. (blogpost)
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4.5.2. Activism and Community
Joshua is also involved with an organization called Right to the City12 that Joshua
describes as a “social movement in the country around people living in cities as a human
right. It's something that we all deserve.” It is a human right to move and to move toward
the cities. We explored the observation that movement is universal: many species move;
there are patterns to species movement and to movement of peoples that have occurred
throughout human history.
…thinking a lot about immigration, our natural, our right, as people as humans to
migrate. what is natural, what isn't natural… And especially because I'm trying to make
it my job. I’m working with a professor and activists here in New York City to bring the
Young Lords a Puerto Rican nationalist militant movement and [civil and human rights]
organization in the 60s, it's the Young Lords 50th anniversary. So immigration is going to
be a big thing and the freedom and the right, human right to move.
Movement, mobility, and immigration are front-of-mind for Joshua and these were also
recurring themes in this project.
4.5.3. Different worlds interconnecting
Joshua revealed a story of the multiple worlds of “environmentalism, community
gardens, community spaces, activism” living in the same time and place, worlds that have
been in relationship with each other prior, during, and after his college years. Although
the efforts to create more green space in NYC is a good thing, the people who would
benefit the most from these spaces are most often displaced from these very places. One
must hold the tension of multiple benefits and multiple costs.
it's great that these parts are being beautified and that there's proposals for more open
space, like we definitely need more open space, especially this neighborhood that I live

“ Right To The City Alliance (RTTC) emerged in 2007 as a unified response to gentrification and a call to
halt the displacement of low-income people, people of color, marginalized LGBTQ communities, and
youths of color from their historic urban neighborhoods.” https://righttothecity.org/.
12
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in. But I'm like, What does it matter if people can't live here and are being displaced?
Like they're not going to benefit from the parks, you know what I'm saying if they can't
live in the neighborhood where the parks are coming to? So that's another challenge that
I think is happening in New York City, because there is a lot of cool new parks opening
up but people can't afford to live here.
So we got to, I don't know, in my world, we have to talk about both of them at the same.
Joshua names the interconnectedness of issues of gentrification, displacement, the human
right for movement and mobility, and community land.
Oftentimes, if you just like pull a little bit of string, you get back to the root of it, which is
capitalism, and it's racialized capitalism. Most of the folks that this garden serves are
young Black and Brown youth in Bushwick, Brooklyn. And most of the people impacted
by gentrification are Black and Brown folks.

Interestingly, Joshua demonstrates an awareness of multiple truths when he reframes the
dynamic of interconnection to describe the trajectory of one’s life. In a response to
another Co-Researcher who was expressing a struggle to launch a career in the
environmental field, Joshua offered words of encouragement from his experience:
… when you were saying that you have a job, it's not directly tied to your education and
what you studied and worked hard for, if I'm paraphrasing correctly. I sometimes have
those days too. But then for me, I just remind myself that again, somehow it all, it's all
interconnected and it all you know, it will all work its way back. (group reflection)
The struggle for place and space requires multiple awarenesses of the multiple
implications that in turn requires more energy and attention. The commitments that
Joshua and each Co-Researcher have to family, community, and the natural world require
so much energy and to an extent, we internalize a narrative that we cannot afford to rest
or to stop. This is also a recurring theme among the Co-Researchers.
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4.6. NICHOLE
Places of significance: northwest Vermont; New York, New York; Texas
The ancestral lands of the Abenaki and Lenape

Figure 17. Bronx River Fish Passage (left); experimenting with planting clusters vs vines (right)

I love my work. It’s fun explaining to family and friends that I am paid to work with
volunteers in the wilds of New York City day after day; supporting our community’s
relationship with New York’s urban forest and natural areas. At first the conversations
are casual, just polite get to know you talk. And then when I explain what I do, eyes
generally go narrow in disbelief or round in amazement. Because folks just do not
associate New York with nature, despite the fact that 14% of NYC is parkland and 10,000
of those 30,000 acres of parkland are forests, salt marshes, grasslands. Maybe its plant
blindness, not seeing the land itself but only the cut through to Inwood Hill Park or
Railroad Park that provide quick access to your MTA route. Maybe it’s because there is
not an explicit service these lands provide outside of traditional recreational use. I hate
that last one, because it boxes people in, particularly people of color, as only having need
or use of green spaces for recreation , but then also why is that a bad thing! This is my
struggle, I have these multiple identities, that overlap my professional and personal, my
history and culture, and my hope for the future and community I want to take part in,
these competing needs of dismantling a system that dictates land use/managers, and
playing into that same system so my people, my children are not left behind.
In the left-hand drawer of my desk is a speckled brown and blue ceramic bowl
with the initials “NHR” on the underside. Nichole spent a semester crafting a box of
pottery pieces for gifts. It represents a great deal of time and energy. That is Nichole –
she will go to great lengths and love to bring her gifts where they are needed.
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4.6.1. Plant Blindness
Nichole speaks with commitment and joy that is hard-earned over many years
working at various organizations. She loves her current job because she connects New
Yorkers with 30,000 acres of NYC park and green space. A big challenge, however, is
that many New Yorkers fail to see this as a treasure, a phenomena Nichole likens to,
“plant blindness, not seeing the land itself…because there is not an explicit service these
lands provide outside of traditional recreational use.” This dynamic is particularly
problematic for Nichole as it tends to maintain a stereotype that BIPOC connection to
Land and green space is primarily for recreation and sport. The concept of plant
blindness, an inability to see the plants or appreciate the flora in our own environment, is
especially salient to our study of multiple ways of knowing. It is a good metaphor for
epistemic blindness or the inability to value different ways of knowing.
Nichole is quick to say that recreation is not a bad thing but it is a stereotype that
distances BIPOC from the beauty of 30K acres of parkland and all the benefits attributed
to nature connection. Holding multiple awarenesses, addressing multiple needs, and
working within different systems of power, as stated by Joshua, take a great deal of
energy.
4.6.2. Multiple Identities
I have these multiple identities, that overlap my professional and personal, my history
and culture, and my hope for the future and community I want to take part in, these
competing needs of dismantling a system that dictates land use/managers, and playing
into that same system so my people, my children are not left behind. (blogpost)
Not having to navigate multiple lives feels like a privilege that Nichole has yet to
earn. However, there is the conundrum that however stretched and conflicted we are, the
responsibilities feel too important to deny as there are so few BIPOC in this field.
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I have to live six lives.
I want to be a good person and do good work.
But it's not that simple
almost seems like a privilege
I don't feel like I have access to that privilege just yet
there are so few People of Color within this field in terms of
decision makers and teachers.
(group reflection)
Nichole and other Co-Researchers feel compelled to take on the additional labor,
to meet the expected outcomes of their respective organizations while demonstrating a
heartfelt commitment to the people and communities they serve especially in a field
where there are so few BIPOC colleagues and role models.
4.6.3. Big, great future
Nevertheless, Nichole maintains great enthusiasm for what NYC has to offer, it is
a privilege and burden to break down barriers. Nichole’s favorite project is an annual tree
care event that connects college students to city neighborhoods. This event holds very
significant childhood memories for Nichole.
Love this project, I don’t tell people how personal the project is and it doesn’t matter, it
shouldn’t matter. I don’t think they realize how much I love it. The adult remembering the
little girl in this place. There are millions of little girls and little boys across NYC who
need to see projects like this in their communities…I want all people, particularly people
of color to enjoy space for the space itself… I want everyone to be a part of that big great
future. Don’t want to alienate people in the process”. (group reflection)
Nichole brings to these events an expertise for working with people while
working alongside natural scientists. Nichole builds bridges between people, the natural
world, and the science. She envisions a future where the hundreds of young people who
explore outside their comfort zone and the families who want to make a difference in
their neighborhoods begin to foster connections to these natural places thereby building a
legacy of relationship that sustains people and place into the future. Note, too, that
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Nichole must dance between including everyone in a “big, great future” and yet not
alienating others in this commitment – navigating the ecotones.
4.6.4. I’m a weed

Figure 18. Just some weeds, East New York

So many, so many barriers that we’re going to continue to bust down…I feel like a weed
in NYC. It doesn’t matter what you throw at me, I’m still going to keep coming at you…as
I become older and more mature and confident in what I do and what I love, finding
grounding and purpose in place…The story of sense of place has to shift. Has to be
transformative, has to have its own intrinsic value. I need sense of place to be bigger.
Nichole’s powerful optimism demonstrates a progression from ways of surviving to ways
of knowing like a weed that always comes back, committed to return despite the
challenges. Incidentally, I commented to Nichole that the weeds in her photo appeared to
be mugwort also known as motherwort which is very common in Vermont and many
places. This “weed” is an ancient plant that can serve as food, a medicinal, and an aid in
dreaming. It was interesting that Nichole would highlight something with similar gifts for
surviving and thriving as she does.
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And I smile, through it all. Through it all, its insanity and beautiful, because at the end of
the day I’m grateful and privileged to have something as beautiful as NYC and the people
I connect with every day to fight for. (blogpost)
4.7. SUMANA
Places of significance: Nepal; northwest Vermont; New York, New York; urban
Connecticut
The ancestral lands of the Abenaki, Lenape, Quinnipiac, Paugussett, and Wappinger

Figure 19: Stone wall, Vermont

This photo was taken a year ago at a forested property in Vermont. It was a crisp early
summer day, the forest floor was covered with dried leaves from last fall and the previous
falls. The new leaves on the trees signal the coming of the summer season and with it
another growing year. When one looks closely at the stone walls, they get the sense that
they have been there for many years for the surface have been inhabited by algae and the
pockets and holes in them probably serve as dens for some mammals, birds and reptiles.
For me personally, stone walls remind me of the stone walls on my grandfather’s farm in
Nepal where I am from. They take me back to my childhood years when my siblings,
cousins and I would cross the stone walls that neatly bordered his farm to get to someone
else’s land. The stone walls were boundaries of my grandfather’s farm, a physical
delineation on his land that was a symbol of his ownership of his farm. I can’t imagine
the labor that went into picking each stone one by one under different weather conditions
and putting them one on top of each other, one next to each other to ensure they stayed
firm without the advantage of any binding element and that they served the
purpose for which they were built. That hard labor must have been an important element
that built the stone walls that I encountered last year. These stone walls symbolize the
relationships that the owners have with the land I stood on just like the stone walls on my
grandfather’s farm had a strong relationship with his land… observing my grandfather’s
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interaction with the orange trees, lychee trees, his buffaloes and every piece of stick he
picked along his foot trail – how diligently he picked them and carefully tended to them –
these shaped my kinship with nature. I had not thought of the stonewalls as part of my
family – though they are part of my strong memory – ones that I shared with the land and
with my siblings…
4.7.1. Stone Walls
Sumana has lived in many places in multiple countries and across urban and rural
landscapes. Walking across Vermont landscapes in her current job, she sees many stone
walls that demonstrate human relationship with the Land. These stones are part of the
cultural history of place and they have their own ancient stories.
whenever we had a question about how I got into this field
folks talk about their early experiences camping, or hiking in the woods
for some reason I could not relate
until I started working at the land trust
started visiting all these private properties where the stone walls were
they told stories of the past
how someone must have lived here or had a farm here
that person was trying to get a fertile land so was piling all these stones.
4.7.2. Memory
While these stone walls are in Vermont, they remind Sumana of a childhood spent
playing on the stone walls of her grandfather’s farm in Nepal. This time and memory are
the earliest and perhaps the strongest first influence on Sumana’s connection to nature
and her present career.
so when I looked up the stone walls it brought me back to my childhood
I could make the connection
maybe because I was exposed to my grandfather's farm as a kid
I was exposed to nature on his farm
that was why maybe I was drawn to this field.
Stone walls are the memory-keepers and through line from a childhood in Nepal
toVermont. Even more than that, Sumana recognizes that these ancient stones are in
continuous and active relationship with the Land serving as markers and sometimes
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homes to other beings. In continuous relationship over time, these stone walls are active
memory and community.
they are cultural, part of the landscape
that's really strong
bringing back to just the story of the humans' relationship with the land
now these stone walls serve another purpose…
its kind of interesting that over time they serve different purpose
4.7.3. Fluid and emergent
Sumana has many years of experience in natural resources including as an urban
forester where she developed an appreciation for the changing seasons and the Land’s
changing forms. As an urban forester Sumana learned to appreciate trees in winter when
they would reveal their different shapes and forms that were hidden by their dress of
leaves over the rest of the year. Things change, are fluid and emergent. They yield their
treasures over time like these stone walls. Memory has a life and power within us and just
under our consciousness that feeds love and relationship in multiple ways.
I have these really powerful memories of
playing out on my grandfather's farm.
So despite of all the experiences that I've had
just my experience during my childhood in my grandfather's farm
that's what brought me close to nature
seeing his relationship with the land
that was something that drew me to the land itself.
So for me was more like you know things change,
I would tell one thing that drew me to nature but then I would,
when I would see all these different things out in the field
all these memories that triggered my love for nature
relationship with the land.
are very like, fluid. they're not just one thing. (group reflection)
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4.8. JENNIFER
Places of significance: northwest Vermont; Long Island, New York; Ecuador
The ancestral lands of the Abenaki, Secatogue , Quechua and Kichwa

Figure 20. Jardin/quintal

The Sun and all its glory is providing energy for my garden to grow. The soil is working
hard to provide a stable and nourishing home. I pay respect to my garden as it nourishes
my family and I during the growing season. I honor the ground it grows on. This land is
stolen land. This is Secatogue Land. The Secatogue people have used this land to grow
their crops. The Secatogue children used to play on this land, cheerfully enjoying the
same Sun that warms my skin. Mothers, fathers, elders all roamed this land before White
colonizers arrived. There is Indigenous blood on this land.
My connection to this place is in my own blood. My Indigenous blood that moves through
my body like the roots of the trees expanding all the way from the Southern Hemisphere
to the Northern Hemisphere. These people are my people too. I find peace in my garden
because it reminds me I, too, am still growing. The soil that holds the blood of the
Secatogue people also holds so much life.
I connect with the soil because the soil and I are not that different. Soil and I are queer,
brown, and resilient. The soil and I have experienced trauma. Trauma that impacts our
functionality. The soil and I hold so many stories. But our ability to survive is our power.
(blogpost)
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4.8.1. Honor the ground
Jennifer is intentional about acknowledging the First People on the Land that she
and her Jardin stand upon. She honors the very ground that fed the Secatogue people as
well as received their blood and bodies through the violence of colonization. Here is
where the Land is holder of multiple realities of birth and death, of peace and violence, of
joy and grief.
Like Kunal whose roots connect East coast to Southwest, for Jennifer it is
Indigenous blood that connects Northern Hemisphere to Southern Hemisphere. The soil,
sanctified by blood, gives life and nourishment. In this way, Jennifer is connected to the
Secatogue and the soil that sustained the First Peoples now sustain Jennifer and her
family.
The ground of Jennifer’s Jardin is also a means of connecting to family and
ancestors, to her father and grandmothers. Jennifer identifies with the Jardin and the
strength in the soil to heal itself. The Jardin makes it possible to be in healing relationship
with father, with ancestors, with self.
My Jardin and I, we are the same. We need nourishment, love, tenderness, respect, and
honor. In honoring my Jardin, I honor myself. I acknowledge what I am worthy of and
what I am not. So this is an ode to my Jardin. Not only does she feed me but she shows
me what it means to heal.
4.8.2. Queer, Brown, and Resilient
The soil and I are queer, brown and resilient. Alluding to really the abuse and the
destruction of the earth and Pachamama which is Mother Earth in Quechua. The way
that I've healed in my life, through my own trauma, generational trauma is like watching
the natural cycles of the earth and watching resiliency within the environment
it's very much my inspiration to live because it survives
it continues to survive
like my jardin
The soil and I hold so many stories. But our ability to survive is our power.
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Jennifer’s identification and embodiment with Land and soil – queer, brown, and
resilient – are right on. Soil is not gendered or sexualized (does soil have an identity?).
Yet soil is the necessary medium for life and “fertile” soil makes procreation possible.
Healthy soil is indeed brown whereas white soil indicates the leaching of nutrients while
compost is considered “Black gold” by gardeners. The soil and Land’s resilience, their
ability to bounce back from trauma, to follow Earth’s natural cycles of birth/death/rebirth
is simple yet profound Truth. In Jennifer’s frame, to be soil – queer, brown, and resilient
– is survival and survival is power.
4.8.3. “American” Robin

Figure 21. Young girl holding a Robin blue egg shell

…We aren’t the “American” dream. We are the product of an illusion our families have
fought too hard to achieve. An illusion that is talked about with so much pride yet there are
children in cages, families in concentration camps on the U.S.-Mexico Border, unarmed
Black folks dying at the hands of the police/institutions, the killing of Black trans womxn,
mass incarceration, genocide, and missing Indigenous girls. The lives of Black, Indigenous,
and People of Color are disposable. They hate us because they know that we are powerful....
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This post is to all the girls who aren’t “American” enough, “lucky” enough, “White”
enough, “well-behaved” enough and all the other bullsh*t “enoughs.” We are
more than enough…

I hesitate to put my thoughts here because Jennifer’s words stand defiantly and
powerfully all on their own. I do so to honor Jennifer as they name the injustices and as
they honor the Earth; to acknowledge Jennifer’s work modeling to young Brown women
that they have connection to Land and are powerful without question. To honor Jennifer
and all the Co-Researchers not for their careers or titles or what they produce but for their
intrinsic value and power.
4.9. NATHALY
Places of significance: northwest Vermont; New York, New York; Dominican Republic
The ancestral lands of the Abenaki, Lenape, and Taino

Figure 22. Morning meditation spot

I’m in my first month of practicing meditation. I’m trying to have the first 20-30
minutes of my morning be regenerative for my body and mind so I grab a tall glass of
water and take my meds, I sit by a comfy sunlit chair, and listen to a brief meditation
lesson before giving it a try. This morning’s lesson expanded on the idea that the
pleasure we associate with an object or a place is primarily attached to the
meaning/connection we get from paying attention to that particular object or place. For
example, I like to wear a small heart-shaped locket my husband gifted me early on in our
dating relationship when I travel because it makes me feel closer to him. It’s not the
golden shape hanging on my neck that creates that sense of connection. It’s the act of me
conjuring him in my mind that brings me that sense of close-ness…
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I don’t feel any sense of connection to the things immediately in front of me. I’m
not one for houseplants and those buildings just outside my window is a little bit of an
eyesore and only serves to remind me that I’m living in a lovely apartment that happens
to be located in a structure tucked back far off the street – seemingly an attempt to get
one more building to fit in this already fairly dense urban landscape.
When I ask myself about a place near me that I feel a sense of connection to, it’s
almost an hour away! And I’m left with the thought, “that can’t be right!”
But the core reason this place stands out is again tied to the people closest to my
heart, those whose images would be inside that locket.
4.9.1. Connection to others
Nathaly’s stories to live by are profoundly relational. People populate the many
landscapes of Nathaly’s world. Her young family in the city where they currently reside
as well as her extended family in the Dominican Republic. During our group reflections
Nathaly shared a story of her childhood home being torn down for a highway that
brought up a nostalgia for places and people that are now gone. For Nathaly, the natural
history and the human history make up a more complete and intimate sense of place.
The specific place doesn’t matter much — again, it’s about connection to others.
The insight here is that “sense of place” for me is all about my relationships and shared
histories to the people of a place. And not necessarily about that collection of geology,
soil and vegetation. For many years, I’ve known that the academic exercise of
understanding the what/when/where/how/why of the lowest levels of the “layer cake”
approach to studying landscape natural history is ALWAYS in service to adding meaning
to the WHO was and is in a given landscape.
Nathaly also feels a sense of connection to Land that she has never visited but has
profound meaning because of the layered stories of social justice movements as well as
the Land’s role in this history.
So the idea that agriculture, labor organizing movements came from California and
desert southwest, I have no connection to California, the desert southwest, but I have
a sense of pride to the movement. And that is, is resistance and people power.
Nathaly’s environmental work is also deeply relational. As the sustainability
officer for a major city on the east coast, Nathaly works with different departments and
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directors to advance her city’s sustainability agenda. This is meaningful and impactful
work especially as her city’s population is largely Black, Indigenous, and People of Color
and lower socioeconomic communities. Another aspect of Nathaly’s relational work is
the translator between worlds.
4.9.2. Translator and Gritty Cities
“Being a translator is a huge part of my work today.” Like other Co-Researchers,
Nathaly, recognizes that she stands in an ecotone, able to bring her education and social
capital in service to her city. She also recognizes the model cities who are the supposed
leaders in sustainability because of their inventories and action plans are higher up in the
hierarchy above Nathaly’s city, where the implications of poverty might actually go
further toward attaining sustainability. Nathaly expresses frustration over that irony.
I'm in a position as urban sustainability practitioner
my counterparts across the country come from a diversity of cities.
the model cities, the leader cities
are your Portland, Oregon's, and your Boston, Mass, and your Austin, Texas
the cities that have a highly educated climate minded constituency
I really struggle with feeling like less than in that space,
because my city isn't, you know, at the forefront of climate action.
I don't have a greenhouse gas inventory completed,
I don't have a Climate Action Plan, etc.
That said, 80% of the households in Newark don't even have a vehicle.
So if we were going to do carbon footprint, like cross analysis,
isn't there a reason to believe
that my constituency is maybe even farther along the spectrum of
doing right by the climate,
but that's a result of poverty and all sorts of other things,
In Nathaly’s professional circles, cities like Newark are called legacy cities:
defining a legacy city
extreme economic distress,
lots of population lost,
a high majority of minority populations,
economic strife,
high poverty levels, etc, etc, etc,
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high degrees of vacancy, right,
However, Nathaly and some of her colleagues choose to see these legacy cities as places
that have and are surviving. They have renamed and reframed these as “gritty cities” and
sites of potential power.
cities that are defined in that series of characteristics are all deemed by others
legacy cities, and
we among ourselves came up with this term gritty
to sort of reframe a little bit.
a term that was a little bit more empowering,
when you've been through the kinds of things that we're all bouncing back from,
there's a lot of resilience there and
a lot of determination there
a lot of persistence there.
That's a source of power.
Part of Nathaly’s translator role is reinterpreting the narrative that gritty cities are places
of resilience, determination and persistence.

4.9.3. Undoing an internalized picture of what it means to be an environmentalist
Nathaly also dismantles the image of what an environmentalist should look like
and she acknowledges that most Latina women have not embraced the outdoors in the
same ways as she has.
So it was like 17
I had, at that point in my life, experienced a lot of sort of
deep roughing it kinds of camping experiences,
through middle school and high school
so I had a mental idea going to UVM about what was sort of expected or whatever, of a
naturalist and environmentalist etc.
to be an environmentalist or to be a practitioner of stewardship
in the environmental movement
doesn't have to look like the cookie cutter model of
the mental image of Thoreau in a cabin
not that everyone has that mental image
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4.10. Summary
Chapter Four was devoted to the stories that become a narrative for each CoResearcher. Each of their narratives are at once unique and at the same time, begin to
connect to each other with regard to sense of place and relationship to Land. From here,
we proceed to Chapter Five where the collective narratives reveal a troubling sense of
displacement that requires assimilation to certain dialects and behavior, the legacies of
colonization and Euro-Western ways of knowing.
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CHAPTER 5: SENSE OF PLACE: FORTRESS
Remember that the metaphor of the fortress conveys a sense of protecting or
holding up a hierarchy of knowing, of sense of place and relationship to Land. Most
sense of place and place-based narratives promote notions that “properly” living in place
must look a particular way, namely, in ways that overlook or erase histories/stories of
oppression and displacement. Mainstream narratives of sense of place and romantic
relationship with Land erase the lived experiences of BIPOC in the environmental fields.
Postcard from Nathaly: Deliberately Confronting Living Deliberately

Figure 23. Magazine article on rural Vermont

My finger points at the Thoreau quote that motivated this post:
“I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately.”
Ok, Thoreau. I don’t know what it is about your writings and your life story, but
the quotes ppl like to attribute to you get under my skin.
I’m on a plane on my way to a study trip to Cleveland to meet up with colleagues
in the fight for a cleaner, more resilient and more just way of governing in partnership
with community. I’ve been up since 245am to fly standby on a 5am connecting flight thru
Chicago. The inclement/extreme weather (AKA “new normal” rain event) on the East
Coast cancelled my original flight so I’ve been a little on edge for hours now trying to
ensure I keep my commitment to colleagues I hold dearly by making every effort to show
up. Even so, I’ve boarded a plane that takes me well past my actual destination and I
can’t shake the feeling that I’m failing to live my values by selecting a flight course that
is actually polluting more, not less. It’s an internalized sense of failure I struggle with
even as I am holding a sense of power at the upcoming peer-learning agenda.
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So it’s safe to say that (while I’m not proud of it) I’m primed to react defensively
when I read your quote.
I saw the cover call-out “Rural Vermont’s world-famous flavors”, and jumped
straight to the page hoping for a little nostalgia and joy in reading about this special
piece of my connection to Vermont, and the pride I feel in knowing first-hand the awardwinning cheeses produced by Jasper Hill creamery, located in the so-called Northeast
Kingdom of Vermont (NEK). I got as far as your quote and I couldn’t even finish the
article.
I’ll bet the little money in my family’s savings that the authors of this glossy
airline magazine had no reason to make mention of the stark differences in opportunity
available to the many households struggling to make a living and life in the NEK… Why
deliberately confront the opioid abuse, the poverty statistics, the isolation of migrant
farmworkers living in the “extreme ruralness” sought out by one of the VT transplants
seeking refuge from NYC crowdedness, the regular occurrence of copper wire
mysteriously gone missing from the walls of the Thoreau-inspired cabins built by the
“haves” looking for a getaway tucked into a landscape of a people who are primarily
“have-nots”?
I’m angry. I can feel the warmth behind my eye socket. And I don’t like it. I’m not
gonna dwell on this.
So, where am I going with this? What do I want to say to you?
The main question burning in my head is this — are you saying that my (city) life
is NOT deliberate, Mr. Thoreau? Do you truly believe that living in the woods is the only
way to “living deliberately”??
There are a lot of ppl, many of whom I gladly said goodbye to when I left Vermont
who seem to believe as much.
I vehemently disagree.
Listen. I don’t know you, I haven’t delved into your work and I know I shouldn’t
be so quick to write you off. But I hate having to constantly defend my choice of home, my
definition of meaningful work, and the intentionality I bring to my relationships to the
likes of you.
I’m an urban sustainability champion and a changemaker. I want you and those
walking in your footsteps to see and understand that. But I just don’t think you want to
see me…
The themes that were revealed in the Co-Researcher stories illustrated two main
fortresses. The first is what I call the Fortress of White Environmentalism, as in the
dominance of White, Euro-Western epistemes about environmental narratives, as in a
blindness to a diversity of color and perspective. The second is a Fortress of Colonization
where the histories of oppression and harm are enacted upon those who are “other.”
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This chapter features selected blogposts and Co-Researcher reflections that point
to cross-cutting themes related to the challenges of embodying multiple identities. CoResearchers navigate challenges inside and outside the Fortress. It is this navigation that
forces BIPOC to hone their many strengths, their multiple ways of surviving, knowing,
and thriving.
5.1. Fortress of White Environmentalism
As Nathaly shares above, Thoreau’s narrative of “living deliberately” hardens the
boundaries between the haves and have-nots, between those who escape the city for a
mythical rural peacefulness and those who actually live a rural life that is in fact hard,
unromantic, and invisible. This myth assumes that urban living cannot be deliberate when
in actually the majority of people on the planet live in cities by choice and necessity
(Ritchie & Roser, 2018). Mainstream White environmentalism does not “see” or make
space for different experiences of place and relationship to Land. As Dr. Dorceta Taylor
observes, the truth is that majority identity environmentalists speak from lived experience
of nature with a “focus on the birds, trees, plants, and animals, because they don’t have
the experience of being barred from parks and beaches” (Taylor as quoted in Mock,
2104).
5.1.1. Displacing Thoreau
Because mainstream, White environmentalism equates nature and wilderness with
places far outside urban limits, it is rarely recognized that nature and wilderness exist in
the cities too. Consequently, sense of place and relationship to Land for city dwellers are
dismissed or considered less-than. Mainstream environmentalism subscribes to a view
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that “nature” equals “wilderness” per Thoreau and does not recognize nor acknowledge
the experiences of BIPOC or urban dwellers.
Natural areas in New York City!? The term “natural areas” is often interpreted as
places separate from city, that cities are not or cannot have nature. If there are not the
sweeping, iconic vistas of the National Parks, then there must not be “nature.” This false
narrative, complicated by dynamics of race and socioeconomics, further distances people
from the natural world. As Joshua points out, there are eight million people living in New
York City that represent a massive diversity of race and class who do not talk about
relationship to Land. There is an assumption, to some degree accurate, held by people in
and out of urban areas that city dwellers do not have a relationship to Land. This compels
me to question our own assumptions about what nature is and means. We open our eyes
to a wider story of nature: the tree on the street corner and the path through the park
situated beside a major highway. Connection to the natural world takes many forms.
“Half city, half nature” is how Alejandro put it. Perhaps another way to think of it is,
“city AND nature.”
The stories we tell become part of a curriculum where the best nature exists only
in places like Vermont also known as the Green Mountain State. The overwhelmingly
popular images of the Green Mountain State are of forested and pastoral landscapes but a
little over 100 years ago overgrazing led to deforestation of 80% of Vermont (Bushnell,
2018). Conversely, New York City, one of United States most populous urban areas, is
home to high rise buildings and traffic congestion and to old growth forests (Stewart,
2002).
Rebecca: I remember the first time I heard the term 'natural area' I know it was in
Vermont, and then coming here [NYC] I was still of the notion, you know, there
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was no natural area, that there was nothing considered a natural area here but
then there was a whole series called The Natural Areas Conservancy and I was
like 'Natural areas in New York City!' and I was just really excited
going into Vermont everyone talks about
all the national parks they go to and all these grander scale parks
I've still never been to a National Park
I would like to one day but I just haven't been able to
made me feel like those places, I guess, were better, and
I kinda started feeling that way too
Nichole: folks just do not associate New York with nature, despite the fact that
14% of NYC is parkland and 10,000 of those 30,000 acres of parkland are forests,
salt marshes, grasslands. Maybe its plant blindness, not seeing the land itself but
only the cut through to Inwood Hill Park or Railroad Park that provide quick
access to your MTA route. Maybe it’s because there is not an explicit service
these lands provide outside of traditional recreational use.
This is the dominant, imperialist, narrative perpetuated by White
environmentalism that creates distance between people and nature. Access and proximity
to the “best” natural areas are a privilege and seems to imply that other homes, the home
places of the Co-Researchers perhaps, are “less than” natural.
Joshua: like that natural thing I struggle with, right,
because it's also been used
to say that pristine nature is like the right kind of nature,
and that any nature in the city is not the right nature.
Alejandro: when people think of New York City, I know people don’t really think
about hiking
Nathaly: we don't get to claim a relationship to nature
if we grew up in an urban area
80% of the world's population is in urban areas.
And so super problematic. In terms of the way
we're approaching this concept of nature.
this idea that space that is considered blighted,
has often severe overgrowth of vegetation on it.
that severe overgrowth of vegetation,
to me
is like a juxtaposition of like walking in meadows.
yet in the context of an urban environment is
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generally seen as the definition of lack of care and ownership for a space.
Cities are concrete jungles where “wild” spaces with overgrown vegetation or
weeds signify urban blight. Those with means may escape to the great outdoors, a
different wild that is clean, fresh, pleasantly unpopulated [code for “not-diverse”],
pristine, and beautiful. Access to these admittedly beautiful places is relatively easy when
one has means. The privilege of access is another level of struggle. In order to find one’s
place in the great outdoors, one must acquire certain knowledge, language, and tools.
5.1.2. Outdoor Knowledge and Code of Conduct
Language, cultural messages, and visual cues act as boundaries. Learning to travel
these boundaries requires its own field guides and maps that are not readily apparent or
accessible to everyone. Co-Researchers expressed a sense that there is a set of
“instructions” regarding how to be in the outdoors. While many of their college peers
knew the landscapes, the outdoor lingo, the codes of behavior, and the attire, BIPOC felt
ostracized for not knowing. It takes time and encouragement from allies to acquire this
knowledge which seems second nature to mainstream identity environmentalists.
Kunal: I didn't go on a hike outside of classes, until I had made friends who were
like, oh, how about you borrow this, telling me about like, what, why layering is
important, and all that stuff. it was like through those relationships, I learned that
people were willing to teach me in a non condescending, community uplifting kind
of way, not like a, shame on you for not knowing these things, or how could you
not know these things?
Nathaly: there's this expectation that people are ready, whether that readiness
has to do with gear or whether that readiness has to do with like a sense of
comfort and safety. But, you know, there's all sorts of times where we're just kind
of like figuring it out for the first time. And I think this is more of like an urban
experience so if you grew up in New York City, then going to Vermont, you know,
not only were you a city girl, the biggest city in the country. But you were
surrounded … by folks who have had a different life experience. And that just
means that there isn't always that sensitivity to that lack of a lived experience to
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bring to the coursework, and I feel like you know, finding ways to differentiate
that or at least to recognize and meet people where they're at as students is going
to be critical for us to continue building the environmental movement.
Alejandro: …almost looked alike they had the hiking pants on, they had the boots.
You know, they had certain fleeces and there I was in my like my Hollister
sweatpants, Jordans. And I'm like, I don't know what I'm doing here because I
definitely do not look like them and I will never ever see myself, you know,
wearing the same clothes that they were wearing because I just wasn't, that was
just foreign to me. … the way I was dressed like the way I looked in my UVM
classes compared to some of my other peers made me feel I just, this just wasn't
for me wasn't a place where I fit and I never thought that I would see myself
fitting in.
It's not about the gear; the gear is a manifestation of an outdoor code of conduct to
which a mainstream group has the privilege of relatively easy, affordable, or prior access
while people underrepresented by race and experience must navigate somewhat blindly.
Made to feel less prepared and incompetent, BIPOC may ultimately decide the
environmental field is not a place for them.
There is also a set of values and language – an outdoor ethic and dialect – that
many mainstream-identity environmental students have acquired by the time they come
to college, a dialect of hiking and camping, of trips to iconic natural places. One learns
this dialect through experience and with guidance from people who are willing to explain
the dialect. Many of us who take for granted this dialect suffer from “plant blindness” to
folks who have a different dialect about the outdoors, born out of a different relationship
with the natural world.
Having a certain sense of place connected to a knowledge of certain ways of
being in the outdoors is a feeling that resonates with me and I must be critical about how
and why that resonates. When I first joined the Rubenstein School, I wrote an
introduction email to the community sharing that I lived in an old farmhouse with my kid
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and dog, and loved to kayak. All this is true and I do share a love of the natural world and
I knew that this particular narrative would resonate with others in the School. It is a
demonstration of my understanding of how certain ways of knowing and being in the
environment are more recognizable and readily acceptable than others. An easy way to
connect with a new person is to talk about interests and activities. Outdoor,
environmental interests go a long way toward acceptance in Vermont. However, in order
to be inclusive of all the ways one can be in relationship with Land we need to undo an
internalized image of what it means to be an environmentalist and the implicit bias these
mainstream images may carry.
Nathaly: to be an environmentalist or to be a practitioner of stewardship in the
environmental movement doesn't have to look like the cookie cutter model
the mental image of Thoreau in a cabin
not that everyone has that mental image
of someone hiking up a mountain top wearing a fleece vest
“tyranny of fleece” (Bonta as quoted in Navarro, 2009)
so I had a mental idea going to UVM about what was sort of expected or
whatever, of a naturalist and environmentalist etc.
And then zooming forward to like 2014, where I was in the environmental
leadership programs cohort for the eastern regional network
where many people were offering the idea
that what it means to be an environmentalist for them
includes growing callaloo13 in their backyards with their grandmas.
And that's a very different picture than doing a six-day hike through the Tetons.
5.1.3. Learning and Working Spaces
BIPOC must acculturate and assimilate to mainstream cultures in academia and
career spaces. In other words, BIPOC must learn about the mainstream culture as well as

13

A leafy vegetable used in a popular Caribbean vegetable stew of the same name
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Callaloo
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learn the skills to navigate the mainstream culture, like learning another language and
modes of travel. Power dynamics manifest at university as preferred experience, bodies
of knowledge, language, and gear that make the journey easier for some but may create
undue burdens on others. In work places, power manifests as access to people, knowledge
and resources. Across learning and work spaces, mainstream environmentalism places a
higher value on certain ideas of nature and what accounts for “success.”
Jennifer: I feel like I'm constantly pressured by this like predominantly White
field to be in, I need to be at the head of the table, and I need to be the person
that's going to Australia and like studying invasive species, like, all these different
like things, that's not how I connected. And that's not how I think I'll ever like
connect. Because the natural world to me is not this thing I study. It's this thing I
live in, it's my home, it's our home and it's just like, it's really like, it still
continues to be a struggle for me and I mean, it's definitely a struggle for me even
now.
Joshua: I remember at Rubenstein learning, when I was a senior learning about
how the majors are gendered in terms of which kind of students end up in which
majors. For example, I remember like hearing that, I forgot if it was Parks and
Rec and Tourism, or Fish and Wildlife that attracted more men. And then there
was like, a certain kind of man or certain kind of White bro. It was gendered and
racialized at the same time, some of the majors, or at least some of the students
that chose those majors.
Rebecca: I remember thinking about the book we read it was what was his name?
Edward Abbey, it was like a memoir about him. And I remember just not liking
him at all… think of how people like really love all these different figures like
these White men who like, you know, are, main people in my field, and I just don't
like that.
The college curriculum, including course material such as textbooks, articles,
notable authors and professionals as well as class and field activities do not reflect the life
experience of many students in terms of ethnicity or prior relationship to the natural
world. Keeping in mind Yi Fu Tuan’s description of place as “lived in” (1975),
curriculum tends to focus more on “the great outdoors” version of environmentalism to
the exclusion of other experiences and knowledge of nature. Learning and working
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spaces do not see much less accommodate other lived experiences, such as urban life or
diverse cultural practices. It is more often the case that BIPOC must accommodate
mainstream, Euro-Western norms.
Kunal: Do I have the privilege and like access in this White supremacist culture,
to be able to just fast and pray for 10 days and not go to class?
Or work?
Do I have the time to like, organize my whole week around this?
Or is the system, the culture I'm currently in supporting me to do any of those
things? I don't have the time to not go to class or
to like reorganize my food and day around prayer.
the culture I'm in doesn't support any of that.
if I was in India right now, my life would look totally different.
There is a need for greater representation and visibility of BIPOC experience and
perspectives. There is also a need for mentorship and lateral support. BIPOC
environmental professionals feel stretched by commitments to the work and to the
BIPOC community of students and colleagues. This is additional emotional labor that
mainstream academia and professional spaces fail to recognize and that BIPOC cannot
name. I have experienced this and so have many of my colleagues. Not permitting oneself
to share this stress, not being able to be authentic in the workplace in the name of
professionalism and self-preservation are added burdens.
Nichole: My personal struggle
is the fact that on my leadership team for my division of 20 people,
there are three women of color
and I'm the only Black person.
when I first started this job
someone was talking about this project,
where it's like, why do we do that?
It's a waste of time, like what's the purpose of this
these kids will never go back to this neighborhood again
all we're doing is caring for a bunch of trees…
And I'm just
every part of me
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the adult that I am now
thinking about the little girl that I was decades ago,
I just rebel against that,
this idea that it's a waste of time,
us spending even five minutes in that neighborhood,
investing in that community,
these people and these trees have repercussions,
those students even if they never come back to that neighborhood,
who gives a shit,
they have gone outside of their comfort zone and seen a section of New York and
participated in a legacy that they're now a part of.
I specially have difficulty talking about it here at my job in various honest ways.
Unless I'm talking to like people I work
really, really closely with and know me really well.
BIPOC must tolerate instances of being and feeling undermined in their work
because the work itself is not valued appropriately. BIPOC must always consider the
implications of their choices and actions, always think about the short and long term
consequences with a necessary focus on what is practical, applicable, doable, and
objective. BIPOC feel pressured to work harder on multiple fronts, out front and behind
the scenes, in order to be as successful as peers and colleagues of mainstream identity.
There is no room for expressions of deep care and love for people and place despite the
fact that it is precisely love for people and place that is a profound motivator.
Nichole: I think that because I'm always thinking about the long game.
I'm always unfortunately, because it's very stressful sometimes,
like 10, 20 steps ahead.
And it's like what is …
What's the repercussions of my action.
And I do feel like that's a burden that my White counterparts probably
aren't thinking about.
And that's a privilege in itself, that I don't have…
I want to work. And I want to do good work.
And I want to do so many positive things.
Marie: I probably could have taken days off, but I didn't feel like I could allow
myself that. I was trying to get programs off the ground. I was trying to show
people how competent I was. So yeah, I think it's pervasive. How do I learn to be
a professional in this environment? And what privileges do other people have?
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What privileges do I have to earn? And it takes more for me to earn them than
someone else?
Over time the things we see and the stories we here repeatedly accrue validity and
eventually becomes accepted as the “truth.” This is the common understanding of good
science: what is/can be replicated is what becomes established fact or truth. Colonization,
White supremacy, and hegemony are designed to replicate stories of the oppressor, not
the oppressed.
Kunal: I have to do something 1000 times before I can remember or embody it
just letting myself not actively try to remember something
just trust that if it is important, if it’s that important and necessary
I will encounter it 999 more times
then I will feel whatever that is
then be able to remember it and try not to force, force myself to remember or
memorize things.
This seems true for each of us to have to encounter something many times before we can
actively see it, before we give it validity and value. Images of mainstream White
environmentalism are ubiquitous. The thing you see 999 times is what becomes the
accepted knowledge and the prevailing narrative. If one is steeped in the narrative of
White environmentalism, then non-conforming narratives of nature, place, and
relationship to Land have no place and are rendered invisible. We care about the things
we see and know: the Coastal Redwood, the Giant Sequoia, the wilderness, the great
outdoors. This is the rallying cry of mainstream, White environmentalism.
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Postcard from Marie: Reminders of Imperialism I

Figure 24. Memorial obelisk, Union Square, San Francisco, CA

Union Square sits in the heart of downtown San Francisco, the city where I and my
family immigrated in 1970 from the Philippines. This obelisk stands in the middle of the
Square memorializing the date that the U.S. armed forces defeated the Spanish forces at
Manila then “held the city in subjection” till more troops came. No mention that there
are Filipinx and Indigenous peoples already occupying the collection of islands now
known as the Philippines, named after King Philip II of Spain. We build monuments of
stone to commemorate victory and violence that become the landscape of a place. What
affect do these reminders of imperialist power have on us?
Reminders of imperialist power are imposed on the landscape and in mainstream
stories of nature. For many of the Co-Researchers, it was triggering to reflect on one’s
sense of place and relationship to Land when one’s life experience is directly affected by
the legacies of colonization: displacement, disconnection, and threat. BIPOC are
compelled to navigate, to assimilate, and to resist these forces, to reconcile their unique
connections to place and Land with mainstream environmental narratives. This is deeply
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exhausting and destabilizing. Even so, our work together proved important and valuable
and our reflections on place and relationship to Land surfaced a rich diversity of images
and experiences ranging from love and reverence to pain and exclusion.
5.2. Fortress of Colonization
Questions of belonging weave across stories. Co-Researchers did not readily see
themselves or their experiences reflected in the curriculum, in mainstream narratives, and
in the very places that were the outdoor labs and field sites of their education. Coming to
a sense of place and belonging required/s searching, adjustment, reflection, and allyship
amidst the dynamics of power in institutions of education and in the work place.
When certain images and stories are centered such as the White environmentalist
and the Great Outdoors, the images and stories that are absent have no place or
significance. We discount and negate the things we do not see even when they are hiding
in plain sight. Not having to deal with or even be aware of the blind spots are the
privilege of those who are the beneficiaries of colonization. BIPOC, on the other hand,
must navigate inside and around the blind spots.
5.2.1. Danger and threat
As we explored in the Literature Review, the troubled history of colonization in
the United States forcibly displaced BIPOC from homes and Land. This disconnection
from Land leaves a legacy of danger, threat, and fear that manifests in several ways.
Fears about wilderness and the unknown. The power of the natural world
manifests sometimes as events beyond our control. An anxiety about what lies beyond
our control as well as [historical] disconnection/displacement from Land contributes to a
fear of an unknown nature and wilderness. The natural world has been the site of
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unpredictable and unspeakable violence and loss for Black, Indigenous, and People of
Color. An important note: we conducted this project in summer 2019, a time of highly
visible violence against Black and Brown refugees, immigrants, and U.S. citizens.
Nathaly: our national parks are just not only unwelcoming in some contexts,
but in other contexts
possibly dangerous feeling to folks who are not looking for
being alone in the wilderness because
that is too reminiscent of crimes that take place
when you're alone in the wilderness
lynchings and
other kinds of things that are part of our country's history.
Alejandro: parents have this myth about being outside in the wilderness,
that something's going to happen to the kids…
Is my child going to be safe?
they're just scared about letting the child be out in the wilderness.
this fear of just like losing them out in the woods.
I feel like parents just like try to hold on to the kids.
Nichole: there's a perception
sometimes it’s safety issues
That's without a doubt in so many of these parts
we call forever wild or trails spaces,
people don't necessarily feel safe.
It's not what they know.
These stressors have a real effect on our bodies and contribute to feelings of
unease in the places where we now live.
Flore: being curious about how some of the stressors here
is impacting my ability to be in relation to land,
because my body is so stressed that it does not have capacity to like,
reach out and feel out what's happening around it.
And I was just like, that is very sad.
this feeling of unease in that I'm a visitor.
what does that mean for me
in terms of thinking about
my future in America and living on this land
if it feels the way that it does right now?
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Marie: Maybe it's a question of my comfort level in the woods but some people
take for granted that they will be safe in the wilderness. For me and I feel likely
because I am a woman of color, I do not have that confidence. Even in populated
areas there is always a sense of unease especially during these particular
political and social times.
In the mornings I would walk for an hour or so in the neighborhood with only my
phone, no ID. And I started wondering, should I bring my license? Should I have
my passport on me? It shouldn't be a big deal. And I know that I have the
privilege of not, I shouldn't need to worry about that. But the fact that that
thought entered my head, pissed me off, you know, in this beautiful area with
these eucalyptus trees. So I'm sitting right now with the discrepancies and the
paradox. Yes, there's beauty and blessing. And how do you hold the insidious,
tough stuff, the grief, the fear. …
Rebecca: Because I was like, I'm not gonna,
I'm not gonna go out in the woods at night…
the friend that I went with, she talked about how she would always
take walks at night, and just do things on her own,
I just, it just is unfathomable to me.
I just can't picture ever just wanting to take a walk, whether in the woods or in
general just late at night. But she would do it.
Nathaly: it ties to this question of safety and feeling safe, particularly for folks
that are already marginalized and
not generally, you know, privileged enough to feel safe all the time.
that can be any number of identities that we're talking about
Joshua: Growing up, I never went through my neighborhood park.
it was a scary place.
there was people that were just going to like mess with you
Jennifer: My community park was closed down for almost six years
because of asbestos contamination
because of illegal dumping
it goes back to this deeper way
deeper than not even feeling like we belong,
or we are not given the space to belong.
But that like these systems at play create these dangerous situations for us,
and the cycle of poverty is why you see so much violence within our communities
and prohibit us from accessing these places.
Sense of safety and lack of safety was a layered and evocative topic. Violence,
crime, and poison upon the Land further distances people from Land and complicates
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even more our relationship to Land. Land becomes a source of fear and sickness. The
harm done upon the Land becomes harm done to marginalized communities. Space and
place is gendered and racialized. To navigate these blind spots where place and Land can
do physical harm necessitates survival skills that triggers an intuitive sense for fight,
flight, freeze, or appease. One’s sense of safety or lack of safety affects one’s relationship
to Land and access to knowledge. These are the legacies of colonization and imperialism.
5.2.2. Movement Mobility Migration
Joshua: I think borders, the concept of nation-states, and other capitalist BS have
torn apart our natural tendency to move and explore. It’s what our ancestors
always used to do! So keep moving, exploring and traveling :). Sometimes getting
lost can be fun…or terrifying lol.
Kunal: I think about that a lot with like, any kind of diaspora and like, a
movement, a migration? Like that there is a place that someone comes from, and
then what does the going back look like? Because that transition is generations
long, in my case, like, one generation, and it can be more for other people. What,
what does that connection look like? Because family in India is like, Oh, don't,
like this is not your land to reclaim. It's not like your culture to identify with. But
the, I'm still connected to this land and culture at the same time. I just wanted to
say that, I think about that a lot.
Like Kunal, many of the Co-Researchers are connected to a Land whose soil we
rarely see but we are still in relationship because it is part of a family history and
heritage. There is still and always a relationship despite questions about the validity of
that relationship. It is the liminal space of feeling connected to a faraway place yet feeling
unwelcome or not fully validated in the place where we reside which for all the CoResearchers is the United States.
Alejandro: because I want to visit certain parts of the country where
I'm just scared to run into that
Those kind of people.
And for my, for my own safety, I'm just like,
I hesitate to even go and travel to these parts across the country because of that.
So when you were saying, Edward Abbey, I heard you say like, you know,
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he was traveling
I was like “Man! They don't need to look over their shoulder.
I sometimes feel like I do when I'm like hiking. Or in these rural areas.
Freedom of movement is a way of being and knowing yet for our own safety,
BIPOC must be constantly vigilant and/or acquiesce to limitations of our mobility and
movement. There are too many stories of BIPOC who have been threatened and harmed
for being in the “wrong place” that it becomes an unfortunate reflex to look over our
shoulder. Feeling unsafe in the places with which we desire connection or in the exercise
of our freedom to move is tragic and unjust.
Movement is constant, internally and externally. What does it mean and what are
the implications of moving from place to place across land and borders, via our own
instincts for migration or by force? What does it mean to figuratively move from identity
to identity to identity? What is the impact of this internal and external movement when it
is a choice and when it is not a choice? How do people respond to other people's
movements? Historically, the privileged powers have responded by halting or limiting
this movement. As a few of the Co-Researchers stated, migration and movement is not
just a human right, it is a natural way of being for many species. It is unnatural and unjust
to limit freedom of movement and mobility but this happens in subtle and violent ways.
White men claim the right to move about freely. Black and Brown people cannot.
Jennifer: when Jamie and I spotted the “American” Robin egg broken to pieces
on the grass it was a representation of America, to me. Broken. That we were
standing on stolen land. Lenape Land. That the state of this country is a
continuous cycle of its dark, racist history. That the oppression of BIPOC folks
reaches every root and space. It reached into Jamie’s 10-year old heart…I think
that is why it has always been so hard for me to feel “at home” in the “United
States/America.” That my sense of place is more related to the landscapes, the
woods, the beach, and to the people I love (and Ecuador).
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5.2.3. Displacement and Placelessness
Colonization caused the tragic displacement and genocide of native peoples. In
present day, forces of economic development and gentrification continue to displace
people from their homes. Co-Researchers again name the necessary navigation amongst
worlds. There is paradox and tension between environmental values and social justice
values. There is also a profound sense of loss for a place that lives in another time but
that no longer exists, a placelessness.
Joshua: it's great that these parts are being beautified
and that there's proposals for more open space
we definitely need more open space
But what does it matter if people can't live here and are being displaced?
they're not going to benefit from the parks
if they can't live in the neighborhood where the parks are coming to.
that's another challenge that I think is happening in New York City
there is a lot of cool new parks opening up but people can't afford to live here.
in my world, we have to talk about both of them at the same time.
Nathaly: that temporal piece,
a sense of place for which there's a nostalgia around loss.
the home that my grandmother, my maternal grandmother’s family grew up in,
that my mom grew up in, was adjacent to a highway that got expanded in the
Dominican Republic,
that home is gone, that building is gone.
the very early memories that I have
very early photographs with me as a toddler,
no longer associated with a place.
It is now like the fourth or fifth extension of a highway lane. And there's
something there that feels like a connection to place that no longer exists.
In the way that I remember it.
Joshua: I’ve felt this way as well at various points in my life. It felt “wrong”
being in Vermont when I went to undergrad because the culture was so foreign.
It’s felt wrong living in other neighborhoods in NYC at times because of how
much pride New Yorkers take in their neighborhoods and boroughs. But one thing
I keep reminding myself is that moving from place to place and migration are a
fundamental part of the human experience. This includes other forms of life as
well such as pollen and butterflies.
Jennifer: my greater sense of place, and my connection is really over there,
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I feel, at times very disconnected in United States, but I have for very, very long
time.
Co-Researchers expressed feeling a greater sense of place somewhere else inside
the conundrum of not entirely welcome here but can’t be there either. There is an
emotional and energetic displacement, the effect of being neither here nor there.
Alejandro: I was young
going into these little shops to buy souvenirs and stuff.
my dad would be like, Oh, no, let's go to another spot.
Because they're overcharging me.
I'm like, why are they overcharging you
I'm from America. Like you from here?!
I was so confused
I thought you would take me back to your home and
you're telling me that they're looking at you differently.
So it's always like, I want to get back to everyone
get to know where my family comes from.
feel like I don't belong there. Just I don't know.
Rebecca: I also feel something similar.
I didn't grow up learning Spanish,
I still don't know a lot of Spanish
I have family members who only speak Spanish and so
I don't really have a connection with them.
Because I we don't speak the same language.
And then also,
not ever having gone to either country …
not knowing like, who the native people are in El Salvador.
my dad talked about it a bit, like his grandmother was a native from El Salvador,
but I don't know the ancestry there.
5.2.4. The “American” Dream
Jennifer: We aren’t the “American” dream. We are the product of an illusion our
families have fought too hard to achieve. An illusion that is talked about with so
much pride yet their are children in cages, families in concentration camps on the
U.S.-Mexico Border, unarmed Black folks dying at the hands of the
police/institutions, the killing of Black trans womxn, mass incarceration,
genocide, and missing Indigenous girls. The lives of Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color are disposable. They hate us because they know that we are
powerful.
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Joshua surfaces that relationship to Land in our capitalist paradigm is ownership,
domination, exploitation, and for too many people, physical displacement. This is a
different sort of bankruptcy: of community, autonomy, and well-being.
Joshua: In one of the world’s wealthiest cities
where condos pop up left and right, there’s no
reason why we can’t have true affordable housing
and community-managed land. This realization
helped me make the connection between
the role of capital and how it facilitates the
destruction of our homes and community-land:
two important sites of consciousness raising and resistance.
I came back to New York after UVM in 2014.
I’m in the garden
Right to the City
social movement around people living in cities as a human right.
It's something that we all deserve.
these worlds
environmentalism, community gardens, community spaces, activism,
were all blending around the time that I was coming back to New York,
my family was facing eviction
struggling to pay the rent and just live in the city.
And this was all happening before I left for UVM, during UVM, and after UVM…
this picture represents a huge realization that all these issues are interconnected.
if you just pull a little bit of string, you get back to the root of it,
which is capitalism, and it's racialized capitalism.
Racialized capitalism connects to racialized wealth through historical and familial
land ownership, the benefits of which are out of reach for many BIPOC.
Nichole: Because a lot of it was people feeling very connected to space
and their background and families in history and x y z as,
as Americans, as New Yorkers is all over the place.
for me, I feel very challenged by that idea
that so much of it comes from your family,
like ownership to land and ownership to place.
Nathaly: we just passed enabling legislation for cities to create land banks,
which is mostly about getting rid of vacant, underutilized land as quickly as
possible
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convert it into some kind of productive use.
But generally speaking,
the environmental kinds of uses aren't all that “productive”.
Through a Euro-Western lens, value depends on one’s productivity rather than
one’s intrinsic worth. We place more value on what one can produce, how one
contributes to a capitalist economy rather than value for one’s unique gifts and as a
member of the community. Like plant blindness, what we do not see we do not value.
Value in the way Nathaly and Jennifer are framing it is economic value or an ability to
produce something of worth which conflicts with a desire to being valued for one’s
unique and essential worth.
Through a Euro-Western lens, Land is meant to meet our economic needs; Earth’s
natural resources are commodities. The relationship with the natural world is exploitative,
rather than respectful and reciprocal. There are multiple tensions: having to navigate
capitalist systems in order to survive and resisting those very same systems.
Co-Researchers voiced frustration, exhaustion, and anger to have to prove one’s
worth in Westernized eyes, a worth that is tied to production, progress, and achievement.
Recognizing and honoring these difficult emotions, Joshua offered a quote by Thomas
Merton.
There is a pervasive form of contemporary violence to which the idealist most
easily succumbs: activism and overwork. The rush and pressure of modern life are
a form, perhaps the most common form, of its innate violence. To allow oneself to
be carried away by a multitude of conflicting concerns, to surrender to too many
demands, to commit oneself to too many projects, to want to help everyone in
everything, is to succumb to violence. The frenzy of our activism neutralizes our
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work for peace. It destroys our own inner capacity for peace. It destroys the
fruitfulness of our own work, because it kills the root of inner wisdom which
makes work fruitful (Merton, 1966. p. 73).
5.2.5. Multiple identities: Privilege and burden
Ecotones, placelessness, and translation spaces are sites of relationality with
multiple forces: forces that oppress and exclude and also the forces of life, voice, and
taking up space. We are in constant movement and conversation within these
multidimensional relationships. This is an exhausting burden and an example of the
modern violence of multiple concerns and demands. It is a privilege not to have to
negotiate.
Nichole: just being a person
because this multiple identities
the competition between those identities
as a person, person of color, we add in class, age, all of these elements
on top of being a professional
and then being a human
seems like we have to live six lives.
I want to be a good person and, and do good work.
But it's not that simple
almost seems like a privilege
I don't feel like I have access to that privilege just yet
there are so few people of color within this field in terms of
decision makers and teachers.
Joshua: it was weird for six years.
For four years, I went to undergrad at UVM
two years for grad school,
studying the same thing, natural resources.
But there was a disconnect in my education
I was studying all these beautiful things that I was passionate about.
But I knew that back home, my people were still suffering,
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The different worlds, like multiple identities, are painfully separate and
simultaneous. Being at college is a separate experience from the rest of the world and our
connections to faraway home, people, places, events happening before, during, and after
our time here, in this place, in college or in the field or pursuing this other thing.
Multiples identities with multiple implications that are negative and positive; layers of
complexity.
Nichole: it's like both a privilege and a burden to try and break as many of those
barriers as possible ‘cause there's so much beauty in New York City and I just, I
think even though there are frustrations, with the lack of representation and
decision makers at the table, there's just so much work to do. And so I just try.
And I think for me, it's just trying to find that balance of like, there's hope in the
world. And then also acknowledging that there's a lot that we have to cut through
in order to build that, that better future
Marie: you talked about the multiple identities that we carry,
as we're walking through our work or interacting with people.
this is another part of that multiple identity
when my family is literally in different parts of the country,
and different parts of the world.
our lives are so different.
How do I hold and respect all of that,
and make the choices I need to make for my own well being?
Flore: when you brought up multiple identities,
not even like multiple
how one identity can shift from one place to another
I feel like there's a lot of emphasis on my Blackness when I'm here.
and I don't always experience myself through that lens all the time.
I don't consciously think about it all the time.
Sometimes, like things happen.
it takes me a few while later, or for somebody to be like,
oh, that happened probably because of that.
I think so much of that is because perhaps I wasn't here
so much of my family dynamic doesn't have
the way that Blackness shows up and its relationship to other identities,
other racial identities is so much tied to like,
economics, and material goods.
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Place itself affects our sense of identity. Blackness in Vermont feels different
from Blackness in other places. Non-Whiteness is a stressor in the United States, given
historic and systemic racism.
Marie: My Filipinx heritage carries with it a legacy of colonized and colonizer. I
am a settler on any Land I sit upon. We and the Land hold multiple stories, yes?
And multiple ways of knowing. I had to look up the meaning of “reconcile”:
restore friendly relations; coexist in harmony. I don’t know if friendly or harmony
are desired outcomes. I tend to think building the capacity to hold all of that in
tension and a tolerance for ambiguity, cultivating a perspective that includes
rather than excludes are skills required of us for these times. Maybe these are
ways of knowing that come out of holding these multiple, contradictory, and
painful/joyful histories.
Kunal: I think I do want harmony. I want some balance. I want things to make
sense. I want all my conflicting identities and paradoxical experiences to be able
to sit with each other without causing me harm. I want some peace!
What comes to mind first is my experience in the Vermont environmental field.
Having recently left for the foreseeable future (as a resident), I have had space to
really reflect on my 4 years in the state. What strikes me are the extremes of my
story. Really painful experiences coupled with beautiful and empowering ones.
Deepening my love for plants and learning a new relationship to soil side-by-side
with crippling imposter syndrome and countless acts of racism,
queer/transphobia, and erasure.
What does it look like for those things to all exist in a nonviolent way in my body?
I am not sure. Perhaps the Land can provide some thoughts. I need to ask.
The “American dream” – reality and delusion, attainable and impossible – affects
the Co-Researchers and this project. Being in this ecotone strengthens our eyesight and
insight. Being here and there, now here, and nowhere is exhausting and enlivening.
Marie: the different identities that land has taken
the catcher of blood
the grower of food
the activism space
the space that provides safety.
And yet, there's a history of danger in a lot of green spaces.
this project is about decolonizing for me,
what it means to be connected to the environment and
the narratives I’ve been in touch with.
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The narratives of my own relationship to land and earth.
I've worked at a university for 20 years.
I feel conflict around what universities embody and their use of land.
what happens when there is that history of colonization and violence,
I've always been in love with campuses.
they're beautiful places.
manicured, romantic in many ways.
ideals, lifelong learning and
community of people that want to ask really good questions.
So there's a love that I for what campuses represent for me.
that is a challenge.
5.2.6. Summary
The previous section explored the fortress of White environmentalism, the
problem with mainstream White environmental narratives, and the legacies of
colonization upon BIPOC sense of place and relationship to Land. In the following
section we reframe our lens to bring into focus the strengths and ways of knowing
practiced by our Co-Researcher team.
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THE REFRAME
With the technology of smartphones, we can take and manipulate photos freely.
To literally reframe an image is to mediate its message and meaning. In this project, to
reframe a narrative is to make intentional decisions about “what is in the foreground,
what is in the background, and what shadings or complexities exist within the frame.”
(Smith, 1999, p. 153). “People of the Global Majority” or PGM is an acronym used
interchangeably with the acronym BIPOC or Black, Indigenous, and People of Color.
PGM are the demographic majority around the world representing over 80% of the
world’s population. From this point forward I will use the acronym PGM to underscore
this fact. Chapters Five, Six, and to some extent Chapter Seven echo the Co-Researcher
stories-to-live-by from Chapter Four but more importantly, the following chapters bring
to the foreground strengths-based ways of knowing revealed through the lens of sense of
place and relationship to Land. Foregrounding dynamics of relationship, relationality,
responsibility, power and privilege, care and belonging is the intention of this section and
this we-search. To paraphrase Jennifer, “We are more than enough…and they know that
we are powerful.”
Marie: reframing what family means and
reframing what sense of place means
when nowhere becomes now here
reframing what it means to be where we are.
exploding and expanding our senses of place
however we want to enter it,
whoever wants to enter that concept.
Flore: I think it just also makes so much space for how we experience ourselves.
Because if both of those things are true,
then it completely obliterates the idea of
what is true, who holds the truth, who knows the truth, who can tell you
what the truth is, and it just becomes what is.
And all we can do is just like be what we are.
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And that feels like paradigm shifting.
I think that that is what connecting to the land does and like
having this conversation, because
it's like, well, if nowhere and now here are both true
then what else can be fucking true?! And it's like,
Why do I have to listen to your truth?
Why do I have to follow that truth?
Why don't I just like, figure out what my truth is.
And just know that's also true, and it's real.
So that's what that like, automatically brought up for me in terms of what the two
of you were saying.
Reframing mainstream narratives of nature and urban-ness; reframing what grit
and gritty might mean, and claiming these ideas as sources of strength.
Nichole: And so the story has to shift.
And I think that's what I've started to come to peace with it a little bit more in
terms of I may not have the traditional XYZ,
but I understand I'm beginning to understand my sense of place,
I'm beginning to understand that that process is transformative.
And it'll change.
And just because my story doesn't look like someone else's,
doesn't mean that it doesn't have value.
And then also, we live in a changing world where the stories have to change,
how we perceive and use space is changing.
We describe how things coexist, the paradox of language, and bust open what language
and sense of place means. In the face of mainstream, White environmentalism narratives
these Co-Researchers pave the way for their own narratives and potentially expanding an
“environmental imagination” (Finney, 2014. p.60) for PGM.
Ecotones
Kunal: The opportunity to spend time at the boundary that is a beach makes me feel like
the universe can tap into me and I can tap into it. I feel this way in most ecotones,
transition areas between two or more distinct environments. It is where the two
communities can meet, integrate, and live. For me, this is a lesson in neighborliness,
reciprocity, community. An example of how to co-exist in a deep and intertwined love.
The elements are role-modeling family for us and with us.
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Co-Researchers choose to stay and live in the ecotones between mainstream
narratives of place and our unique narratives of ancestry, chosen community,
relationship, language, and memory. PGM simultaneously see with many eyes because of
a commitment to something much larger than any individual. PGM shapeshift between
mainstream language, modes of behavior and pathways of surviving/thriving in college
and the environmental fields, pathways that are illuminated by trusted relationship and
forged anew. PGM follow intuition and the guidance of ancestors, allies, and the natural
world. This is evidenced in our stories: Nichole’s vision of a better future, Nathaly’s and
Alejandro’s vision for their families; Kunal’s love of soil, food and family. We coconstruct and re-construct sense of place and belonging. Having privilege in some
contexts and less privilege in other contexts, sense of place and relationship to Land at
the ecotones is a default space, a natural inclination, and a survival skill. Having to
navigate and survive this constant balancing requires an ability to learn multiple
languages and folkways.
Nowhere = Now Here = Multiple Realities
Marie: It’s all happening, all at once.
everything is happening at the same time
nowhere and now here can exist at the same time.
even though I'm looking at a flat screen this experience is not flat
it's very dynamic.
the realization and awareness that all of these ways of knowing and
all of these ways of being
can and do exist all at the same time.
how to live with that well, and not be ripped apart
not have it feel so oppressive, or silenced.
acknowledging that all of these ways of knowing and being
are happening all the time
Nichole: And there's a lot of tension, using that word tension,
a lot of tension for me when I'm thinking people love to go back like,
I can trace my generation or some people,
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trace this to x, y, z years.
And it's like, I don't have that.
And it used to bother me a lot.
And a lot of that has shifted recently,
as I become older and more mature and confident in what I do and what I love.
And I'm finding my grounding and purpose in place,
as opposed to just the physical grounding,
which is so interesting because what I love are trees and plants, and water,
things that are very much about place.
But I think a part of that also has to do with my job.
The Land holds its own stories that co-exist all at the same time, it is all still there
somehow. The Jardin that sits atop a poisoned Land that sits atop a Land that holds the
blood of the Original People. We acknowledge this painful history and still find
connection to our ancestors there, to our sacred family, and to ourselves.
Our stories – embodied - shapeshift with time and space, populated by
grandfathers and grandmothers; rivers, mountains, and so many gardens; the animals and
trees who are chosen family, and many more beings named and unnamed. They were
always here. Now here. In plain sight.
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CHAPTER 6: SENSE OF PLACE: RIVERS AND GARDENS
Across our images and stories Co-Researchers invoked Land in its many forms.
The conceptual framework from Chapter One describes River as symbolic of autonomy
and collaboration, and the Garden as sites of synergistic relationship. Our project added
more layers to these symbols. Rivers became the metaphor for change, movement, and
freedom. Gardens were the sites for healing, resistance, and relationship with ancestors.
In Chapter Five, the Fortress – stoic, presumably immutable – is the analyzing
frame for Co-Researcher stories of sense of place and relationship to Land that
highlighted patterns of colonization, oppression, and displacement embedded in the
mainstream narratives of environmentalism. In this chapter, Rivers and Gardens are the
living, dynamic, and fluid frameworks for revealing strengths-based ways of knowing.
In living with these images and stories, which is a more elegant way of saying
“data analysis”, I saw many ways of knowing: epistemologies of transition and
movement; of showing up in the face of everything; of joy, courage, and community; of
defiance; of love and remembrance. All of these are ways through which we make
meaning of the world and navigate the ecotones. I attempted to place these many ways
under three broad umbrellas: autopoiesis, relational epistemology, and epistemology of
presence.
Autopoiesis, or self-making, are the patterns (living systems all around us),
structures (inputs, outputs, events that necessitate a new equilibrium), and processes
(language, emotions, thoughts, etc. that support patterns and structure) for CoResearchers to make meaning, re-member, and sustain themselves amidst and in response
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to multiple environments and dynamics. Autopoiesis as I have come to understand it in
this project is dynamic and emergent; it is in constant movement like Rivers and Gardens.
Relational epistemology is ways of knowing through our countless and dynamic
connections with people, with the Land, with all that is above, below, and upon the Earth;
the internal, the external and with ideas. Interconnectedness, responsibility, and
community heal the ruptures and erasures that are the design of colonization.
The third theme, epistemology of presence, that is, being present for each other as
well as to our challenges and joys, infused all our connections and sharing. Presence is
showing up each moment in the classroom, at the job, to our relationships and to our
responsibilities especially with the knowledge of the costs to body, heart, mind, and
spirit.
These are ways of surviving, ways of knowing, and ways of thriving that begin to
dismantle the Fortress and the implications of epistemic blindness.
6.1. Autopoiesis as Epistemology: Self-Making
I pause here to look out my window at the maple trees. Their leaves and branches
appear still at first glance but they are never still, really. Look closer to see leaves tremble
in a breeze. A squirrel scampers or a bird alights and the branches shake. The tree itself is
in perpetual movement outward and upward in response to its environment. So it is with
autopoeisis as a way of knowing. We are in constant movement and self-making as our
many and different experiences within an ever-changing environment necessitate
perpetual movement within ourselves, between places, and among people.
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6.1.1. Multiple identities, perspectives, and expressions
Nichole’s quote appears again here to demonstrate its multiplicity of meanings,
both privilege and burden. Here again is the constant navigation and the need to see
through multiple lenses and at multiple levels. It is a practice and privilege to have
different views on the world and hold multiple ways of knowing. Our survival
mechanisms and tactics become the ways through which we make knowledge. Our selfcreating or autopoeisis, become our ways of thriving in difficult spaces.
Nichole: I have these multiple identities, that overlap my professional and
personal, my history and culture, and my hope for the future and community I
want to take part in, these competing needs of dismantling a system that dictates
land use/managers, and playing into that same system so my people, my children
are not left behind.
Joshua: Alot going on in this paragraph, the different worlds -- like multiple
identities -- blending together. There's a social/family piece, and a temporal
piece, that all of these things were happening before, during, and after UVM.
That being at UVM was a separate experience, in a way, while all these other
things were/are happening in the world, back home.
Sense of place and relationship to Land are formed by our different perspectives,
worldviews and ways of knowing. For example, Kunal’s worldview from the perspective
of their religion, Jainism, honors all living beings. During our project Kunal traveled
across the country to live in a new and unfamiliar place. Kunal recognized that oak trees
in their new home of Arizona are cousins to the oak trees of Kunal’s family home in New
Jersey. Kunal and the oak trees are not strangers to one another; they are family.
Kunal: my whole life I’ve been really fascinated with perspective
different perspectives
what do cells in our body experience
versus a cell, a plant cell on this tomato plant.
The colors I see as green are potentially different
than the colors all of you see as green.
Could be like a smidgeon different to like wildly different,
person to person our perspective, our literal perspectives,
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our visions are different.
perspectives are shaped by our different identities
all that stuff is really fascinating to me
Our expressions of relationship to Land change as the seasons do.
Sumana: it was in the winter of New York City that I really admired the structure
that different trees have
maple is rounder
different trees show off their shape in the winter when the leaves are fallen.
in New York City I learned to appreciate trees in winter
their different shapes and forms.
you saw the city through a different lens.
Stories that have resonance take hold across researchers: common threads and
shared narratives become a story journey amongst people co-remembering them. Similar
stories appear across lives, shared spontaneously sparking other stories.
Here, Alejandro who describes himself as “half city half nature” lives in that
ecotone. He is in relationship with both city and nature coming from different directions.
Alejandro: railroads and then you hear like American Robin behind you just
chirping away along. Birds and the city coexisting together.
I'm still able to hear that American Robin like all the way over there. Yeah.
Or that Blue Jay,
I don't know how but they’re loud
The quote below makes a second appearance to underscore the multiple ways of
being, the paradox of being. Ways of surviving means holding conflicting stories.
Flore: Yeah, not only like knowing it cognitively,
but actually experiencing it in my whole body
what it does it mean to have all of these different ways of knowing and
ways of like being
exist in me and not feeling them in a tension that feels like it's ripping me apart.
Kunal: To go off your points about reconciliation and harmony…I think I do want
harmony. I want some balance. I want things to make sense. I want all my
conflicting identities and paradoxical experiences to be able to sit with each other
without causing me harm. I want some peace!
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What comes to mind first is my experience in the Vermont environmental field.
Having recently left for the foreseeable future (as a resident), I have had space to
really reflect on my 4 years in the state. What strikes me are the extremes of my
story. Really painful experiences coupled with beautiful and empowering ones.
Deepening my love for plants and learning a new relationship to soil side-by-side
with crippling imposter syndrome and countless acts of racism,
queer/transphobia, and erasure.
What does it look like for those things to all exist in a nonviolent way in my body?
I am not sure. Perhaps the Land can provide some thoughts. I need to ask.
The natural world invites emergent ways of knowing, active reflection and coflowing. Relationship is practiced in many different ways.
Kunal: I think everyone has a relationship to land
in some capacity.
being able to recreate with the land
isn't the only way to build sense of place.
like food in my family is like, really huge.
that was like one of the formative ways, I built relationship with land.
Just like what I ate, or what I didn't eat, and
being able to garden and learn how to grow produce when I was a kid.
I wonder if people of color…
maybe talk about sense of place in differently coded ways.
in less White-centric ways
thinking more like family, familial, and friend relationships,
and food, and music.
different ways of expressing place and belonging,
that's him [father] saying I love you to everyone in the family.
he'll do that thing that means those words.
it means the exact same thing it’s just said differently.
Or performed differently.
But it's still love.
like maybe sense of place.
It's still sense of place just performed differently.
6.1.2. Movement Mobility Migration
There is perpetual movement in our bodies and on the Land. Movement and
mobility are natural processes in concert with the migration of the more-than-human
world demonstrated by cyclical movement and movement for adaptation or in search of
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food, refuge, and community. Movement as a right and a way of knowing are modeled
for us in the natural world. Stories themselves have movement as they traverse across CoResearcher experiences.
Flore: So I'm just, I'm just in the process of looking for multiple mediums to
express my relationship with the land of Vermont,
especially having come back from Haiti.
I'm noticing how different I feel when I am in both of those lands.
And what's coming up for me in my sense of understanding myself and
what it means to be like, free in a way.
Marie: what does it mean to move from one place to another?
figuratively
what does it mean to move from being this identity to this identity to this identity?
what's its impact? What does it look like?
And how do people respond to other people's movements?
I think that's what we're seeing right now in our political climate
the literal movement of people, and how we're reacting.
And that's what people do, they move.
I'm wondering about movement and sense of place
in relationship to land
Joshua: You see patterns of movement,
throughout human history
see it in other life forms,
whether that's pollen
the migration patterns of birds,
the migration pattern of the monarch butterflies.
So can there be an argument made for migration and movement to be a natural
thing? what are the implications for that, right?
are there some things that are just fundamental natural laws of nature,
that apply to all life forms?
You can never step in the same river twice, yet the river in its perpetual
movement remains familiar. I find solace in the idea that movement and change are
constant and that is ok. Relationship and story necessarily change; lessons and meanings
evolve. Those exact same conditions will never happen again and that is ok.
Kunal: Joshua’s words on my previous post are staying with me. Humans are
meant to move. So is everything! Seedlings move towards the sun. Springtails in
the soil zip and hop all over the forest floor. Water flows. Wind blows. Birds
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travel the whole sky and whales the whole ocean. Borders do not mean anything
to them. I am trying to embrace movement in all of its ways as much as I can,
which is a lot given the privileges I have of being able to move relatively freely
across this country and many others.
And I think about that a lot with like,
any kind of diaspora and like, a movement, a migration?
there is a place that someone comes from, and
what does the going back look like?
that transition is generations long,
in my case, like, one generation
it can be more for other people.
what does that connection look like?
family, and India is like,
this is not your land to reclaim.
It's not like your culture to identify with.
Sure. And I'm still connected to this land and culture at the same time.
I just wanted to say that, I think about that a lot.
Relationships span time and space. The connections from one story to another,
from one place to another, connecting oak trees in the Northeast to oak trees in the
Southwest highlights the emergent dynamic of this work, the re-membering and
acknowledging of relationships that already exist.
Movement necessitates transition across geographic and figurative places, within
people and across seasons. The more-than-human world lives and embodies these
transitions, so do communities and cities. While in transition we live in liminal space for
a time, a place that demands different ways of knowing and a dynamic knowledge.
Interconnectedness in the midst of transition.
Marie: my energy is shifting from summer expansiveness,
to hyper scheduled days.
it's good for me to kind of sit down and slow down with everybody.
Kunal: I'm also transitioning into a hyper scheduled kind of life again
I have a ton of things on my docket that I'm really excited about.
Rebecca: I’m in a state of transition, right now, it's my last week.
So I'm excited about that.
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Just because I kind of wanted a job, kinda didn’t.
Alejandro: Summer is finally over
just transitioning to the urban program,
a lot of positive energy towards that
super excited about doing that.
Nathaly: about the whole idea of aha moments.
I haven't quite found the way to articulate it yet,
there's something about this question of sense of place and relationship to land
that has to do with the way cities are in transition.
Kunal: I found myself thinking about place and relationship and
disconnection and connection to land.
As I was moving across this land,
the movement
physical act of driving from state to state
thinking a lot about what that movement meant
there's different privileges I have, in order to be able to move like that.
And reasons why and how I'm connected to land.
ending at this feeling of
no matter where I am, I'm connected to land.
even though I'm far away from family, like a human family, and more than human
family. I'm near siblings,
like there's oak trees in Tucson.
I know oak trees in Vermont.
And I know oak trees in New Jersey.
Marie: It’s pure joy to introduce myself to a new place be it some new raspberry
bushes in my neighborhood or a completely different ecosystem miles and miles
from here. I’m accustomed to moving around and needing to ask questions, get
lost, make mistakes, and build relationships from there. We are built for
exploration but are we good guests when we arrive?
“I found myself.” Such an interesting phrase, especially in a project called “sense
of place.” Across these reflections, we often felt this dynamic of finding oneself not
because we are lost but because we are in a moment of discovery, of realization, of seeing
through different eyes, with different perspective.
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6.1.3. Navigator, Translator
Navigating amongst people and place is a key role for PGM. There are multiple
identities, roles, responsibilities to the job and in the community. This demonstrates both
strength and commitment to the roles of navigator and translator. One’s acquired
knowledge and privilege in mainstream, privileged spaces is applied to benefit the
community.
Nichole: I'm there as a technical expert, but with humans, and with navigating
people, and it's sometimes those are, it's a really interesting skill set to have with
a lot of scientists is what I will say.
Sumana: I think the beauty of our work is seeing the green spaces for more than
recreation. These are spaces that harbor life in the midst of concrete. We have the
unique ability to recognize that these green spaces offer more than recreation and
communicate that in lay terms to the constituents we work with.
Nathaly: I serve as the Chief Sustainability Officer for the city of Newark. And
that requires me to both work internally and interdepartmentally with the
different directors to advance our sustainability agenda. And it requires me to be
sort of like the external point of contact for stakeholders that want to engage with
the city on helping the city be more sustainable. So whether that's like residents
and constituents all the way up to, you know, establishing MOU’s with academic
institutions for research or what have you. So it's, it's, it's the kind of job that
requires me to juggle a lot. And I enjoy that, I enjoy juggling.
I think one thing that being a person of color in a primarily White institution and
studying the environment, and then going out into the world, you have a good
amount of training after you've been navigating one set of corridors, then you
have to employ those transferable skill sets that's not listed on your resume, that's
the same thing that you're navigating all over again, in different settings.
There is also paradox to place. Despite troubled and dangerous histories we still
feel drawn to place and wilderness. A place can hold multiple stories of danger and
safety, joy and fear.
Nathaly: But it's a place that, you know, I was regularly told to avoid growing up,
because there's rapes that have happened there,
there's murders that have happened there
because that wilderness is that way.
I remember
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there was like a jogger who was attacked and killed.
And that is there, too, right.
And so to try and now,
think about bringing my nieces and nephews and helping them
sort of see wilderness in New York City
is always tinged with that fear factor of, of
what it means to be in that in that kind of space.
it doesn't like keep me from wanting to go up there and visit and spend time there
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Postcard from Jennifer: Milo and Me

Figure 25. Milo and me, my more than human companion

This post is dedicated to Milo. My companion that gives me a sense of place, no
matter where it is. Milo is my place. Anywhere we go together is our home. He
has inspired me to just live as me. He is often judged due to his size and
demeanor. People have asked me if he’s “dangerous” or does he “bite.” Mislead
and misinformed people, I often think. He lives his unapologetic life and low-key
inspires me to do the same.
My connection to the natural world has deepened since Milo came into my life.
He doesn’t judge me if I need to take a break. He doesn’t look at me with eyes of
confusion like the White folk that pass us by and wonder what the “brown girl” is
doing here. He doesn’t have this image of what I’m supposed to look like. Not
“outdoorsy” enough, not “thin” enough, not “White” enough. He sees me as I
am.
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6.2. Relational Epistemology: Strength to Strength
Podcasts are my walking companion. Today it was an On Being episode with
Esther Perel, a therapist and TED talk presenter, on erotic intelligence or the intelligence
of being alive (Tippett, n.d.). Perel said many things I’d like to ponder more, like the
essence of good and right relationship is freedom AND responsibility. Current society
struggles to integrate these two things. She mentioned the necessity of imagination,
intuition, and play as ways of knowing; the importance of feeling safe in the world; that
all of these are practices of freedom and responsibility. Love is a verb. The meaning of
being human is our relationship to one another: Who and what am I in relation to you?
Relational epistemology (Chilisa, 2012) develops from our engagement in the
world and our experiences in relationship. Knowledge expands and ever more
connections are revealed as the knowers share stories and reflections, a phenomenon that
gave life to our project.
6.2.1. Interconnectedness and Belonging
“The strength of your bonds or relationships with the community is an equally
valued component of your work (Wilson, 2008. p. 81)”. The Co-Researchers witnessed
and empathized with each other, such as when Joshua shared with Jennifer his
understanding that one’s hard work may not point directly to an explicit path but
ultimately, it is all connected. There is a larger design beyond our present awareness.
When Joshua offers his wisdom, the whole becomes stronger. Wisdom and experience
are shared in seen and unseen ways.
Joshua: And Jennifer, you know, when you were saying that you have a job, it's
not directly tied to your education. And what you studied and worked hard for, if
I'm paraphrasing correctly, I sometimes have those days too. But then for me, I
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just remind myself that again, somehow it all, it's all interconnected and it all, you
know, it will all work its way back.
There are multiple expressions of interconnectedness born out of experience. In
sharing these experiences, the networks of connection expand vertically, as Jennifer
describes from first Land to each succeeding top Land; and horizontally, across our
connections from the circle of our we-search team to other circles of community. We are
connected to Land and community across time and space, always.
Jennifer: the Jardin
means a lot to my dad because it connects him back home
that's something that him and I bond over
the one thing that him and I always connected through
connecting it to myself is honoring the land that the garden
is on as Indigenous land
as the second top land.
very deep connection to my lineage.
even go as deep as my blood
Kunal: I'm not coming into a place not knowing anything and not knowing
anyone or not knowing. Just not knowing.
I know a lot more than I originally give myself credit for.
And like seeing.
Seeing those connections,
I'm never going to forget that.
even if I'm in another country,
there are still relations there
that I am directly connected to.
just been a really powerful thing to embody for me.
Alejandro: that just reminded me of the time
when I found out there were birds in New York City that I learned in Vermont.
I thought the same thing where you're like,
oh, there's old trees here.
I kind of had like that same realization.
There's just something that I've flashback to right away
once you mentioned that
this has been my place where I just go to like, relax, clear my whole head. It
brings me back to that like hate love relationship that I had while in college with
nature and it just makes me feel grounded while I'm there… there's nothing that
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would change about it because that's just home for me like that beach area is just
home.
Kunal: Jainism and queerness teach me that family is interspecies, that who is
included in the love, peace, and care of a family is not defined by blood but a
mutual choosing. The more than human beings in Lenape and Abenaki Lands are
the beings that have chosen me and whom I have chosen. And their more than
human family across the country is welcoming me too. I am setting an intention
and action to choose them too.
Sharing stories of connection strengthens the network. Relationship is a mutual
seeing and choosing each other over time and with care amongst human and beyondhuman worlds. This extends across great distance, as Kunal moved across the United
States to a new home. At first, Kunal wondered how they would build a sense of
belonging in this new place until a knowing dawned there was already a mutual
connection.

Postcard from Sumana: Fluidity

Figure 26. Land in southern Nepal

When I was little, the land nourished me and provided me shelter and a playground.
When I got older and started my vocation and profession in natural resources – with age
and experience, I started to think more deeply about land and people’s relationship with
it. Land carries with it some degree of fluidity- whether it’s in the form of ownership or
management. land is also fluid because of the natural elements such as wind, rain, snow,
sleet, sun and the soil organisms that shape it.
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6.2.2. Ancestors Past, Present, and Future.
We are connected on a horizontal plane and on a vertical plane, connected to
ancestors who came before, the ancestors we are now, and to those who will come after.
We are in relationship with all of the ancestors who lived on the Land, who live still, and
will live. Like Sumana’s connection to stone walls and Jennifer’s acknowledgement of
the soil, one place and time takes us back to another place and time reconnecting us to the
stories of that place.
Sumana: These stone walls symbolize the relationships that the owners have with
the land I stood on just like the stone walls on my grandfather’s farm had a strong
relationship with his land.
Jennifer: there's multi generations in my household
my grandmother - my maternal grandmother
really connected me to my place
Flore: something I think about all the time
even if like, I'm on America, or in Haiti,
there were people who are before us
that colonization and systematic genocide have attempted to erase.
Rebecca: going hiking with my family was like important to me.
a lot of times I've been outdoors has been for work…
I see my relationship when it’s not just me being there, just me alone
But me and who I'm enjoying it, who I'm working in it with.
I guess it's kind of been a recent aha
Marie: Frodo has walked Indian Brook for 13 years. He managed the trail well
for his age, I cried, knowing that this might be one of the last times He seemed to
remember the trail, his paws recognized the familiar earth and he sensed the
towering trees — and the earth and trees reciprocated this recognition, saying to
him “great to see you, Frodo!”I think I know that feeling when the Land greets
you, when it remembers you. You have to talk with it, too, and remember it back.
It gives you energy, like it gave energy to Frodo that Sunday morning.
Nichole: the first year I took an alternate route.
And it didn't click for me how close I was
to where I grew up.
in year two, it wasn't as new to me,
I spent more time in the neighborhood.
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And then all of a sudden, these little things started to click in.
And I was just like holy shit
it was so bizarre to make these connections in my head as a 30 year old
to places that I had been when I was like five or six year old,
with my grandmother.
And it just made the project that much deeper.
My grandmother passed almost 5 years ago now,
and my relationship with her was complicated.
But I would give anything to tell her about this project
and this love that I am able to shower on a neighborhood I have such close ties to.
Ancestors and family, in the many ways we define and express family, sustain our
relationship to place and Land. Nichole was so emphatic when she shared this! Her
memory held such emotion, presence, and energy. There is a collapsing of time, of the
past being present in her work project, of Nichole’s looking into the future of how the
trees are creating relationship with the volunteers and with the community. She refers to
the little girl she was and the adult she is now, and all the little girls and boys that need
projects that connect them to place, Land, and community.
Nichole: … I inherited this massive street tree care project …Over the course of
two days we work with about 1,500 students and 100 staff to care for young street
trees. Yowza! The planning and work is immense but the opportunity to support
this community’s tree canopy and these young peoples relationship with NYC’s
urban forest and civic engagement is… I have trouble putting the words together
in a neat package, so I wont try. Because it is not just about the trees themselves,
nor is just about the 2+ hours of service these students are carrying out. This
community similar to others in NYC received a swath of young street trees close
to a decade ago because like many other neighborhoods in NYC it had limited
tree canopy that linked to lower incomes, higher rates of asthma, and other health
issues. … When I adopted this project I had mixed feelings and for multiple
reasons. This area is not unfamiliar to me…. I am driving and walking along
many of the same paths I did as a little girl. Funky braids and barrettes, candy
store stops, butcher shop pickups, seedy lottery rooms in basements only locals
know of, and of course summer stoops. That’s how I remember East New York,
with my hand firmly attached to my grandma
Nichole: I want people, all people, particularly people of color
to be able to enjoy space for the space itself,
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to feel the safety, the access,
and if it's like you want to go and you want to play handball
go play damn handball
at the same in the, in the same vein,
I still want to open up those connections.
that's what the struggle for me
respecting people's space and how they use that space.
But also wanting to forge those connections.
I'm hoping for a big, great future.
I want everyone to be a part of that big great future.
there are millions of little girls and little boys all across New York City
who need to see projects like this in their communities.
6.2.3. Responsibility and Legacy
Environmentalists are known to say that we take care of the things we know and
love. What we give our attention to grows. Co-Researchers were committed to applying
their earned knowledge and privilege to act as role models and to uplift PGM
communities. This “privilege as practice” disrupts the hegemonic narrative of White
environmentalism (Kolan & TwoTrees, 2014).
Nichole: I want New Yorkers to know that
they have a forest that they can escape into.
that dialogue has to grow.
that's our backyard
I'm trying to explore that backyard a little bit.
that sense of place
it has to be bigger
I need it to be bigger
support others and forging those connections.
Nathaly: I can keep bringing the expertise that I bring from the fact that I studied
at a renowned environmentalist institution and bring that thinking that isn't part
of the story of Newark, at its core, right? Like, that's my contribution is that I've
navigated these spaces, I survived it, I can bring you back this, and this is what's
of value to share in this context. So this is how I translate. Being a translator is a
huge part of my work today.
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Jennifer: This post is to all the girls who aren’t “American” enough, “lucky”
enough, “White” enough, “well-behaved” enough and all the other bullshit
“enoughs.” We are more than enough.
Jennifer’s awareness and naming of beauty to a younger generation is wisdom in
practice, recognizing and remembering each other’s intrinsic value. Below, Alejandro
takes pride in his role as teacher and mentor. He has given his students a different
language and the “gear” with which to confidently and joyfully explore the natural world
and likely, other worlds beyond what they had previously known.
Alejandro: But the students, they just knew that was the way to get by.
That's what I loved about them.
I honestly didn’t see any of this at UVM which is weird.
that's such a happy feeling to see everybody kind of dress for the outdoors and
like, feeling cool and okay about it.
Joshua: the good news is that I'm able to coach and mentor my sister
through what she's going through.
the thing that I studied, wasn't — looking back at it. I don't care about it.
I wish I would have done things differently, for sure
I wish I would have gone to more like an EJ school, environmental justice
Nathaly: how to help Sonya
to not feel unsafe, and
to feel like this space is hers,
spaces like, like woods, and national parks, and, other treasures
requires that parents know that those spaces are theirs.
how you do that,
because we already are sort of starting from a bit of a step behind
in that there aren't enough of us in the field.
we're not talking about it in a way that is necessarily
welcoming to folks from all walks of life.
sort of an exclusive kind of club that gets to have the deep dive or
gets to be treated like experts with regards to solutions and the problem solving
it's really important that we figure out a way to build that connection
Opening up that “exclusive kind of club” is one of the central messages of this
project. Knowledge and solutions to our re-connection to the natural world lives in larger
community with “folks from all walks of life.”
Alejandro: natural area to me meant Vermont
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I try my hardest to like, let the students know from the Inwood area that
this is the last natural forest that we have,
so they see it from that different perspective.
“It's the last natural forest! central park, you know, is Still nice,
but last natural forest!
it makes me feel more proud! Yeah, that's my hood! That’s my area!
The pathways for relationship to Land can take many forms. What matters is that there
are multiple pathways and each pathway is valid.
Legacy. Taking the responsibility to leave something for those who will come
after, leaving it better than before, is relational accountability. For Nichole, the very act
of tending to trees imprints a legacy on the visiting students as well as the permanent
residents of the neighborhood. They are all part of the legacy of this place now.
Nichole: I know there are sometimes folks who think this project is waste a time.
A lot of resources and people power to have a bunch of kids care for trees in a
neighborhood many of them will never visit again. But it is so much more than
that. Even if these students never venture this far again, they are leaving their
mark on this community, letting these folks know they are not forgotten. Each
year we skip over more tree beds that have been adopted by community members,
each year I can count on a handful of people to come out tell me they protected
the mulch piles we leave in advance of the event. And not on every block but you
can always expect a few folks to offer water, lemonade or just a heartfelt thank
you to the youth who they may never see again. This project and relationship with
the community, the university and these street trees will continue to evolve. But I
can’t think of a legacy I take more pride in being a part of.
6.2.4. Resilience
Resilience, the capacity to persist and recover from difficulty, is a practice for
PGM and by doing so, PGM acquire the skills, confidence, and wisdom to navigate
multiple challenges. Joshua highlighted the connections between relationship to Land and
consciousness-raising, resistance, activism and resilience. In Joshua’s world, community
land are sites to practice solidarity and different knowledge systems. All the CoResearchers are activists in their unique ways, leading efforts toward consciousness-
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raising and resistance while reconnecting people to Land. It may not be named or
recognized as activism but the underlying motivation for PGM is to grow an awareness
of, love for, and safety within the natural world.
Joshua: I grew up in Bushwick, Brooklyn but rarely did I leave my block until I
was 14 and began commuting to school in Manhattan. Having a community
garden in my old neighborhood that employs young people of color means a lot
given that these opportunities weren’t available when I was a teen. Second, in a
neighborhood where families are being displaced and meaningful employment
opportunities for young people of color are rare, Know Waste Land is a place
that generates community wealth. The garden employs young people of color to
process and deliver compost which leads to a localized economy and ecological
awareness.
PGM put in the extra time and physical as well as emotional labor to survive,
endure, and thrive.
Kunal: And I'm hoping I have more tools now and
more abilities to advocate for what I need in that kind of space.
In our circle, older alumni took care to encourage younger peers with enthusiasm
and optimism. Nichole and Flore met for the first time in group reflection but in the span
of two hours had developed rapport and relationship. In virtual space and real time, they
stood strength to strength and breath to breath.
Nichole: There's so many interesting elements to your story.
I don't know what the next few decades for our generation is going to look like.
the way that we access information and
connect to our families and to our peers,
ways that our parents before us couldn't.
that the piece you said about the work that you're doing,
and not making that connection,
your own family, your own lineage, your cultural background,
being able to start that process right now.
it's almost like just the beginning, right?
Because we're still so young,
there's still so much that we're going to learn and do and experience and
so many, so many barriers that we're going to continue to like, bust down.
And you made the other point, when you're talking about being a visitor.
It's like triple visitor, visitor on land. And here and trying to make my home
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acknowledging it doesn't belong to us
has its own side of history.
We have our own set of drama that we're coming to it with and
it's just such a complicated story.
But it's so crazy, and
you're able to grow from it…
I'm really excited to talk to you in 10 years.
I'm so interested to see how your story is going to continue to grow from this
point.
Flore: I’d like to think everyone has that capacity to choose life again…Like we
did at conception and perhaps in the birthing process. After trauma, who gets
what they need (space, time, care, an already strong foundation of self-efficacy
and knowledge and etc.) to make that choice, to believe in their ability and
worthiness to imagine a life with vibrancy.
Jennifer: My resiliency goes beyond my ancestors. My resiliency is rooted in la
Pachamama ( “Mother Earth” in Quechua). She has taught me what it means to
survive. Rape, extraction, abuse, intolerance, pain, and suffering…
SHE lives. I live. My jardin and I, we are the same. We need nourishment, love,
tenderness, respect, and honor. In honoring my jardin, I honor myself. I
acknowledge what I am worthy of and what I am not. So this is an ode to my
jardin. Not only does she feed me but she shows me what it means to heal.
These move me so deeply. Relationship to Land is relationship to Self. Losing
relationship to Land is losing relationship to Self, and therefore we become numb to the
effects of our actions. This makes me think of Rebecca who struggled to make sense of
place and relationship to Land despite working at a job that placed her on the Land for
eight hours each day. I also think of Alejandro who declared he had no idea what
relationship to Land means but this project compelled him to reflect on that. In
community and reflection with our Co-Researchers, Alejandro found a sense of
belonging in the environmental fields connected to his mission to bring young New
Yorkers to the wild places he has grown to love.
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Postcard from Marie: Reminders of Imperialism II

Figure 27. Music and dancing around the obelisk, Union Square, San Francisco, CA

Return to Union Square. The day I took the photo of the obelisk there was a concert in
the Square with a high school band playing salsa and singing in Spanish. The spectators,
myself among them, were of many colors and many languages, dancing and sitting on
and around the obelisk, obscuring its imperialist message. I felt pride and pause; pride to
be among so many different folks enjoying ourselves and pause because this cold
monument to violence stood right in the middle of it. There is a complexity of feelings
happening simultaneously in one moment on a Land that holds its own complex histories.
On this day, I needed to honor the ceremony and celebration happening around and
before me, to be present to the music, songs, and dance.
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Figure 28. Memorial plaque on Old Mill at UVM

Today I was at the Waterman administrative building to submit the paperwork to
change my name from Marie Vea-Fagnant back to Marie Cadiz Vea. It’s a mixed bag of
pride and pause – proud to reclaim my birth name and pause because my entire name
represents the colonization of my country and family. I choose to dwell on the power of
my name in and of itself. Cadiz is my mother’s maiden name and it is also one of the
oldest and busiest seaports in Spain. The connection to water resonates.
Vea is my father’s name that means “see” in Spanish and “way” or “journey” in
Latin. Each word is meaningful and powerful. Reveling in the reclamation of my name, I
walked barefoot across the green toward Old Mill where I found this plaque. After 20
years at UVM I am seeing this plaque for the first time. It reads, “Site dedicated to the
cause of education 1792... Seized and occupied by the United States for military purposes
during the War of 1812”. Again, a monument to US military occupation on this day when
I was reclaiming my name from another occupation. I needed an ally, a sign of
resistance…
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Figure 29. Back of Old Mill, robust plant at the foundation

I continued my walk around back of Old Mill, looking for some crack in the brick,
something to mark the disintegration of occupation by imperialist, colonizing,
exploitative forces. I found this: a deep green Being growing at the foundation. I don’t
know exactly who this plant friend is. I am grateful though, that they are taking up space,
that they found a way to root down and grow up and make itself seen. I thought of
Leonard Cohen, “There is a crack in everything, that’s where the light comes in”. This
Plant Being cracking this edifice of education and occupation. Cracking open my name
to let the light back in. Cracking open Union Square to make space for music and
dancing.
6.2.5. Decolonization
How does the history of occupation become part of my own DNA? My family
and so many Filipinx people migrated from a colonized archipelago to become settlers in
the United States, the land of our colonizers, to assimilate to Euro-Western values that
measure social worth through the accumulation of wealth, accomplishments, and
credentials. My colonized self internalized the Euro-Western desire for degrees, goods,
money, and land - things that come relatively easily to people with certain privilege but at
great cost to those without power and privilege.
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We do not often question the mainstream ways of doing and being, if we are
aware of them at all. Privilege has the privilege of not seeing its privilege. There are
cracks in this Fortress, however. In 2018, the year before I reclaimed my birth name, the
University of Vermont underwent its own name- and place-changing. First, after campus
activism, the UVM Board of Trustees agreed to change the name of the main library from
Bailey-Howe Library to Howe Library. Guy Bailey was a former UVM President who
supported the Eugenics Survey of Vermont. Later in 2018, a well-trafficked green space
in the center of campus was named the Andrew Harris Commons to honor UVM’s first
African-American graduate. Harris graduated UVM in 1838 and in 1839 called for an end
to slavery during a speech at the annual meeting of the American Anti-Slavery society in
New York City. These histories and signifiers of place/space contribute to a sense of
welcome and justice. Changes on the landscape and in the built environment affect our
relationship to place. A relational epistemology at work sees the significance of dance
and music to dismantle imperialism, sees that the Fortress is crumbling, and new ways of
being are growing from the cracks.
Nathaly: this idea that the act of decolonizing, the work of decolonizing is about
naming and recognizing the sort of mechanisms
through which colonization occurred.
creating a space for other ways of being,
for example, a hierarchy of the oppressed and the oppressor…
decolonizing for me is about not having that be the hierarchy.
the work is education and anti-racism and feminism
anything that expands the view of religion and connection to God,
from basically purely the Roman Catholic Church to others.
all of that to me is decolonizing work.
find the modes of thought that keep us in the systems of oppression,
and challenge those
Rebecca: in terms of education,
not doing things as just, as traditionally taught in regular academia
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which is a lot of focus on Whites, like historians and things like that.
that's kind of how I've thought of it and, and thinking about it, as I’m hearing
Kunal: I don't fully feel comfortable
Like saying I'm decolonizing something,
because I’m not Indigenous.
I think about the context of me in India.
right now I'm actually fasting
in Jainism you’re supposed to fast the entire monsoon season.
Because it’s like, harming the least amount of life,
during the monsoons, the soil and the earth, the trees, and everything,
have the most life,
so if you harvest less food, if you eat dried grains from the winter.
If you spend your day, praying and not moving and walking around,
then you harm less beings.
modern day Jains do it for the last 10 days of the monsoon.
that's what I’ve been trying to do right now.
that practice is so in tune with land,
to me, continuing that practice of this 3000 to 9000 year old religion
like fighting against British imperialism.
It's like practicing my religion feels like a form of decolonization
for lack of a better word right now.
Joshua: there was a scholar in the 70s.
this theorist was looking at how
a lot of the social movements in the 60s,
particularly amongst young people of color…
they were inspired by all the national liberation movements in the 60s.
they identified with this yearning to return to the land where they ancestors were
violently brought to the US.
so there's a theory out there that would argue that
people of color are colonized people.
slaves were colonized people, even though Indigenous people to the Americas
were the people that were here first.
there's more to it, because it's really complicated.
When I was interrogating this word and this theory for myself,
I'm like, Well, I'm not native to this land, whether it's the US, New York, and
Lenape territory. But this article made me think about it differently.
And I'm not saying that I still would consider myself a colonized person.
But there's parts of that argument that I think are worthy of consideration.
Marie: the other ways of problematizing the word “decolonize”,
Eve Tuck an Indigenous scholar writes
that decolonization is not a metaphor, and that
decolonization is not a discourse but a
“repatriation of Indigenous land and life” (Tuck & Yang, 2012, p. 1)
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the other scholar I look to
Leny Strobel, a Filipinx scholar
looks at decolonization as my
claiming who I am,
before all of the other socialized ideas of
what it means to be a woman
what it means to be an American,
what it means to be an educated person.
being really critical about how that shows up and
how it operates in my life, and
how it operates in systems.
Throwing off our own colonized states may feel both violent and liberating.
Buying into socialized expectations regarding relationship, education, and career cost me
a connection to my Self and to the Land. This loss was real and I sought to reconnect to
Land and to a more deeply authentic and sovereign self. It is a painful and liberating
process to interrogate systems of oppression within oneself. A deeply spiritual
reconnection to Land allowed me to see more clearly my place within imperialist,
oppressive, capitalist systems. How much am I compromising my own power and
sovereignty in order to survive within these systems? How do I maintain an awareness of
these systems so I can critique them, subvert them? It is an endless and worthy inquiry.
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Postcard from Marie: Plant presence

Figure 30. The community garden near the UVM Medical Center

We talked about community gardens as sites of activism and resistance. This was a new
perspective for me. My prior understanding of the role of community gardens was limited
to community building and sustainability, reconnecting to Earth and in some ways to
heritage. After our group reflection I was thinking more about how the garden is an
active participant in the resistance to capitalism, to social isolation, to unhealthy
processed foods that pass for nutrition. This photo demonstrates this. Among the kale,
squash, and beans are the campaign signs for a local activist who, among other issues, is
fighting for fair housing. This definitely proves Joshua’s point.

Figure 31. Petunias at Howe Library and Black-Eyed Susans plus Sunflower at Jeffords Building, UVM
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In May 2019 I attended a PGM ONE (People of the Global Majority in the Outdoors,
Nature, and Environment) conference in Philadelphia, PA. I spoke with a journalist
about flowers as an act of resistance and a means of claiming beauty and joy. These
petunias have completely covered this cement planter. And this non-conformist sunflower
stands right in the middle of this riot of Black-Eyed Susans. If we grant these flowers
their own personhood and sovereignly, aren’t they doing more than just being pretty?
They’re taking up space, being seen, exercising their right to be exactly who they are
wherever they are.
6.3. Epistemology of Presence
“Presence” has multiple meanings. Perhaps the most powerful ways of knowing is
to literally show up – in unwelcoming learning and work spaces, in the face of numerous
and persistent challenges despite pervasive messages of exclusion. More importantly for
this section and for PGM, being present to the struggle actually strengthens sense of
place, relationship to Land, and relationship with others. PGM in the environment have
few opportunities to be in community as the numbers of PGM environmental leaders are
small but PGM find ways of connecting and thriving.
Flore: So this has been like really nice.
be able to talk about and see other people talking about
relationship to land in a way
it might be different from the way we perceive our relationship
or how we are in relationship with it.
all of that is okay. And it's valid.
that has felt incredibly supportive for me
to explore even deeper the ways that
I'm in relation with land
That feels sacred,
and I don't want to speak to it.
This is an epistemology of taking up space and being seen. Saying yes to my
invitation, to my questions, and showing up for each other in our dialogues, even when
the questions and tasks are mysterious and triggering, even when none of us are sure what
will happen. The trust and relationship that was our foundation let this epistemology
reveal itself.
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This is not the same as leaning in. We definitely stayed with the tensions but the
image and physical action of leaning in compromises our individual stability. We “stood”
strength to strength, breath to breath, even in virtual space. We were upright and our
collective uprighted-ness helped us stand taller and straighter, compelled us to reach out
beyond this circle of Co-Researchers to recognize others. This “showing up” in different
ways manifested in each blogpost and group reflection.

Flore: Rivers often visit me in my dreams with my eyes opened and closed. When
I want to leave or fear I will be lifted by the waves; I find myself back on the rock
with the river coursing through and around me.
How do I repay the gift of presence? What is left other than to move with an
immovable tenacity to flow. Alone, naked, without armors. Maybe that’s how our
dance begins.
Nathaly: I love this notion that presence is gifted. Perhaps that’s at the core of
“sense of place”— a sense of being “grounded”. Whether that’s grounded in
terms of feeling small tendrils or deep roots of connection to a specific site, or
whether it’s the sense of being grounded in terms of having a solid foundation of
self. I find that places that elicit that feeling of home (regardless of the exact
location it’s places where I’m with/around ppl I care about) and places/spaces
that make me feel simultaneously big+small (rivers, seashores, lying back and
looking at the night sky — but also meditation, visits to sacred places,
observatories, museums & libraries). These as places/spaces where I’m gifted a
sense of presence
Through this presence, we created something deeply meaningful each time
because we became reflections of our individual, unique, and profoundly meaningful
relationships to Land.
6.3.1. The Sacred
Our connections to the natural world reveal heartfelt intimacy. This kind of
relationship to Land is rarely spoken of in the Euro-Western paradigm of science where
objectivity leaves little room for emotion, much less its expression.
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Jennifer: Because the natural world to me is not this thing I study.
It's this thing I live in
it's my home
it's our home
like watching the natural cycles of the earth and watching resiliency
within the environment.
that's why I connect to this field so much
not on a science level.
It's more of like on an internal level
soulful level
Kunal: Jainism teaches that all beings have souls/spirits and are alive, rocks &
trees & wind included. Because they are alive and I have a relationship with
them, I consider them family.
Marie: Building relationship with Indian Brook Reservoir over time. Spending
time with the water. Learning to forage for mushrooms, looking for trillium in the
spring, spotting wildlife and birdlife. Greet everyone there when I arrive and
feeling they greet me back. Offerings of clementines and sunflower seeds. Do it
with kindness and gratitude. There is mutual respect and regard.
Realizing that the land holds me wherever I am,
it holds everybody if we ask for the land to hold us
But we don't,
because it is connected to spiritual practices that have gone underground,
connected to spiritual practices that were oppressed, or
obliterated by colonization.
And it's not part of consumption culture, or capitalist culture
a deep connection to land
unless it's creating some kind of product.
Flore: We’re so blessed
we like are plopped on this planet.
And it's so rich. Yes.
Being in relationship with Earth and the environment is to bear witness and withness to Earth’s many gifts of life and resilience. This project provided the opportunity for
Co-Researchers to name and give gratitude for this “rich” and “soulful” connection. One
can express meaningful relationship to Land but may not frame it as spiritual or Sacred as
this is not modeled in most learning and working spaces. Naming a Sacred connection to
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Land is an act of survival, decolonization, and a way of knowing (Shahjahan, 2005).
However, as Nathaly states below, making space for these sacred conversations is a
challenge of time and energy.
Nathaly: the hardest thing has been trying to make space
for this kind of conversation.
in terms of like mental capacity to think about something extra.
And also in terms of just like time management
I think these spaces are really, really important for us to be able to have these
conversations.
I do feel like we need more of it
an underserved space.
And yet I struggle with how to show up in a way that doesn't break the magic that
we're having between us
that's part of the experience that I'm having is telling myself
it's okay to show up in the way that you show up, you know,
want to kind of protect the space, like sort of a sacred kind of holy conversation.
Having the time, space, and energy to have these conversations and to sincerely
connect with Land makes it more possible to maintain connection with people. Below,
Flore is referring to their visit to Haiti where being amongst familiar people and places
made space for more energy, authentic relationship and joy, a dynamic that is not readily
accessible in Vermont.
Flore: when I'm somewhere else.
And I'm just like,
relax, and I'm not thinking like about it.
And I can just be like, Oh my God, look at this beautiful tree,
these beautiful people
there's like so much more availability, for me
to just be like in awe and
be curious and
wanting to connect
talking to strangers and feeling like energized by it,
rather than like a stranger coming next to me and me being like,
Please don’t talk to me.
Climbing trees and putting our hands in the earth are natural states, a through line
to a sense of spirit and connection that we seem to have lost. Euro-Western ways of
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knowing are acculturated and socialized into us through our schooling; we come into this
world with unique ways of knowing that are learned out of us. What is revealed through
these stories is that connection to Land is embedded in the body and the memory is
evoked by the Land itself.
6.3.2. Embodiment
Sense of place takes its first form in our bodies, then is forgotten, and then
remembered.
Kunal: sitting with Tango on my lap and just thinking,
'Oh, what is going through his head right now?'
He's squinting in the eyes, tongue is out, like his face is out the car
he's getting the breeze, its hot, and I'm just like
'What is going through his head, I'm so curious.”
in that training process it's come up that me and my family are putting a lot of human
emotions into [Tango],
saying oh he's depressed or he is like sad about xyz or
he has this anxiety about xyz
the trainer was saying
dogs experience those feelings in an embodied kind of way
not in an intellectual kind of way.
Humans experience them also in their body AND very much in their heads.
Flore: My body is my land and I am a steward. My willingness to delve into the crevices
is not enough. I need tools and tech-niques/-nologies to weed and allow light to touch its
earth. Sometimes, I get the feeling to touch its earth is to be light. I oscillate and pay no
loyalty in my methodology. I dive in with bare hands blind–digging, pulling, pushing to
find deep satisfaction as the blood and pain grinds my distractions to silence…reminding,
I am here. Alive. Sometimes, I bring pruners, gloves, a cool drink, and a pair of
discerning eyes. Or I bring friends, and they bring shovels, chainsaws, salves, cushions,
knives, and so many hands and eyes, and laughter. Sometimes, I just stare and ooze water
and gunk. Waiting. I am not sure what I will do after I find the light. Each time, I forget
again. I just know, in the moment, in the striving, it feels like there is nothing else but me.
Perhaps, that is the whole point.
Alejandro: what I want for myself
I was able to do throughout this process
is more hikes.
Like, what Kunal was saying,
figure out a way to like have my body rested
for me like mentally,
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being able to take the time and get away and
go back to Inwood and
just be by myself and just be alone and in my own backyard.
make sure you figure out what’s that way for you
just to kind of get away from it all, destress.
I think is that rest that you and your body needs.
Jennifer: My connection to this place is in my own blood. My Indigenous blood that
moves through my body like the roots of the trees expanding all the way from the
Southern Hemisphere to the Northern Hemisphere. These people are my people too. I
find peace in my garden because it reminds me I, too, am still growing. The soil that
holds the blood of the Secatogue people also holds so much life.
Co-Researchers strengths are embodied in their images and relationship to Land:
Flore > River > shapeshifting; Sumana >stones > memory; Jennifer > soil > blood; Kunal
and Alejandro > train tracks >freedom and movement
6.3.3. Ways of Surviving, Ways of Knowing, Ways of Thriving
Knowing…that despite the challenges we are meant to be here. There are signals
and guides that point the way. Land is family: grandparent, parent, auntie, uncle, and
sibling all at once. Knowing…that we will keep coming back, like a weed; that we have
strength to wait out the tough parts. Knowing…that we have relationships and
responsibilities to our relationships. This was demonstrated by all the Co-Researchers.
These ways of survival are ways of knowing: pursuing what we love, connecting
with people who will lift us up amidst conditions that consciously and unconsciously
ignore or tear down. These ways of knowing strengthen with practice until they become
ways of thriving as Co-Researchers have demonstrated through intentionality, reflection
as well as through the protocols of relationship such as showing up, introduction, asking
permission, listening for consent. The Western scientific world uses many different
lenses, from telescopes to microscopes, to “invade” and understand. Western scientists
want to take space for their own gaze and forget or rather, refuse to acknowledge there
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are many eyes upon THEM, the Land knows us far more insightfully than we know
Land. These ways of knowing become ways of thriving. Land teaches us how to navigate
darkness and light, endings and beginnings. Poetry, the cycles of nature, rivers and
gardens and stone walls, grief and joy, relationship and presence – all are ways of
knowing.
6.3.4. Summary
In Chapter Six I shared the multiple ways of knowing expressed and enacted by
our Co-Researchers. Autopoeisis as epistemology, the continuous process of self-making
and self-creation in the midst of ever-changing structures and patterns. In this case, ever
changing learning and working environments. Relational epistemology honors the
relationships we have across time, space, Land, humans, and more-than-humans. It
pursues the question: Who and what am I in relation to you? An epistemology of
presence acknowledges or rather, requires that we stand up, show up to our relationships
in an ever-changing world.
Chapter Seven invites a different lens on this journey, a lens that is a vital part of
narrative inquiry where we step back from the experience to reflect upon it.
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CHAPTER 7: OUR EXPERIENCE OF OUR EXPERIENCE
“Narrative inquiry is relational. Narrative inquirers must become fully involved,
must ‘fall in love’ with their participants, yet they must also step back and see their own
stories in the inquiry, the stories of the participants, as well as the larger landscape on
which they all live.” (Clandinin 2000, p. 81).
I have shared many of my own stories but what are the enduring stories that
sustain me? My father was an electrical engineer who died when I was 17. I wish I knew
more of his story but I do know he was a master gardener and loved animals. My mother
knew at age six that she would be a doctor and she pursued this singular focus while her
older sisters supported her with housing, food, money for books. She practiced medicine
in the Philippines for ten years before we immigrated to San Francisco, CA where she
earned money as a home health care aid while working towards the credentials required
to practice medicine in the United States. My mother persevered, cleared numerous
hurdles, and moved our family to many places in order to practice medicine in the United
States. These stories sustain me.
When I was a child something profoundly harmful happened to me. I will never
forget how my mother responded, “None of this is your fault. You are not bad. You are
innocent and whole. You are and will always be whole.” Her words have lived in my
mind, my heart, and my body for 40 years. Her words sustain me.
The phrase commonly associated with narrative inquiry is “stories to live by.” I
have lived by these stories my entire life, bearing in mind that this version on this page
right now is part of a narrative whose contours and lessons change with time, in fluid
movement and relationship with other stories. I am not 100% certain what I actually
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heard and does that even matter? The spirit of these stories is a through line from my
mother’s sisters, to my mother, to me. My ways of knowing are a network of paths that
trace back to beloved people and places.
This same energy moved among the Co-Researchers. At the end of each group
reflection I asked each of us to share our experience of the experience. Come to find that
we traverse these pathways to locate each other, bearing fierce witness to our expansive
selves through the lens of beloved humans and more-than-humans. Our unique ways of
knowing call out to each other – relational, rich, and sacred – even during a project where
we communicated through computer screens from different points on the map. Somehow,
we created a space for intentional and authentic sharing, invoking the Land and our
ancestors, and traveling with each other across time and space.
Nichole: So it's not, it's not a flat monotone thing, either.
There's just so many voices and so much richness.
And it's just felt really good to be, to be a part, to try and be part of that.
Kunal: I think this space has given me an opportunity to practice asking permission and
to practice, listening for and hearing, perceiving a response.
And I'm still working on it.
But I don't think I've worked on it before this project.
So I'm really appreciative of that.
I feel like I do the whole taking photos of environment and thinking about environment
and relationship in place all the time. But being able to do it in relationship with other
humans is liberating. It is making me put together more of my memories that I had
forgotten.
Flore: it's really nice for me to hear what are the different things
the different relationships that are drawing people into this work
is helping them stay.
There is a lineage that I'm not aware of, that I'm a part of, and
just the way I'm interested in it
continuing it,
and I'm just like, in a flow.
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Knowledge expressed through us, almost beyond our consciousness. Asking good
questions with trusted others.
Nichole: what I have found the most valuable
is this sharing space itself.
this opportunity to be reflective,
without boundaries,
the only expectation really being to be intentional.
And it's not something I feel like I get very often.
Especially thinking about my professional life and the work that I do.
Joshua: I don't have any space in my life right now, like this one.
So I really cherish it, because it's unique.
I mean, you know, a group of folks
there's no one that I meet with on a regular basis
just to have a discussion around something we share in common.
that's something that I want to bring more into my life.
this project is giving the blueprint of how to do that.
it's been incredible and an honor
showing up and being vulnerable and trusting each other.
And it reinforces that idea,
that when we’re the dominant group, there's more care.
I am so grateful for the honesty. That took me by surprise a little, how common
the story that talking about one's own relationship to Land and place may be problematic
and painful. I do not think environmental learning and working spaces make room for
that narrative or for emotion.
We are socialized to think that family means primarily our human family, our
blood family. Co-Researchers used the language of “chosen” family, the humans and
more-than-humans with whom we have intentional connection, with whom we are
allowed to be honest and vulnerable. Chosen family may support us in the ways we want
and need to be supported. This is a reframe of conventional ideas of family. Chosen
family is Moon and mountain, river and tree, and all the beings that share this world with
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us. We recognize that these beings also have ancestors and multiple ways of knowing that
might teach us humans how to be in better relationship with Earth and each other.
Joshua: It occurs to me that sense of place ultimately is connected to the WHO — our
climate crisis is certainly about the health and fate of this planet but really, we’re most
concerned about the fate of our human species, aren’t we? That feels meta.
Marie: And at the same time, what sustains us in working in service to Land and the
WHO on that Land are the ones we love the most: our family, in the many ways we define
that.
7.1. Triggers and tension as generative
“One of the penalties of an ecological education is that one lives alone in a world
of wounds,” (Leopold, 1970. p.197). I have an image of Aldo Leopold, one of the most
recognized names in conservation and environmentalism, sitting in the midst of the
Wisconsin wilderness writing the words above. I wonder where the Original People are
on that landscape. I also picture a Black, Indigenous, Person of Color, of the Global
Majority, standing at the ecotones of Leopold’s wilderness just at the edge of his vision.
This PGM sees/feels the wounds on the Land, upon the people - a parade of broken
relationships. PGM have a wider field of vision from the edge. PGM must track many
more things.
Those in deep relationship with Land see numerous beginnings, life, magic, points
of wonder, of transition, and of movement. They witness so much more than just the
wounds. We are witness to the everyday mundane and sacred, the hurts and triumphs, the
tiny and big progress, the temporary setbacks and growth spurts. We name, we reflect, we
hold sacred. In many ways, this is what I am holding in the action, the loving action, of
developing and writing this dissertation. Love in action. I see this among the CoResearchers too. Each of them hold multiple perspectives, the mundane and sacred,
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enduring the painful to arrive at belonging, then having that sense of place and belonging
questioned and broken many times along the way. They witness the wounds and
necessarily draw strength from them or it would be impossible to continue. PGM hold the
stories and the gifts of those wounds.
The work of taking and choosing images then writing reflections connected to
those images was at times triggering, heavy, and anxiety-producing. Despite this, CoResearchers made the leap, giving form to feelings that had never been expressed.
Flore: it was really hard to write
I took the photos
the act of putting them on the blog felt very terrifying
didn't know how to translate something so intimate to me
that I don't really ever talk out loud with other people.
how do I externalize that . I'm stamping it and others can see it. And it just
made it feel very permanent.
And I was just like, ooohhhh,
It was challenging to go to the places that reflecting on sense of place might take
us.
Nichole: it was hard for me.
I don't think I'm particularly introspective on purpose.
it doesn't always bring up happy thoughts.
I was challenged.
It takes a, to kind of deep, but not feel like I'm digging too deep
really thinking about my connection to space
because it isn't all positive,
not in any shape, way or form
not the history of it and sometimes not the present of it
if I have to think and dig deep
this was challenging for me
trying to remember that balance that I've created
that happy place that
I have had to like purposely cultivate when it comes to like my 24/7,
but also
acknowledging what got me there and
motivations of why I do it.
Joshua: it was also hard for me
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thinking of sense of place,
my sense of place in the city,
it's a hard thing
to think about people
my family has moved around so much.
When I think of sense of place
I obviously think about displacement, gentrification, eviction.
Jennifer: I speak of Ecuador so much because that is like my sense of place.
my heart is never as full as it is when I'm there.
it's just like the moment I like step out of the airport and like
this humid air just hits me…
the project is difficult for me because
I don't feel connected to this place, Long Island.
so hard for me to connect to Long Island
impacts the way that I connect to green spaces and natural spaces.
a lot of mixture of emotions.
Rebecca: thinking about my relationships, to land and the environment.
just being able to think more deeply about it and then to write it
the whole thing is a first for me
just putting it out there was nerve wracking.
Nichole: There may be some triggers along the way.
But it's been a very long time since I've been in a safe space
able to really have these intentional conversations.
there'll be challenges, but also the joy and I'm happy to do it with this group of
people. …if it means a couple of triggers along the way, I will absolutely take it.

The tensions and triggers were a surprise to me. Maybe that is my blindspot and
because of my positionality the Co-Researchers did not feel comfortable opposing or
pushing back. But there was something about the space we co-created that allowed our
relationality with these triggering thoughts to become, to be held. “…the means by which
our ideas travel to become what we share with others rely on a willingness to be subject
to a certain chaotic experience, which as researchers we can neither comprehend in
advance nor control.” (Clark/Keefe, 2014. p. 797). This chaotic space became/becomes a
generative space when relationality, intention, and love are at the center.
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I also observe in their comments that our circle of relationships was a safe space
for honesty and vulnerability. Working through the triggers and anxiety, hearing similar
sentiments from others, deepened our relationships and made space for healing.
Because this intentional space could hold the hard stuff, Co-Researchers
expressed gratitude for the opportunity to come together and the felt sense of presence,
intention, and genuine care. This medium allowed for PGM separated by time and space
to form community when there are so few PGM in the environmental fields. This virtual
place became one where Co-Researchers could express otherwise hidden thoughts and
emotions, intentional reflection in action.
Joshua: I am also grateful to be here with you all.
I'm really happy and excited about how intentional everyone is being
with how they're sharing how they're commenting how they're showing up.
We are a very intentional group
really enjoying that. grateful for that.
even though some of this has been triggering it…
it’s a safe space
even though it's hard I feel good
Cuz I’m with good good people.
Jennifer: what feeds your soul.
spaces like these and being in like a comfort zone
is like very much what feeds me,
especially like right now since I'm so hungry,
but like I'm happy because my heart is very fed at the moment.
And I just like want to give thanks to everyone in this group for
co creating the space
Kunal: I feel welcomed and calm and grounded so far. Honestly, I think this study
has been a huge part of why! Giving me space and the obligation to process and
think about movement, land, relationship, justice.
7.2. PGM-centered spaces
At the beginning of this journey of dissertation and research, I wondered how my
perspectives and relationships would change. How will my conflicting identities of
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colonized/settler/colonizer appear in my work and how do I recognize it, disrupt it? I am
still working through these questions but what we realized is that affinity space, PGMcentered spaces, feel more welcoming than majority White spaces.
Nathaly: For what it's worth,
I would expect that people are going to care about each other
on a personal level a lot more.
That's a big difference that I feel happens in spaces that we dominate
versus spaces where we’re the minority.
And I found that in my career, I've worked with primarily White environmental
NGOs. And then came to a majority Black city with a majority, Black leadership,
and it was worlds apart. And I don't, I don't feel like I ever want to go back to a
majority White environmental organization. I don't have to, if I can do this work
Kunal: haven't thought about race all too much,
which is interesting thinking about power and oppression
for not really centering Whiteness,
which is rad. Yeah.
I find that BIPOC spaces I have been in recently are less and less White centered.
there's more of a common foundation and worldview
within this group of people perhaps.
Maybe we can just get to the tasks at hand more easily
Alejandro: Thank you all for like letting me feel safe in the space and express
myself. I feel like I haven't done that. So it's a long time. Or ever. So appreciate
everyone just like making this like a safe space.
Flore: so grateful in that
so many of us are thinking about this thing
And in different ways
using very different lenses
Nichole: don't always get to talk about why it's important to me.
And in a space that feels, you know, really good,
really, really good…
among the groups of folks that we talked to in a few different sessions,
different perspectives and different sort of wavelengths, and
places in life that people are in.
So it's not, it's not a flat monotone thing, either.
There's just so many voices and so much richness.
Flore: thank you for articulating, Nichole, that it doesn't feel flat.
sometimes I feel like the need to connect with people in real life, or
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as like you said breath to breath.
sometimes the conversation
using a technological device or a screen can feel flat.
the last time also, it just felt so rich, and
y'all feel present with me.
I feel I feel y'all I like I feel y’all like pressing against me.
I'm wondering if the intentionality as the both of you kind of mentioned,
is a part of why it feels like as we are in conversation, for me,
it feels like I am with you all. Um,
yeah, y'all don’t feel far away from me at all.
Nichole: But to your point absolutely about finding spaces where there's a
there's a joy and a connection that happens.
Just like just like we did here, I think
thank you for that.
I'm breathing with you even in this weird time space continuum thing. So thanks.
Great, great gratitude to all of you.
Rebecca: but it's really interesting in the blogpost,
I felt able to be a lot more personal about it, which is really nice.
Alejandro: able to relate to a small piece of what everybody was thinking about.
a field where I've like, always felt so alone sometimes
I was able to connect to each of you in a bit in your own way.
Yes! That’s exactly how I feel like someone gets it.
I got that same feeling today while we were all speaking and sharing our stories
to hear it come from this kind of space
made me feel more connected to just the person that I am
There was laughing and humor - we took care of each other that way, too. Seeing
and naming beauty in each other and connection to the Earth.
Flore: Yeah, thank you.
And this is like nothing to do with this but your hair.
from my perspective
You know how when you look at trees,
there are these crowns that allow you to see
so like your crown and the crown of other trees
are literally doing the same pattern
like the lights, like twinkling of light,
Nichole: doing it on purpose, you know, the crown and the crown.
[laughing]
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Flore: I'm just thinking that one of the posts that somebody else I think Jen posted
about talking to this person about their hair and Yeah. Right. And I think it’s
beautiful.
Nichole: Thank you! [laughing]
7.3. Ripples
A component of participatory action research is to generate information about
personal and community issues with the objective of taking action to make change. Part
of the original plan for this research project was to hold a community exhibition of our
photographs and narratives in order to reach a larger community. We have not done this
exhibition but nonetheless, our research together has touched other communities. “The
participants in the inquiry are influenced by their participation in the inquiry, by their
experience of being in the research experience.” (Clandinin, 2000. p.88)

Jennifer: I had this workshop with the girls in our summer program
brought up this conversation
who never ever even thought about this
don't even have a connection to land the way that I do
and it's not because I don’t think it’s there.
it's been kind of repressed
Flore: it's been grounding and.
because of this work,
it has given me more confidence to
start conversation with my family that I don't know,
if I would have been as like, willing and ready to, like, be so honest and blunt.
straight out talk about it,
we usually talk around them in periphery,
this is the question, like, does anyone have an answer for me,
and then they did, which surprised me.
Kunal : this project provides an easy way for me to
bring it up more like easily in other conversations…
even with my parents
talking to them about what this project is
they're like, why are you on the video chat for two hours in the middle of the day.
just explaining what I'm doing. And what we're doing.
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Has kindled so many conversations between us.
Nathaly: what I've experienced so far is that over the course of this
Co-Researcher epistemological experiment,
I'm having more conversations with other people about this work…
it's sort of front of mind, and therefore
a topic of conversation that we can bring up with others.
7.4. A Visual Relational Narrative Inquiry
There are connections between narrative inquiry methodology and Indigenous
research methodology. Both methodologies put profound importance on relationality with
time, place and people. In this shared space between narrative inquiry and relationality,
there are multiple “I”s and “eyes”.
Our “internal/external eyes” see inside of ourselves and outside of ourselves.
Through reflection we see how stories take shape and become the narratives that impact
our ways of being and knowing. Away from the imperialist, White-supremacist gaze, our
internal/external eyes of this PGM-centered space witnessed individual stories of
challenge and achievement. We saw each other through eyes of compassionate
relationship and strength. It was safe to see each other and allow ourselves to be seen.
There was also the sense of the visionary, that through a strengths-based lens we could
honor the struggle and journey while envisioning a pathway forward. For instance,
Nichole cannot wait to see Flore in 10 years. Nathaly sees the life she wants for her child.
Our “internal/external I’s” – the multiple identities and navigating multiple
ecotones – were able to lay down the burden and be vulnerable in a safe, intimate, and
sacred space.
Relational narrative inquiry situates the Co-Researchers at the center. Images and
texts from our blogposts served as jump-off points for group reflection. This worked well
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in the early group reflections as people were warming up to each other as well as to the
project and our process. As we accrued more images and reflections thereby building our
collective experience, we felt free to begin at any point in the stream. Our time felt
spontaneous and expansive, the process and “data” came alive, “living breathing” as one
Co-Researcher described.
7.4.1. Analysis: Living close to the data
I transcribed 12 hours of group reflections, then analyzed the transcriptions and
blogposts using NVivo. As I began to read and reread the data, I felt challenged to keep
method and methodology in their respective lanes. Imagine all the boxes, codes, nodes,
and spreadsheets. How was I to check off what is visual, what is participatory, what is
narrative, what is decolonizing? What is relationality and responsibility at this stage of
the process when all the Co-Researcher verbal expressions are separated into word counts
and themes?
There is a utility and convenience to plugging our stories into an application that
shows me connections and themes via graphs and charts. I still do the work of uploading
and coding which is valuable analysis. This may be regarded as objective distance but it
falls short of honoring the values and intentions of relationality and responsibility that
made our dialogue so alive. The Co-Researchers’ individual engagement with their data,
ex: photos and reflections as well as my engagement with the entirety of the data needed
to reflect an “extra-intellectual place” (Wilson, 2008. p. 111) where insights and
inspiration come from all directions. Closing the distance between me and the data while
also remaining open to the wide field of knowledge is important. I/you/we make the
connections, as a whole… as a whole story… as a fluid, emerging shapeshifting story
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where the wisdom sits in many different places all at the same time in relationship with
all our relations.
Colleagues advised that in qualitative research sometimes the constraints of
analysis strangle the data. Do not make the data fit the analysis. The data has its own life.
The Land will tell its story. We “know” what Land says as Land speaks to each of us in
the language unique to our relationship – through four-leggeds, mountains, rivers,
gardens, and stone walls.
Collecting, reading, re-reading, viewing, re-viewing data; I engaged in deep
noticing and noting while in the fold of how it was to be,…giving rise to intense
attention via poesis – through art-making and creative writing – to the sensorial
set of rhythms and forces that attunement provoked.” (Clark/Keefe, 2014. p. 797)
What an unsurprising shock to realize that I was imposing Western expectations of data
analysis on a project that was intended to break apart Western expectations of
scholarship. The stories have a life, an energy and a flow of their own. Within the
narrative inquiry space, the data has its time, its place, and its people within the recorded
story that also lives within a much larger context of time, place, and people.
I sought attunement: to live closely with the data and with the whole flow of
stories. I listened to the group reflections over and over in the car. We made dinner
together and tended the bonfire. I read the blogposts in sequence numerous times; tracked
the quotes, the emotions, the dynamics and flow of image, written word, and
conversation. These would refract the light differently each time like turning a crystal.
Another insight, another dimension to the same insight, revealed and reinforced at each
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turn. And I wrote and was reminded that the act of writing is itself a form of analysis and
a way of knowing.
Marie: Indeed, the whole experience, the stories, the connection has been such a
gift, to conduct research in this way is life changing for me. And the experience I think
has been impactful for the Co-Researchers as well.
We want to be in community. The Land loves for us to remember Land. We
invoked loved ones, people and places, in our journey together. That is what the data is
telling me, that life begets life, love begets love, and this is a way of knowing. This is
strengths-based, this is sustainable. Show up to all of it and all of it will meet you there.
The work lives deeply in my heart, in my gut, in the Land and relationships all
around me. Is Love also a Co-Researcher, as Land has been? (Dec 15, 2019 process
notes)
7.4.2. Data as a River: What stories is it telling, and retelling differently?
We cannot stand in the same piece of river twice, and at the same time our very
bodies have been in constant motion and therefore, we have changed since our last step.
The data moves all of us along, in the evolution of our engagement with each other as
Co-Researchers. We created even more surface area and jump off points that wandered,
diverging and coming back to certain topics. These are the stories, the data taking on a
life of its own.
Like a river, my experience of the data had a different nuance each time I stepped
into it. For example, the story of Nichole's tree planting project, memories of her
grandmother, and the complexity of that relationship coupled with the complexities of her
relationship to this research project took on progressively deeper significance. This
underscored ideas of multiple identities, multi-layered connections to Land and work, and
the myriad expressions of relationship that are unique yet common amongst the team
which is not always tied to a PGM identity but certainly tied to community. These
complexities need further dialogue.
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I understand how one can get lost in the analysis – the compulsion to dig and dig
for fear we miss the “right” answer. In fact, the messages emerge over time, given
relationship and investment. I cannot generalize the findings of this project. My greater
objective is to spark dialogue about this experience of the research with PGM in
environmental learning and working spaces. As Joshua described, this project offered a
“blueprint” for doing this as well as a set of community agreements that served us well
(see Appendix D).
Sumana: thought provoking
just thinking more deeply about my relationship with the land
trying to think not just through my professional kind of like, side but also like my
personal side.
when I like selected photos
I really wanted to select ones that really brought up a lot of questions or
resonated with me
the land just brought out a curious side in me.
7.4.3. Summary
Chapter Seven highlighted our experience of this research experience, from the
challenges of engaging questions of place and relationship to an appreciation of our cocreated space that centered PGM voices. Our exploration of sense of place, relationship
to Land, and ways of knowing created ripples, sparking conversations with other
communities. We generated a wealth of stories that necessitated living closely with the
data so that the narratives could better reveal themselves in their becoming. A river of
stories that flows even now. In this ever flowing wisdom, we discover that we are ever
teaching and ever learning.
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CHAPTER 8: WE ARE ALL TEACHERS
We are all teachers and we are all students. In September 2019 I attended the
International Babaylan Conference in northern Ontario, on Wahte Mohawk territory. A
Filipinx Indigenous Shaman conducted the welcome ceremony over the sacred fire after
which he held up the Talking Stick to the assembled crowd and announced, “Teachers!
Teachers! Who would like to share their wisdom?” This felt so different from a
classroom where the teacher might invite a response from students, sometimes described
as the “sage on a stage” dynamic. Anyone of the perhaps hundred people there, regardless
of origin or title was/is a teacher through which knowledge and wisdom flows. Whoever
you are, of course you are a teacher. You have a wisdom and ways of knowing garnered
from experience and inherited from all our relations who have come before us. It was a
powerful moment. Around that sacred fire, our very presence was the lesson and the gift.
In our circle of Co-Researchers, we are all teachers: our full selves, our experiences, and
our multiple ways of knowing have inherent value.

8.2. What Remains Unsaid: Limitations and Implications
There is so much learning yet and much territory to explore. In our final group
reflection, I invited the Co-Researchers to share their Ahas! and What Remains Unsaid…
Joshua: seeing that we,
despite all being people of color, or identifying as people of color,
we've all oriented to this project in different ways,
in terms of reacting to the posts, or what we write about
what we choose to write about
how we write about it.
there’s been a lot of beauty in that
but also like,
despite the fact that we're people of color, and
we're racialized in a White supremacist country, or culture and society,
we're still different.
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we still think about things differently,
despite having a common oppression as it relates to race.
And our orientation to land still differs.
And then the thing that I feel like remains unsaid or actually unexplored territory
the lens of race has been central to this project.
But there's other lenses
I wonder what it would have meant if we looked at things
combined with other lenses.
So for example, I think of gender,
what if gender was the center, analysis or lens in which we looked at things?
Race was explicitly centered in this project possibly to the exclusion of other
identities. Co-Researchers need to assume multiple identities in order to survive in school
or career but we did not dialogue at length about gender, or LGBTQ, or socioeconomics.
Joshua highlights a very important point: that although we share a common identity as
people of color there is so much more to our experience as individuals. Because we may
stand together in some respects as “other” does not mean we have the whole story
(Reyes, 2008).
Moreover, we have distinct positionalities relative to each other. I needed to
reflect more on my role during and following this research project. “The caveat to
highlighting the researcher’s role, to rendering the researcher self-visible, is to examine
more closely the researcher’s story in light of her participant’s.” (p. 30). As the “lead
researcher” who identifies as PGM, I have tried my best to interpret these narratives and
epistemologies shoulder-to-shoulder with the Co-Researchers. Despite this, my hands
predominantly and ultimately shape the words and narratives you are reading, “While I
have accountability…still implicit in that accountability is the very power that entitles
me” to tell the stories (Reyes, 2008, p. 20).
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The complex reality is that our multiple identities and positionalities are in
relationship with each other and are present already.
Kunal: I'm thinking about the ways that,
gender and other lenses are coming up in our project
maybe they're not explicitly centered, but they're here.
there's exploring we could do with those other identities and lenses.
like all of the identities we hold in some capacity are showing up in this project.
And so they're there and people to like, be looked at and made patterns from and
uplifted.
What are my own biases and blind spots? I misheard some folks and likely
inadvertently silenced others, or drove the dialogue in a direction of my own bias. I
shared all transcripts with the Co-Researcher team inviting questions and feedback. I
hope I have honored their narratives.
As I read and re-read the stories and the data in their entirety, looking at the data
from current time and place, more questions emerge, of course. For instance, I could be
more critical of relationship of Co-Researcher to Land with regard to a transactional
versus transformational dynamic. To what extent are environmental and place-based
education aware of the emotional, historical, and cognitive “place” of teacher and learner,
and in the time and place where the learning/teaching is situated? Ways of knowing and
knowledge revealed in a PGM-affinity space is different than in predominantly White
spaces, different when done in a major city or a remote natural setting. How is
environmental and place-based education affected by a pandemic that necessitates remote
learning, physical distancing, and the possibility of even further distance from (or closer
relationship to) Land but distances people physically from each other? What are
relationality, responsibility, and autopoiesis doing right now?
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I do the ceremony, then the ceremony does me. This is what happens in narrative
inquiry. We deepen relationship, fall in love while the structures, patterns, and processes
are always changing – environment, relationships, time – such that the researcher who
entered the conversation at the beginning is a different person downriver. There is
something quite artificial about this whole process of having to submit and “defend” an
artifact of all this work when for me, it was also and perhaps more so an act of joy and
love with my Co-Researchers and for myself. This is an act of defiance in the face of
colonizing and assimilative forces of education and this doctoral process. To use the word
love and to feel joy in this journey feels quite strange.
Over the course of connecting with the Co-Researchers, it became more important
to listen for the welfare of these people I have grown to love, to create a space where we
could listen to our struggles, hold our questions, and celebrate our joys. And laugh. I
would like to think that the sharing of our individual and collective stories creates an
opening for multiple ways of knowing and epistemologies to be recognized. Maybe this
recognition will encourage more PGM to join the field but at the very least, it was a way
to be in deep relationship; to see and be seen; and possibly to find ways to sustain
ourselves and others in this work.
You are seen. Your stories and ways of knowing matter. You matter and you are
powerful.
Alejandro: how has my energy changed over the last couple months?
this feeling of validation.
My personal struggle all throughout UVM. And even after UVM
has always been feeling validated for like, this is a field that just I belong in.
with work, I've always just been on the go, go go.
I've been able to take time to kind of reflect on my journey through UVM in here
I've been able to take a deep breath and feel good
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I just feel a sense of belonging,
I have a sense of place here.
I'm like, half city half nature and
nature is just going to be with me wherever I go.
It's just who I am.
I feel like this battle of me feeling validated is kind of just being closed a little bit.
Nichole: that's my question even to myself
When do we start that self healing process?
When it comes to place
like when what when?
We'd have to wipe out so much of bad, like so much
when it comes down to this country.
when does that process start?
what are the indicators for when we reclaim,
reclaim that history for our own.
I remember that first year
and thinking about, seeing some history with the cakewalk
and the lockouts from the 90s.
When, like what how do we what's that signify
that we move on? do we move on?
when do we heal from all that?
Marie: Is there a space where it's sharing and just being present,
is that one output
is another output, gathering together,
the actionable items are two very different forms.
So all of this is really good to think about.
it could mean that the life of this work
what we've done, that we're doing collectively
doesn't end with my putting out a dissertation,
it actually launches some other action
we might do collectively, or we do individually and report back.
So all that to say, I think there's a lot of potential
while this work, this dissertation is the document that I give to the university,
I'm looking for ways to open it up
to make this experience more accessible
to people beyond and outside the university
Too often the responsibility to change the system falls upon the shoulders of those
who are oppressed by the system, who have been actively working within and resisting
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the system. Institutional leaders and majority people must also take responsibility to
disrupt epistemic blindness and injustice or risk losing PGM as students and colleagues.
Kunal: in the predominant White institution, if it wants its students of color to
keep going, it can’t be just up to those students to or employees to, if we're talking
about like a work organization, it can’t be up to those individuals to do it on their
own.
Nathaly: the audience who will receive your synthesis of these conversations
in these blogs, and so on and so forth,
will be in a position of power by virtue of being academia,
to accept or continue to not accept the ways
in which people of color approach their academic exercises
These last words from Nathaly point to a monumental challenge for academia to
accept or continue to diminish, deny, and erase multiple expansive alternative ways of
knowing. This paradigm shift demands a reckoning of the White supremacist ideologies
that hold up the fortress of academia and Western Ways of Knowing. We see now that
institutionalized White supremacy is not at all willing to concede power and if this is true,
can those entrenched in Western Ways of Knowing willingly make space for others?

8.2. Gratitude
Conclusions suggests an ending, a linear progression that can be resolved in some
neat way. I see no conclusions here, but rather openings. Experimental form is an
opening, a clearing in the woods of research regularities. The clearing away of
accustomed practices releases a rare feeling of reflective play in interpretation and
language. In this opening, light shines on interconnections among researcher and
participants…The clearing ruptures traditional patterns of scientific knowing and
notions of research purposes.” (Glesne, 1997. p. 218)
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This dissertation artifact may be coming to its conclusion but we are always on
the journey made more complex by current events. The systems that serve the colonial,
imperialist project of oppression, displacement, silence, and erasure are and must
continue to be called out for the histories of harm done: climate crisis and apocalypse;
forced immigration, domestic terrorism, and failed leadership. There is illness and harm
on a global scale.
At the same time, I see People of the Global Majority embodied in this CoResearcher team who know this harm and are working towards healing from their
individual vantage points at the ecotones. At this grand opportunity, they embody ways
of knowing and inherent strengths for re-membering and re-making themselves and their
environments where learners/teachers/researchers/creators can develop a critical
awareness of multiple epistemologies as well as a deep respect for the many ways we
build relationship with Land, place, humans, and more-than-humans.
To the extraordinary circle of Co-Researchers
You point to the crux of our questions
in academic-speak it’s epistemic justice and injustice.
What is knowledge?
Whose stories and ways of engaging knowledge dominate, take up the most space?
Whose stories and ways of engaging knowledge are absent, silenced, marginalized?
You named
Socioeconomics and class.
We acculturate ourselves to academia in order to move through it.
Survive it.
It demands energy to not be completely torn apart.
This is a constant negotiation.
Sense of place becomes a fluid, emergent, dynamic thing,
Certainty and uncertainty. Harm and growth.
How one engages in sense of place,
the manifestation and experience of relationship to Land is
fluid, emergent, dynamic
Like a river
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You named
There are innumerable ways to have relationship to Land,
Just like the practice and manifestation of love,
love is expressed in innumerable ways.
It doesn't rely on words,
Relationship to Land and sense of place manifests in
any number of gestures and actions.
You named
talking to the academic establishment
what accounts for research,
what accounts for knowledge.
There is an “efficient” and “safe” path to a degree
The path that favors mainstream thought and methods
There is little place for emotion,
Limited vision for multiple ways of knowing and expression.
This efficient path is not the most meaningful.
What is deeply meaningful is the harder path
Relationship takes time and connection which
takes effort like swimming upstream
that comes at a cost
Because in Euro-Western educational environments
Because in capitalist workplaces
there's a particular language, a particular history,
there are systemic gates and accompanying protocols
PGM must navigate in order
to survive
get that degree.
Persist at the job
Sustain wellbeing
And PGM do this All.The.Time.
Survive and Thrive
That is what we are doing right here now. Bringing to life sense of place
in relationship to Land in community.
We have beautiful stories
I hope I can do justice to all of that on your behalf.
I echo everything that you've all said.
it's all been really emergent, this whole experience.
It's this beautiful, movable, temporal space.
Relationship in all different forms and dynamics.
connecting with all of you, in this forum,
there’s a lovely and strange dynamic
a level of intimacy that is multidimensional
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And how to recreate spaces like this
“blueprint”
where people can come together.
an intentional space, agreements.
It’s nowhere and now here
all your stories really are quite different.
with much deep commonality as well
once the project ends
how do we?
do we?
want to sustain the space?
hearing from each of you
that it's a challenge to engage, to be present,
the mechanics of putting thoughts and photos online.
Of expressing hard things
And I'm also hearing that it's worth it.
my experience of this experience
intention and humility, an alive awareness and nimbleness
So heartened by the insights, individually and collectively.
Don't know that I could have done this any other way or with any other folks.
thank you for that.
I struggle also with ways of knowing
what it means in everyday words
how do we arrive at knowledge,
so different for each person.
in many ways,
this exploration expands and confuses for me.
I am amazed what a vulnerable and intimate
space that we create here each time we come together.
your words, what you put out into the world,
honor everything that you share
Earth is our natural state.
Land and Earth connections that I feel we've lost,
Reconnecting to Land in a way that is necessary for
wellbeing and survival
we can challenge and change these oppressive ways,
the ways we have been doing academics and environmental education
The ways that have been acculturated or socialized into us through our schooling,
Re-member that we come into this world with certain ways of knowing
that are schooled out of us, replaced with
The objective distance that calls itself “education” and “science”.
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I feel like I have broken a cardinal rule of research.
I wasn't dispassionate, have not been objective
Living with your stories, holding them just far enough, just close enough
Your complexities and intrinsic value
Behold a mountain, behold a flower
to witness and honor. power and wisdom.
Falling in love with the work and those alongside us
With this I release the energies that have joined us on this journey.
Gratitude
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APPENDICES

Appendix A. Common Ground Between Western Science and Indigenous
Knowledge
Common Ground Between Western Science and Indigenous Knowledge (Kawagley &
Barnhardt, 1998)
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Appendix B. Data Collection Timeline
Objective

Deliverables

Successfully defend
Dissertation Proposal
Successfully pass IRB review
Prepare outreach to potential ·
Co-Researchers
·

Convene Initial Meeting of
Co-Researchers

·
·
·
·
·

Co-Researchers collect
photos Round 1
Group Reflection #1

·
·

Meet with advisor/committee ·
to check-in on project
·
Co-Researchers collect
·
photos Round 2
Group Reflection #2
·

Co-Researchers collect
photos Round 3
Group Reflection #3

·
·
·
·

Collect all this data

·

Meet with advisor/committee ·
to check-in on project
·
Begin data analysis in earnest ·

Timeline:
Purpose
Co-Researcher Orientation

Present proposal to committee
IRB approval
Design Purposive Sampling
Prepare required consent forms and
information packet
Develop timeline for Group Reflections
Review Consent Forms
Review project and timeline
Dialogue on project using readings as
prompts
Review PhotoVoice method and picture
taking best practices
Photos and short narratives uploaded to
DropBox
Co-Researchers convene to reflect
collectively on data
Progress updates
Advisement for next Group Reflection
Photos and short narratives uploaded to
DropBox
Co-Researchers convene to reflect
collectively on data
Decide on a possible Round 3 of photos
Photos and short narratives uploaded to
DropBox
Co-Researchers convene to reflect
collectively on data
Curate photos for exhibition, plan
logistics
Collection of photos & narratives from all
Co-Researchers
Progress updates
Advisement for Data Analysis

Expected
Deadline
Jan 16, 2019
End January
End January

February 14

March 1
Week of March 4
Mid-March
March 22
Week of March 25

April 12
Week of April 15

End April
Sometime in May
Summer 2019

Date
6/20

Attendees
FC, KR, KP
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Notes
Not recorded

Co-Researcher Orientation

6/23

Co-Researcher Orientation

6/26

Blog goes live
Co-Researcher Group
Reflection via Zoom
Conference
Co-Researcher Group
Reflection via Zoom
Conference

Co-Researcher Group
Reflection via Zoom
Conference
Co-Researcher Group
Reflection via Zoom
Conference
Co-Researcher Group
Reflection via Zoom
Conference
Co-Researcher Group
Reflection via Zoom
Conference

AV, JG, SS,
RG, JC, NH
NF

Not recorded

7/2

SS, AV,
KP, RC

Recorded 2 hours

7/11

JC, NH, JG

Recorded 2 hours

7/31

JC, KP, NF

A Co-Researcher gave
birth
Recorded 2 hours

8/7

NH, FC

Recorded 2 hours

8/14

AV, RG

Recorded 2 hours

8/28

RG, KP,
NF, JC, AV

Recorded 2 hours
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Not recorded
Following these
orientations, 9 out of 10
proceeded with the project

Appendix C. Consent to Participate in Research

Title of Research Project:

SENSE OF PLACE and WAYS OF KNOWING: The
LANDSCAPE of EXPERIENCE for PEOPLE of Color in
the ENVIRONMENTAL FIELDS

Principal Investigator (PI):

Marie Vea-Fagnant, Ed.M.
Doctoral Candidate
Educational Leadership & Policy Studies,
Graduate College, University of Vermont

Faculty Advisor:

Dr. Kelly Clark/Keefe

Sponsor:

Leadership and Development Studies
University of Vermont

Introduction
You are being invited to take part in this research study because you are a person of
color who is an alumna of the Rubenstein School of Environment and Natural
Resources. You have an important story to tell about your experiences in the
Rubenstein School, as a professional, and as a unique individual making meaning and a
difference in the world. This research project will explore the unique sense of place and
ways of knowing practiced by people of color (POC), specifically. In this study, you are
invited to work alongside other alumni of color in collaborative exploration of sense of
place and ways of knowing. This study is being conducted through the University of
Vermont.
Concise Summary
This is a research project that will explore the experiences and unique ways of knowing
of People of Color (POC) in the environmental fields. A relatively small number of POC
pursue academic degrees and careers in the environmental fields. I would like to know
more about the experiences of POC who have chosen this path.
We will be a team of 6-8 participants co-researching in collaborative relationship. Our
work will involve documenting our relationship to Land and sense of place with
photographs and written narratives; uploading photos and narratives to a private
Wordpress blog accessible only to participants; participating in on-line meetings for
group reflections, and conducting an individual interview with the Principal Investigator.
Participants will be invited to plan a community exhibition to share photos and narratives.
The total time commitment of group sessions and a 1:1 interview will be approximately
10 hours. The time commitment for taking photos, writing brief narratives, and planning
a community exhibition will vary.
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Potential risks include the possibility that participants may be identifiable by their
photographs and narratives. Another risk is possible discomfort in the group reflections or
individual interview. There may be unforeseen risks. While there are no direct benefits
for your participation, being a part of this study may help to build a stronger network of
peer professionals and alumni. This study will celebrate the strengths and achievements
of POC in the environmental fields, support POC in pursuing these paths, and inspire
educators and employers to be inclusive of multiple experiences and ways of knowing.
The information above is only a brief summary of the study. If you are interested in
learning more, it is important to read the following pages for additional detailed
information about the study. If you decide to take part in the research, you will be asked
to provide written consent at the end of this document.
Purpose
This study will explore the experiences of Rubenstein School alumni of color related to
ways of knowing, relationship to Land, and sense of place. This study aims to reveal
multiple epistemologies or ways of knowing.
Procedures
The study will take place where each participant works and resides. A research team of
approximately 6-8 participants will take part in this study. The research team will be
asked to document their experiences with photographs taken with a Smartphone and to
also include a written narrative of each photo. If you choose to take any photographs that
contain people, you will be required to obtain their consent. The research team will attend
one virtual Introductory meeting and two virtual group reflection sessions where the team
will critically analyze their photos with the goal of creating a collective narrative of
experience along with a cumulative list of images that best represent the group’s
experience. During this project, you will also be asked to participate in an individual
interview conducted by the Principle Investigator. All groups reflection sessions and
interviews will be audio recorded. You have the right to decline to answer any questions
asked during the group reflection sessions or individual interview that may make you
uncomfortable. Finally, you will be invited to plan and participate in a public viewing of
selected photos for the University of Vermont community of students, staff, faculty, and
campus officials.
Participation in this study will require individual time to collect individual
photographs and narratives, approximately 8 hours of group sessions, and 1.5
hours of individual interview.
Costs
There are no costs to participating other than your time.
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Benefits
There may be no direct benefit to you from participating in this study The possible
benefits of this study include the opportunity to participate in a collaborative research
project to explore and develop a critical awareness of multiple ways of knowing as well
as a deep respect for the many ways we build relationship to Land, place, and people.
Findings from this study will inform educators, employers, and other POC.
Potential Risks and Discomforts
One potential risk is the possibility that participants may be identifiable by their
photographs and narratives. Another risk is possible discomfort in answering some
personal questions. There may be unforeseen risks.
Foreseeable risks that could occur as a result of your participation in this study should be
no more than what you would expect to encounter in your daily interactions with friends,
family, and colleagues. However, reflecting on our relationship with the natural world
and our sense of place within it might be emotional. The PI will monitor this throughout
the work, checking in with you and others periodically, taking any needed measures to
refer any participants to a professional counselor or other support services to help
mitigate the situation should evidence of emotional discomfort become apparent. For
instance, there may be an employee assistance program, a work-based intervention
program designed to assist employees in addressing personal problems, through your
employer. A support service that is available nationally is the Crisis Text Line
(www.crisistextline.org). The PI will actively facilitate providing additional information
or initiating referral to participants should that be desired or become necessary.
Compensation
You will not be paid for taking part in this study.
Confidentiality
Your study data will be handled as confidentially as possible. Total privacy cannot be
guaranteed. Your privacy will be protected to the extent permitted by law. If the results
from this study are published, your name will not be made public unless you provide
consent to do so.
Participants will have the option to have their image and/or their photographs included in
an exhibit. A separate written consent/media release will be required to participate in this
portion of the project. Without written consent from the participant no images or
likenesses of participants will be released.
All visual, written, and oral data will be recorded and transcribed by the PI. Transcription
of all data and initial analyses will be shared with the participants for review. All data
(photos and narratives posted to the WordPress site, audiotapes, and transcriptions) will
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be stored on the PI’s password-protected computer and PI’s account on the UVM server
which is protected by a Border Firewall that requires a password and VPN connection to
access. Only the PI will know the password and have access to this location. Audiotapes
will be destroyed following transcription. Collected data may be de-identified and used
for future research.
We will ask that everyone in the group not repeat what they have heard others say, but
there is always the chance that someone will repeat what you have said. Everything you
say will be kept confidential by the PI.
Group reflection questions are directed to the group, not to individuals. You have the
right to: a) not answer a question, (b) terminate the one-on-one interview, or (c)
withdraw from the study at any time in the process.
Voluntary Participation
Taking part in this study is voluntary. You may discontinue your participation in this
study at any time. The PI will discuss with you what is to be done with any previously
collected research information. You will be told about any changes that may affect your
decision to continue in the study.
The Principal Investigator may discontinue your participation in this study at any time.
The Principal Investigator and participant will discuss this prior to any decisions. There
will not be any consequences if you discontinue your participation in this study.
Contact Information
You may contact Marie Vea-Fagnant, the Principal Investigator in charge of
this study at 802-656-3003, for more information about this study. If you have
any questions about your rights as a participant in a research project or for more
information on how to proceed should you believe that you have been harmed
as a result of your participation in this study you should contact the Director of
the Research Protections Office at the University of Vermont at 802-656-5040.
Statement of Consent
You have been given and have read or have had read to you a summary of this research
study. Should you have any further questions about the research, you may contact the
person conducting the study at the address and telephone number given below. Your
participation is voluntary and you may refuse to participate or withdraw at any time
without penalty or prejudice.

You agree to participate in this study and you understand that you will receive a signed
copy of this form.
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Signature of Participant

Date

Name of Participant Printed

Signature of Principal Investigator or Designee

Date

Name of Principal Investigator or Designee Printed
Name of Principal Investigator:

Marie Vea-Fagnant
220F Aiken Center, Rubenstein School of
Environment and Natural Resources,
University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405
Marie.Vea-Fagnant@uvm.edu
802-656-3003
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Appendix D. Community Agreements
Community agreements are a means of creating a space where individuals feel
welcome and safe enough to engage in the dialogue or other activity to the best of their
ability and with the support of the entire group. Our blogsite included a separate page
entitled “Community Agreements” reviewed and agreed upon by the group. At the
beginning of each group reflection we reviewed these agreements which evolved in
meaning over the course of our project.
Confidentiality, stories have been very, very rich, the stories and the details stay
right here in our bubble. And all the learning goes and grows and grows and
grows.
Assume best intent. We're all here with the best of intentions, and we're also
human. We acknowledge the impact and acknowledge too, that the impact can
happen in real time and beyond real time for us. It can happen in our
conversations, it can happen as we're engaging this website.
Expect and accept non closure. I'm actually feeling this right now. I'm not quite
sure what the trajectory of our conversation is, I'm not sure how to or if it wraps
up in any particular way. I think all of our sharings have led, for me anyway, to
more questions. So accepting non-closure is operative for me. Right now.
Tension can be generative. I've heard a lot about this from all of you that
engaging in these reflections, engaging in the conversations, have brought up
some good tension. And some not so good tension. It's also brought up some
learning, so the tension has been generative.
Making space for all voices, being mindful of our air time. It's great that we have
several folks on our talk tonight. And as I said, I don't have any particular
agenda. Let's be respectful and make space for everybody.
And I really love this one: affirm that we/I/you belong in this space, and
however we/I/you show up is how we/I/you show up. I really appreciate that
we've been naming this in all of our meetings
Finally, accountability. How we've been holding ourselves and holding each
other accountable. If in the course of this conversation, there's an ouch or
something that might occasion a pause, you are welcome to ask, “everybody, hey,
can we pause and think through, revisit our community agreements?”
Over time and experience with each other, we were able to name how the
agreements affected our dialogue. Reviewing the agreements each time also reinforced
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our intentionality on the blog site and in our group reflections. It was especially powerful
to state at the beginning of each gathering that we come as we are and that we belong.
Those words “we belong” are so very powerful. It left the door open for sadness, anger,
confusion, regret, and joy.
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